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Thi s is my re spon se o n the objections Ii led to the Fi nal Environmenta l Im pact SWlement. dran
Record or Decision. and Rcvi sed Land Managcment Plan (Revised Plan) for the Shoshone
Nat ional Forest. A ll object ion s to the Rev ised Plan ha ve been conso lidated into one set ofisS llCS
and one respo nse is bei ng rende red. T he issue s we re sullicient ly s imilar to a ll ow conso lidation

(36 CFR (Code

or Federal Regulat ions) 2 19.57(b)( 1)).

Seventy objec ti ons were submitt ed and accepted under the object io n proeedlJrcs a nd were
cons ide red in m y response. A lso. ten people were g ivc n interes ted pc rso ns status for one or more
o f the object ions. A n obj ec tion received from two indi vidua ls d id not meet the objec tion fili ng
requirements at 36 eFR 219.54(c). Those wcre forwarded to you and your stair j()r
cons ideration in making you r linal Re vised Plan dec ision. Listings of the objections and the ir
trucking numbers. a s well as the interested perso ns. arc included in Attac hment I . Each objecto r
a nd interested pe rson w ill receive noti lication of m y response. T he lillal objection response is
available on the Web at htl p: I/\\\\w.fs.li:d.u s./objectioll s and listed under R2 - Rocky Mountain
Region . It is a lso ava ilab le IHlrd~copy upon req ucst.
issued a drafi Record o f Dee is ion lor the Revised Plan o n Jan uary 24. 2014 . The Revi sed
Pl an conform s to the 1982 planning regulations at 36 e FR 2 19 1982. as amend ed] (dran Record
of Dl!cision. p. 32). The 1982 planning regu la ti ons. relercnced by YOll. were last publi s hed in the
('ode or Federal Regulation s 011 July I. 2000l.
YOli

r

The Shoshone National Forest (SN F) Land Management Plan (LMP) was prepared under thc ForesJ ,md Rangeland
Rcncwablc Resources Planning Act (RPA ) of 1974 as !!Illended by the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of
1976 ( 16 U.S. c. 1600 et seq.), the imp lement ing regu lations o1'thc NFMA at 36 e FR 219 (77 FR 21260.
April 9. 20 12). and the Nat ion al Environmental Polic)' Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.c. 432 1 eJ seq.) and it s implemcllt ing.
regulmions (40 e rR 1 5 00~ 1508).
I

NFMA's currenJ implementing regulaJioll s at 36 e FR :2 19.1 7(b)(3) (77 FR 21270) allow the usc \J1'thc provi sions of
the prior planning regulation. illclud ing its transit ion provisions (2000 PJanning Rule at 36 erR 2 19 .35(a) and (b)
(December 18. 2(09)). The transition provisions of Jhe 2000 planning rule allow the usc of the prior planning
rq;ulaJioll promulgmcd in 1982 .
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History of th e l:tcv iscd Plan
•

The curren t 1986 plan was amended numerous limes.

•

The S hosho ne began revision in 2005 under the 2005 Planni ng Rule .

•

The Shoshone has worked with th ree diffe ren t sets of planning regul ati on s in the past
10 years:
o The Shos hone began revision under the 2005 Planning Ru le. then the 2008
Planning Rule - both rul es we re in validated by th e courts.
o T he c urre nt Final Envi ron me nta l Im pact Sta teme nt and Revised 11l<ln were
develo ped lIsing the pro visions of the 1982 regulatio ns and the o ~j cc li o n process
fro m the 201 2 regulatio ns.
o Alt ho ugh the Revised Plan adheres to the 198 2 regulation s. it incorporates man y
of th c conccpts in the 201 2 Planning Ru le and is more strateg ic than the 1986
plan.

•

The Dra li Environmcnta l Impact Statement was published in J uly 20 12 - over 23.000
comments we re received.

•

T he Fina l En vironmcnt all mpue t Statement and Rev ised Pl an publi shed in January 20 14
respondcd to those comm cnts: a ncw pre fc rred alternat ive was devc lo pcd as part o r the
response.

•

The objection process bcgan with publi ca tio n
Stateme nt lust winter.

or the Fina l Ell vironmcntali mpact

Review ,md Con side r;.ttion of Obj ect io n Con cerns
The process of reviewi ng the o bjections <l nd assess ing opport unitics for resol ution has taken
lon ger than anticipated. The inhcrentl y comprehensive and complex nature o f land management
plan s co ntribu tcd to the overall time needed lo r the rev icw and th e need lo r me to exe rci se my
d isc ret ion to ex tend the ti me to issue my li nal respo nse (3 6 CF R 2 19.5 6(g)).
More than 600 indi vidual issues were idcntilicd from the o~jecti o n s rece ived and eae h was
considered in the review. Within the 600 isslles. many we re simila r enough to consol idate into a
broadc r range of rcsourccs and to pie areas. includ ing but not limi ted to: recommended
wilderness designati ons: wild and sceni e ri vers su itab ili ty and el ig ibility; wildlife habitat
management : manageme nt of road less areas and back coun try and the use of motori zcd or nOI1motori zed veh icles tI1l.: rein: the Dunoir Specia l Managcment Un it: the use o rpack goats in
bighorn sheep country: management of the Co nti nenta l Divide Nat iona l Scenic Trai l: oil and gas
leasing. graz in g. fo rest manage me nt. and precollllllerc ialt hinnin g: adherencc to the Protect ion of
Wetland s Exec utive O rder ( 11 90): he ritage sit es: cl imat e change: e flc cts o n songbird habit at:
soi ls: water; and a ir q ua lity. Obj ec tors we rc also concerned that the drali Reco rd o r Dec ision
vio lates the National Environm enta l Po li cy Act (N EPA). Nati onal Fo rest Mana gement Ac t
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(NF MA). the Wilderness Act. th e Wild and Sceni c Ri vers Act. the Endan gered Spec ies Act. and
Exec llti ve Order 11990. amo ng o thers.
Upon compl eti on o f m y initi al review of the w ritten obj ection s received fo r the Shoshone
Nati onal Forest Revised Plan and Fina l Env iro nm ental Impact Statement. I held a meeting in

Cody. Wyomi ng. on October 8. 20 14. to have addit ional engagement with obj ectors and
interested persons on pro posed in stru cti ons for the foll owin g areas o f c01ll.:crn: pack goals
bi ghorn sheep. prccoll1ll1crci al thinning and lynx. manage ment of the DUlloir Spec ial
Manage ment Unit. and motori zed access in roadlcss areas. Approx imately 57 obj ectors and coobjec tors. 4 int erested persons. and a number of members o r the publi c parti cipated in th e
meetin g. either in perso n or by phon e. A ll o bjec to rs and interested persons we re g iven an
opportunity to speak o n each of the to pi c areas. T he purpose o r the meetin g was not to rc-stalc
the conte nts of the objection letters o r to bring fo rward informati o n not prev ious ly submitted. but
ralher to fo c us o n a di sc ussion o f the ins tructi o ns I was considcring related spec ifi call y to the
topic arcas. During the meeting. objectors hel ped to elarify m y understand ing o r the isslles and
suggested improveme nts to 111y proposcd instructi o ns in my fin al respon se to obj ecti ons.

I lo und the Iccdbac k I rece ived at the meeting to be very helpful in my consideratio n o f the
issues and pote ntial instructi ons. The transc ript s frol11 thc meetin g are ava ilable on the Web at
http ://www .fs .usda .gov/deta il fulJ/shoshone/ landmanagement/?cid =ste lprd37 94957&width- full.
Thi s obj ecti on response is th e o ut come o f a deliberati ve and ex tensive rev iew of co ncerns rai sed
by obj ec to rs in vo lvi ng compl ex regul atory and management isslles. My response rcllec ts my
find ings from the rev iew o r the writte n submi tted objections. cu rrent po lic ies in pl ace. the
directi onlhe Agency is heading on som e of these iss ues. the rcco rd put together by the Shoshone
planni ng team. the d isc llssions I had wi th o ~j ec t o r s and interested pe rsons at the mceting. a tinal
review of to llow-up inlorm3tio n sent in by objectors alicr th e mccting. and to ll ow- up di sc llssion s
\Vith the respo ns ibl e o fl ic ia l. A ltho ugh so me iss ues rai sed in the objecti ons arc not spec ific all y
c ited in m y responsc. all o bj ec to rs' conce rns have been cons ide red w ithin the broader range o f
topic areas. My rev iew toc usccl 0 11 ensuring the Rcvised Pl an m ccts currc nt requirement s and
detcrmining whcther changes arc warn1l1 ted to im prove upon the anal ysis and dec is ion bascd o n
the o bject ions s ubm itted . My rcsponse conta ins instruct ions fo r yOll 10 implemen t befo re signin g
a fin al Record o rOccisio n and is the tina l determinati on o r the U.S. De partment o f Agricull ure
o n the objec tions.
Attm.:hm cnt 2 is my full response to the o bj ecti on iss lles rai sed fo r the Shoshone Nati ona l Fo rest
Rcv ised Plan. Eac h topi c area includes a desc ri ption o f the issue(s ), my inde pcndent rev iew
team 's conclu si o ns. ancl . where appli cabl e. instructi ons. Attachmcnt 3 is a compl ete sct o r my
tina l instructi o ns.
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By copy o flhis letter and notificat ion of availabili ty on the Web. I am notifyi ng all partics o r lhis
deci sion.

'+tVlfc/
tati£dfJ
L.

ANE
COTTRELL
Re viewing Orticcr for the Chief

Enclosures:

or

AtlachmcllI 1 - Li st Objectors and Interested Persons
Attachm ent 2 - Respo nse to Objec tions
Allac hmcnt 3 - List of In structi o ns

cc: Objectors and Interested Perso ns. Reg ion 2 Objections
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Attachment 1: Objectors and Interested Persons

The objectors and their objection tracking numbers are listed in the following
table: i
Objection
Tracking No.
14-13-00-0103

Mr. David M. Courlis

14-13-00-107
14-13-00-109
14-13-00-0110
14-13-00-0111

Ms. Martha Martinez del Rio
Mr. and Mrs. Tory Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burke
Mr. Charles R. Neal

14-13-00-0104

14-13-00-0112
14-13-00-0113
14-13-00-0114
14-13-079
14-13-00-0115
14-13-00-0116
14-13-00-0117
14-13-00-0118
14-13-00-0119
14-13-00-0120
14-13-00-0121
14-13-00-0122
14-13-00-0123
14-13-00-0124
14-13-00-0125
14-13-00-0126
14-13-00-0127
14-13-00-0128
14-13-00-0129
14-13-00-0130

Lead Objector

Affiliation
Individual
Conservation Service
Company, LLC
Individual
Individuals
Individuals
Individual
Cody Country
Snowmobile
Association
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

Mr. Phillip Hocker

Mr. Rob Marshall

Ms. Mary Grathol
Mr. Al Sammons
Mrs. Joyce Patrick
J. Nicols Patrick
Mr. George Wuerthner
Ms. Melissa Bahleda
Mr. Ken Lichtendahl
Ms. Lisa McGee (also interested
person)

Wyoming Outdoor
Council

Mr. Richard Kroger
Mr. Thomas Williams
G.A. Warren (also interested
person)

Individual
Individual
Individual

Ms. Connie Wilbert (also
interested person)

Sierra Club

Mr. Rick Adair

Mr. Andrew A. Irvine

Mr. Mark Hinschberger
Mr. Michael Blymer
Mr. Alex Wolfer
Leslie Patton
Mr. Howard Sanders

1

Individual
North American
Packgoat Association
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Shoshone
Backcountry
Horsemen

Co-objector(s)

Peter Aengst, Wilderness
Society, Sarah Walker,
Wyoming Wilderness
Association, Scott
Christensen, Greater
Yellowstone Coalition, and
Connie Wilbert, Sierra Club

Bonnie Rice, Sierra Club,
Sarah Walker, Wyoming
Wilderness Association

Shoshone National Forest Land Management Plan Revision

Objection
Tracking No.
14-13-00-0131
14-13-00-0132
14-13-00-0133
14-13-00-0134
14-13-00-0135
14-13-00-0136
14-13-00-0137

14-13-00-0138
14-13-00-0139
14-13-00-0140
14-13-00-0141
14-13-00-0142
14-13-00-0143
14-13-00-0144
14-13-00-0145
14-13-00-0146
14-13-00-0147
14-13-00-0148
14-13-00-0149

Ms. Kathy Treanor
Mr. Laurence Treanor
Mr. James Wolf (also interested
person)
Ms. Judi T. Blymer
H.G. Longobardi
Mr. Jonathon B. Ratner (also
interested person)
Mr. Lawrence Todd

Ms. Jazmyn McDonald
Ms. Linda Raynolds
Mr. Richard Inberg
Mr. John Parr
Mr. Land Tawney
Mr. Tom Troxel

Mr. Neil Thagard

Mr. Kim Wilbert
Ms. Bonnie Rice (also interested
person)
Ms. Sherry Shelley
Ms. Jan Ziman
Ms. Joy Bannon

14-13-00-0151

Ms. Callie Domek (also
interested person)
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Robinett

14-13-00-0153

Mr. Dave Clarendon

14-13-00-0150
14-13-00-0152
14-13-00-0154

14-13-00-0155
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Lead Objector

Mr. Bert Miller

Chris Wichman

Mr. Loren Grosskopfi
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Affiliation

Co-objector(s)

Individual
Individual
Continental Divide
Trail Society
Individual
Individual
Western Watersheds
Project
Park County Historic
Preservation
Commission
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Backcountry Hunters
and Anglers
Intermountain Forest
Association
Theodore Roosevelt
Conservation
Partnerships
Individual
Sierra Club

Individual
Individual
Wyoming Wildlife
Federation
Individual

Individuals
Cody Country
Snowmobile
Association
Individual
Wyoming Department
of Agriculture

Shoshone Cooperating
Agency Coalition

Douglas L. Thompson,
Fremont County, Brad W.
Basse, Hot Springs County,
Bucky Hall, Park County,
Mack Frost, Cody
Conservation District, Reg S.
Philips, Dubois-Crowheart
Conservation District, Terry
Wilson, Hot Springs
Conservation District, Cathy
Meyer, Lower Wind River
Conservation District, Tracy

Objection
Tracking No.

Lead Objector

14-13-00-0156

Governor Matthew H. Mead (also
interested person)

14-13-00-0158

Mr. Steffen Cornell

14-13-00-0157
14-13-00-0159

Ms. Christine Wilcox
Ms. Irene Saphra

14-13-00-0160

Ms. Cathy Purves

14-13-00-0161
14-13-00-0162
14-13-00-0163
14-13-00-0164
14-13-00-0165
14-13-00-0166
14-13-00-0167

Mr. Richard Ridgway
Mr. Marshall Dominick
Mr. David Dewitt Dominick
Mr. Bruce Fauskee
Mr. Keith Becker
Ms. Carole Genaro
Mr. Laney Hicks
Mr. and Ms. Howie and Marilyn
Wolke and Olsen
Mr. John Osgood
Mr. Robert Hoskins

14-13-00-0168
14-13-00-0169
14-13-00-0170
14-13-00-0171
14-13-00-178

14-13-00-0174

Ms. Sarah Walker

Mr. Jim Pratt
Mr. and Mrs. William and
Barbara Goosman

Affiliation

Office of the Governor
Natural Resources
Defense Council
Meeteetse
Conservation District
North American
Packgoat Association

Trout Unlimited

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

Co-objector(s)
Renner, Meeteetse
Conservation District

Leon Sanderson, Dubois
Anglers and Wildlife Group
(DAWG). Calvin Hazelwood,
Wyoming Council Trout
Unlimited, Jackson Hole TU
Chapter, Upper Bear River
TU Chapter, Jeff Judkins,
Popo Agie Anglers Chapter
of TU, East Yellowstone
Chapter of TU

Big Wild Adventures

Individual
Individual
Wyoming Wilderness
Association
Individual
Individuals

Interested persons are shown in the following table:
Interested Person
Mr. Kevin Hurley
Mr. Scott Christensen
Mr. Peter Aengst

Affiliation
Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation
Greater Yellowstone Coalition
The Wilderness Society

i The version sent to Objectors and Interested Persons included an unintentional misspelling, which has been
corrected here. Apologies to Mr. Grosskopf for the error.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple objections with a variety of issues were reviewed. To facilitate my review and response
to the issues raised, similar issues were grouped under a general resource heading and one
response provided. My review resulted in instructions for the responsible official on some issues.
Not all issues, however, resulted in instructions. Instead, review of these contentions regarding
the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), the Land Management Plan (LMP), the Draft
Record of Decision (ROD), and related planning documents established that the Shoshone
National Forest (SNF) sufficiently addressed the concerns and is in compliance with current law,
regulation, and policy. These issues have been addressed at the end of this document.
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WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

David M. Courtis
David DeWitt Dominick
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that more rivers in Wyoming should be protected with the Wild and
Scenic River designation and that the SNF should include those rivers as part of the LMP
Revision. These rivers include the portion of Dead Indian Creek to the north of the Wyoming
Highway 296 bridge over the stream, Greybull and Sunlight Rivers, and the North and South
Forks of the Shoshone River.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA) Section 5(d)(1) directs federal agencies to identify
potential additions to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System “[i]n all planning for the use
and development of water and related land resources…,” and that
…the Secretary of Agriculture shall make specific studies and investigations to determine
which additional wild, scenic and recreational river areas within the United States shall
be evaluated in planning reports by all Federal agencies as potential alternative uses of
the water and related land resources involved.
The Forest Service Handbook (FSH, 1909.12 (82)) states in Forest Planning, “[t]he assessment
of a river(s) identified as having potential for wild and scenic river designation follows a threestep process: 1. Determination of eligibility. 2. Potential classification (wild, scenic, or
recreational). 3. Determination of suitability.”
Eligibility:
The FSH (1909.12 (83.1)) further outlines that the land management planning team is to develop
and conduct a process to determine which rivers meet the eligibility criteria specified in sections
1(b) and 2(b) of the WSRA. For a river to be eligible for designation to the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System, the river and its adjacent land area must be free-flowing and possess one
or more “outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic,
cultural, or similar values” (WSRA Section 1(b); FSH 1909.12 (82.14)). Since the WSRA does
not further define outstandingly remarkable values, the determination that a river area contains
outstanding values is a professional judgment on the part of the interdisciplinary review team. In
order to be assessed as outstandingly remarkable, “a river-related value must be a unique, rare, or
exemplary feature that is significant at a comparative regional or national scale” (FSH 1909.12
(82.14)). Sources for identifying the significance of river-related values include the Nationwide
Rivers Inventory; state river assessments; identification by tribal governments, other federal,
state, or local agencies; and the public (FSH 1909.2 (81.2)).
Suitability:
A suitability study provides the basis for determining which rivers an agency might recommend
to Congress as potential additions to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (FSH 1909.12
(82.4)). The suitability evaluation is intended to address whether the river should be protected,
whether designation is the best method for protecting the river corridor, and whether there is a
5 | SNF LMP Revision | Objections Response | Attachment 2

demonstrated commitment to protect the river by any nonfederal entities (e.g., a state) that may
be partially responsible for implementing protective management (FSH 1909.12 (82.4)).
The timing of conducting the suitability process may vary. The preferred process is to
proceed with determining suitability in the land management planning process. An
alternative is to delay the suitability determination of eligible rivers until a subsequent
separate study is completed. If such delay is warranted, the land management plan shall
provide for protection of the eligible river corridor[s] until a decision is made on the
future use of the river and adjacent lands. (FSH 1909.12 (83.1))
Only when the SNF has completed both an eligibility and suitability study could the Forest then
make a preliminary administrative recommendation to include a river in the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System. Such a recommendation would receive “further review and possible
modification by the Chief of the Forest Service, Secretary of Agriculture, and the President of
the United States.” Congress would then make the final decision whether to designate a
recommended river for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (FSH 1909.12
(84.11a & 84.11b)).
It is important to note that
Rivers [can be] designated as part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System as
specified in section 2(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of October 2, 1968 through: 1.
An Act of Congress… [or through] 2. Secretary of the Interior. This designation process
[through the Secretary of the Interior] requires an act of the legislature of the state or
states through which a river flows, and subsequent application by the Governor(s) of the
concerned state(s) to the Secretary of the Interior. (FSH 1909.12 (85))
In accordance with section 5(d)(1) of the WSRA, the SNF identified 16 river segments as
eligible for potential inclusion into the National Wild and Scenic River System (Draft ROD, p.
8).
Objectors were particularly concerned with the portion of Dead Indian Creek to the north of the
Wyoming Highway 296 bridge over the stream, the Greybull and Sunlight Rivers, and the North
and South Forks of the Shoshone River. FEIS Appendix D documents that the SNF evaluated
these areas for Wild and Scenic River eligibility. Consistent with applicable law and policy, SNF
appropriately utilized its professional judgment to conclude that Dead Indian Creek was not
eligible while the other four rivers were eligible for potential inclusion in the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System (FEIS Appendix D, p. 11). Of specific note, Sunlight Creek was
determined to be eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation because it is free-flowing and
possesses outstandingly remarkable values for geology and history (FEIS Appendix D, p. 11),
and SNF gave Sunlight Creek a potential Wild and Scenic River classification of "recreational"
(FEIS Appendix D, pp. 11, 19). No further evaluation for suitability of Dead Indian Creek is
necessary at this time because it was not determined eligible. Consistent with applicable law and
policy, the SNF opted to defer the suitability study until after further site-specific analysis (Draft
ROD, p. 5), there is public and congressional interest or support for such a study, or until a
project is proposed that would alter the free-flowing character of a stream, adversely affect
outstandingly remarkable values, or adversely affect the river’s inventoried classification (FEIS
Appendix D, p. 5; FSH 1909.12 (82.5)). An objector states that the SNF found Sunlight Creek to
be suitable for wild and scenic river status. However, a suitability study has not been completed
for Sunlight Creek and is not required during the LMP revision process.
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However, there appears to be a discrepancy as to why a suitability evaluation was not conducted
as part of the SNF planning process. The Draft ROD (p. 5) states that the suitability study “will
be done after further site-specific analysis.” However, the eligibility evaluation says the
suitability study
is deferred, pending: 1. Public interest or support of wild and scenic river study, and 2.
Congress expressing interest in a specific river for wild and scenic river designation, or 3.
A proposed project that would alter the free-flowing character of a stream, such as
impoundment, or would adversely affect outstandingly remarkable values, or the river’s
inventoried classification ([FSH 1909.12] (82.5)). (FEIS Appendix D, p. 5)
The Draft ROD implies the SNF will conduct site-specific analyses and then complete a
suitability study, whereas the FEIS implies no work will be done on a suitability study unless
conditions 1 and 2 or 1 and 3 are met.
An objector states that the WSRA “offered the states [the] opportunity to protect river
corridors….” Section 2(a)(ii) of the WSRA outlines a process through which a river can be
designated as a Wild and Scenic River via an act of the legislature of a state through which a
river flows. This designation process requires a subsequent application by the Governor of the
concerned state to the Secretary of the Interior (FSH 1909.12 (85)). No such act of the Wyoming
state legislature or subsequent application by the Governor of Wyoming was issued during the
SNF planning process. The state legislature could enact such legislation at any time they so
choose and are not beholden to taking action during the Forest planning process.
The table for Dead Indian Creek in the FEIS Appendix D, Attachment B (p. 27) should be
amended to reflect that a Prehistory outstandingly remarkable value was not found on Dead
Indian Creek, and the explanatory notes should also be adjusted accordingly (unless a Prehistory
outstandingly remarkable value was found, in which case Dead Indian Creek should be
determined to be eligible). The fact that the prehistoric site is small and located at the lower end
of Dead Indian Creek in and of itself does not disqualify the river segment from having a
Prehistory outstandingly remarkable value. The importance, uniqueness, rarity, or exemplary
nature of this prehistoric site in relation to the region of comparison is the filter that should be
used to determine whether Dead Indian Creek does or does not have a Prehistory outstandingly
remarkable value.
The correct and complete justification as to why the suitability study was delayed should be
included in the project record and there should be consistency between the FEIS and the ROD.
See also FEIS, Chapter 2 (p. 51) and delete "to make" duplicate typo in the last sentence of the
section on "Recommend All Eligible Rivers for Designation." The wording in the Final ROD
needs to be consistent with the FEIS.
It appears outstandingly remarkable values were evaluated at both a regional and national scale
(FEIS Appendix D, Table 3, pp. 11-12). However, only a single region of comparison should be
applied to any one outstandingly remarkable value. The project record should identify what
region of comparison was applied to each outstandingly remarkable value, describe the analysis
process/criteria used to evaluate outstandingly remarkable values at that region of comparison,
and better support the findings for each river segment.
The following statement from the FEIS Appendix D on page 10 is incorrect: "It is not enough
that a river has an outstandingly remarkable value. This outstandingly remarkable value must be
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significant at a regional or national scale for a river to be potentially eligible." It is precisely
because a river-related value is significant at a regional or national scale that makes it
"outstandingly remarkable." A river value that is not significant at the defined region of
comparison is only a river-related value and not one that qualifies as "outstandingly remarkable."
An eligible river, then, is one that is free-flowing and possesses at least one outstandingly
remarkable value (WSRA Section 1(b); FSH 1909.12 (82.14)).
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

1) Amend the table for Dead Indian Creek in the FEIS Appendix D, Attachment B (p. 27) to
reflect that a Prehistory outstandingly remarkable value was not found on Dead Indian Creek,
and adjust the explanatory notes accordingly.
2) Clarify why the suitability study was delayed in the project record. Ensure consistency
between the FEIS and the ROD. See also FEIS, Chapter 2 (p. 51) and delete "to make" duplicate
typo in the last sentence of the section on "Recommend All Eligible Rivers for Designation."
3) Identify in the project record what region of comparison was applied to each outstandingly
remarkable value, describe the analysis process/criteria used to evaluate outstandingly
remarkable values at that region of comparison, and better support the findings for each river
segment.
4) Correct FEIS Appendix D, page 10 to clarify that it is precisely because a river-related value
is significant at a regional or national scale that makes it "outstandingly remarkable.” In addition,
clarify this on page 8 of the new version of Appendix D. Make sure the FEIS and Final LMP
include the correct appendix.
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WILDERNESS
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Melissa Bahleda
Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District
David M. Courtis
Callie Domek
David DeWitt Dominick
Marshall Dominick
Bruce Fauskee
Marya Grathwohl
Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
Phillip M. Hocker, Conservation Service Company, LLC
Richard Inberg
Ken Lichtendahl
H.G. Longobardi
Martha Martinez del Rio
Lisa McGee, Wyoming Outdoor Council
Governor Matthew H. Mead
Jazmyn McDonald
Charles R. Neal
J. Nichols Patrick
Leslie Patten
Cathy Purves, Trout Unlimited
Sarah Walker, Wyoming Wilderness Association
Connie Wilbert, Sierra Club
Howie Wolke and Marilyn Olsen, Big Wild Adventures
George Wuerthner
OBJECTION ISSUE: POTENTIAL WILDERNESS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Many objectors are concerned that the proposed LMP does not include additional wilderness
areas. They contend that wilderness recommendation in the LMP is needed to protect areas into
the future. Many objectors propose remedies that include recommendations to designate areas for
wilderness (or at least manage for wilderness character). Specifically, areas objectors proposed
for designation include:
•
•

•
•

the four highest quality potential wilderness areas as identified by the Forest
Service: Francs Peak, Wood River, Trout Creek, and the Dunoir Special
Management Unit (SMU);
Pat O'Hara, South Fork, Dunoir, Sulphur Creek, Carter Mountain, West Dunoir,
Clarks Fork, Francs Peak, Middle Fork, Sunlight, Wood River, Warm Springs
Creek, Trout Creek, Castle Rock, Deep Lake, Wapiti Valley North, Telephone
Draw, High Lakes, Rattlesnake, East Dunoir, Wapiti Valley South, South Dunoir;
areas adjacent to the Washakie Wilderness; and
in general, the maximum wilderness protection and designation possible.
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Other objectors do not support designation of additional wilderness and contend that reducing
motorized use from current levels creates “de facto wilderness” which Congress has not
approved. One remedy proposed by the objectors includes “provid[ing] discussion in the FEIS
stating how these restrictive management changes [reduction in motorized use area] are not a
step towards creation of de facto wilderness.”
In addition, objectors alleged that the Forest Service failed to assess and describe critical
information as required in its Handbook. More specifically, objectors assert that the Forest
Service failed to assess, describe, and consider:
•
•
•
•

the environmental trade-offs and site-specific consequences of direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts of the wilderness recommendations under each alternative;
the measures designed to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse environmental impacts to
or loss of wilderness characteristics under each alternative;
the potential effects of wilderness and non-wilderness recommendations for each
potential wilderness area; and
the costs and benefits of the proposed management of wilderness quality lands for each
alternative.

Objectors propose including analysis to address these points as a remedy. More specifically, an
objector describes a potential remedy as follows:
The cumulative effects section needs to address the effects of the wilderness
recommendations in the proposed alternative in the context of other related actions in the
past, the present, and the reasonable foreseeable future. These include protections of
unroaded lands within the Greater Yellowstone region or conversely, decisions to
diminish the wilderness characteristics of such lands. Similarly, the cumulative effects
analysis needs to discuss the cumulative effects of the proposed action on species of
concern and climate change adaptation.
Similarly, another objector contends that although
the Final EIS has a section intended to disclose and analyze the effects of the varying
levels of wilderness recommendations on climate change, [the] analysis does not address
the effects to potential or designated wilderness areas including effects to individual
areas.
Another objector is concerned that
although the Forest Service produced maps showing management [area] prescriptions,
none provides overlays of inventoried roadless/potential wilderness areas per
alternative… [making it] impossible to ascertain from the Final EIS what management
prescriptions are proposed within distinct potential wilderness areas for any given
alternative, including Alternative G.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) regulations at 36 CFR 219.17 (1982 regulations)
require that Forest lands be evaluated and considered for recommendation as wilderness areas
during the Forest planning process.
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As part of the revision process, the wilderness evaluation inventory was completed (Appendix C
- Evaluation of Areas for Potential Wilderness). Thirty-four areas on the SNF were evaluated for
potential wilderness. This evaluation was based on FSH 1909.12, Chapter 70-Wilderness
Evaluation, which describes three tests—capability, availability and need—to evaluate the
wilderness potential of an area. The SNF has a number of back country areas that could be
additions to the wilderness system. There is also a large amount of high-quality wilderness
designated on the SNF and on surrounding national forests.
The SNF followed a process for evaluating roadless areas for recommendation as potential
wilderness that is consistent with 36 CFR 219.17 and FSH 1909.12, chapter 70. As part of the
wilderness evaluation process, roadless areas were evaluated for their "capability," "availability,"
and "need.” Need was evaluated by analyzing the degree to which each area contributes to the
local, regional and national distribution of wilderness. The SNF’s wilderness evaluations are
documented in the FEIS, Appendix C - Evaluations of Areas for Potential Wilderness (pp. 51178).
In FEIS Appendix C, there appears to be a page missing from "Table 7. Details of the need
assessment for areas being evaluated for potential wilderness on the Shoshone National Forest,"
although the need assessment is included in Attachment A - Summary of assessments (Appendix
C, Evaluations of Areas for Potential Wilderness).
FSH 1909.12, chapter 70, section 74 enumerated paragraph 5 requires that SNF "describe the
potential effects of wilderness and nonwilderness recommendations for each potential wilderness
area," including "discuss[ing] the impact on the area if it were designated as wilderness and the
impact of the areas if it were managed as non-wilderness," and "show[ing] the social and
economic effects in each case.” In addition FSH 1909.12, chapter 70, section 72.4, references
FSH 1909.12, chapter 70, section 74 and describes how wilderness evaluation documentation
must:
For each area evaluated, comprehensively assess and describe resource trade-offs and
consequences associated with nonwilderness options.
•

Consider measures designed to avoid or minimize the impact to or loss of
wilderness characteristics.
•
Develop and evaluate wilderness and nonwilderness options.

While there is some discussion of the effects of wilderness recommendation by alternative (FEIS
pp. 528-35), the project record is currently void of documented analysis that is required under
FSH 1909.12, chapter 70, section 74 enumerated paragraph (5) - Effects of Recommendations.
The project record does not contain any discussion of direct, indirect, or cumulative effects of the
recommendation or non-recommendation of each potential wilderness area. The SNF LMP
documentation should be revised to fully comply with FSH 1909.12, chapter 70.
The responsible official selected an alternative that does not recommend any new wilderness,
despite several areas rating high in the wilderness evaluations. This decision is discretionary and
chapter 70 does not mandate that any areas be recommended as wilderness. However, this
decision must be supported by a project record that documents all required analysis and
consideration of all appropriate factors. As a result, the SNF must complete and document the
analysis required under FSH 1909.12, 72.4 and 74, including a display that identifies and
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discloses the management area (MA) prescriptions for each of the potential wilderness areas by
alternative. There is an instruction to address this point.
Various alternatives were analyzed, including a range of recommended wilderness from 628,800
acres in Alternative C to 194,500 acres in Alternative D and zero acres in Alternatives B, E, F
and G. FEIS Chapter 3 describes the alternatives considered for areas evaluated for potential
wilderness and includes "Table 153. Wilderness evaluation acreage by management area and
alternative" and "Table 154. Wilderness evaluation acres available for motorized use by
alternative" (pp. 530-31). Motorized use in MA 3.3A, 3.3B and 3.3C vary by alternative. Back
country winter motorized (MA 3.3B) has a sizable increase in Alternative G over the other action
alternatives.
The responsible official has selected to continue protecting the characteristics of these back
country areas with LMP direction that does not include wilderness recommendations. This
decision maintains these areas in the conditions for which they are valued while still allowing
recreation uses and restoration opportunities that would not be available within a designated
wilderness (SNF Draft ROD, p.12).
The Draft ROD adequately identifies the responsible official's rationale for selecting an
alternative that does not recommend any new wilderness. The rationale is based on the
evaluations conducted and displayed in Appendix C of the FEIS. Based on the process that was
followed, the supporting documentation in the project record, and the rationale used to determine
whether or not to include areas as recommended wilderness in the Draft ROD, it was within
the responsible official's discretion to select Alternative G. Two other alternatives,
Alternatives C and D, were analyzed in detail and did include areas to be recommended as
wilderness. These alternatives were available within the range of alternatives to the responsible
official for consideration and possible selection (SNF Draft ROD, p. 10; SNF FEIS, pp. ix-xii;
SNF FEIS, pp. 69-75).
The Draft ROD also states that while the four highest ranked areas are not recommended as
wilderness, the preferred alternative does provide additional protection compared to Alternative
A. By assigning back country prescriptions, Alternative G decreases acres suitable for active
vegetation management, winter motorized recreation and summer motorized recreation in these
four areas. This decision is within the responsible official's discretion and is supported by the
project record.
With respect to objector issues regarding backcountry area protections, the LMP complies with
the requirements of Forest Service Manual (FSM) 1926 which are the agency’s policy
requirements for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision using the planning
regulations in effect before November 9, 2000. FSM 1920.3 under policy indicates that: “All
Service-wide direction necessary for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision is
contained in this chapter, or supplements or handbooks thereto.”
Therefore, with respect to objector issues regarding backcountry area protections (i.e. de-facto
wilderness), the LMP complies with agency policy.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: WILDERNESS AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors assert that the Forest Service did not adequately consider public support for additional
wilderness on the SNF. Many objectors mentioned an “overwhelming majority […] supportive
of new wilderness recommendations.”
The objectors contend that the Forest Service did not meet the requirements of the FSH because
it did not consider all relevant data (including public comments and national survey data) in its
evaluation of “need,” it misrepresented the information it did consider, and it failed to adequately
document the public input. Specifically in reference to the Forest Service discussing a Colorado
State University report titled Study of Preferences and Values on the Shoshone National Forest,
(Jessica Clement, Ph.D, Antony Cheng, Ph.D, Department of Forest, Rangeland and Watershed
Stewardship, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523, January 16, 2008) in the
Evaluation of Areas for Potential Wilderness (Appendix C), an objector contends that the Forest
Service “erroneously omitted critical aspects of the survey … [and] considered the answer to
only one [survey] question.” And other objectors noted that, “there are numerous relevant
surveys that consistently show that Americans value wilderness and generally favor the
designation of additional wilderness.”
Concern that public opinion was not adequately considered is compounded by objections citing
incongruous communication. For example, one objector wrote, there were
numerous assurances from Supervisor Alexander that these areas will continue to be
managed to preserve their wilderness character, [and] we will now have snowmobiles to
disrupt wildlife and destroy any possibility for peaceful quiet solitary winter experience
in these areas.
Objectors believe that “due to the Forest Service's failure to consider all relevant data [of public
support of wilderness], the decision to not recommend new wilderness is based on incomplete
and incorrect information.” One objector stated that the decision to not recommend any areas for
wilderness designation was “arbitrary in that it disregards the long-standing and welldocumented public support.” Objectors propose a remedy of reviewing the comments and survey
data showing public support of wilderness, and reevaluate their decision to not recommend any
areas for wilderness designation. See “Potential Wilderness” Objection Issue above for
discussion of areas objectors would like to be recommended for wilderness designation.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

SNF followed a process for evaluating roadless areas for recommendation as potential wilderness
that is consistent with 36 CFR 219.17 and FSH 1909.12, 70. The SNF’s wilderness evaluations
are documented in the FEIS, Appendix C - Evaluations of Areas for Potential Wilderness.
The roadless areas were evaluated for their "capability," "availability," and "need" following the
policy defined in FSH 1909.12, Chapter 70. “Need” was evaluated by analyzing the degree to
which each area contributes to the local, regional and national distribution of wilderness.
The following factors are addressed in the need assessment:
1. Public input
2. Regional distribution of wilderness and visitor pressure on existing wilderness
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3. Availability of other lands for unconfined recreation
4. Providing refuge for wildlife species and providing representation of landforms.
Therefore, public input and support is just one of many factors the Forest Service must consider
when evaluating the need for recommending wilderness. The Forest Service must also consider
regional distribution of wilderness, present visitor pressure, availability of other lands for
unconfined recreation, the need to provide a refuge for certain species and the need to preserve
identifiable landform types and ecosystems.
The FEIS (Appendix C, p. 1220) states,
Factors of regional distribution, visitor pressure, and other lands providing unconfined
recreation all show a low need for additional wilderness. Based on public input, there is
no consensus, but there is a segment of the public that feels additional wilderness is
needed.
Public input on the need for additional wilderness was considered when the SNF evaluated the
areas for recommended wilderness (SNF FEIS, Appendix C, pp 1220-1221). The document
referenced for the public input was Report: Study of Preferences and Values on the Shoshone
National Forest conducted by Colorado State University. The SNF used the survey to quantify
the number of people who support additional wilderness. That input indicates that 40 percent of
the public does not support additional wilderness and 46 percent want additional wilderness. The
SNF notes that this split of opinion is represented from public input from public meetings,
emails, and letters. The FEIS Appendix C, Evaluation of Areas for Potential Wilderness, reports
on this study (p. 1221):
The mix of opinions reflects the range of comments received throughout the revision
process and on the DEIS and this evaluation. A segment of the public, including the
majority of the local government cooperators, generally does not support additional
wilderness designation because it limits the types of recreational uses and resource
management options that can occur in the areas; they believe there are enough designated
wilderness areas on the Shoshone. Another segment of the public generally supports
additional wilderness designation because it is the best way to ensure long-term
protection of the areas. Between these positions are persons who would like to see a
select number of areas managed as wilderness. From public meetings, emails, and letters,
there is no clear consensus from the public on whether additional designated wilderness
is needed on the Forest.
Although there is evidence that public opinion was considered when evaluating the need for new
wilderness recommendations, the documentation of the extent of the public opinion that was
considered needs to be clarified. As a result, clarification and expansion on the logic, rationale,
and supporting analysis for decisions related to wilderness recommendations should be provided
in the Final ROD. Clarification and expansion should be provided in Appendix C to fully
document the extent of the public opinion that was considered.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: COMPLETION OF DUNOIR SMU AND HIGH LAKES
WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA) MAPS AND DESCRIPTIONS
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objector is alleging statutory violations concerning the proposed timelines for completion of
the official maps and legal descriptions for the Dunoir SMU and High Lakes Wilderness Study
Area (WSA). Under Legislation that established the Dunoir SMU (Public Law 92-476, Section
4c) and the High Lakes WSA (Public Law 98- 550, Sec. 202), the United States Congress
directed the Forest Service to develop detailed legal descriptions and maps showing the legal
boundaries of each area, “as soon as practicable after the enactment of this Act" (Public Law 92476, October 9, 1972, Sec. 5(c).
Objectors contend that since the Dunoir SMU was established in 1972 and the High Lakes WSA
was established in 1984, "as soon as practicable cannot logically be defined as either 42 or 30
years.” Objectors contend the process is 42 and 30 years overdue and adding another five years
until 2019 is unacceptable. They call for “immediate completion of the legal descriptions and
formal maps for the Dunoir SMU and High Lakes WSA.” Further, one objector writes, “The
mapping process should include full disclosure of the legal basis for proposed precise
boundaries, and full opportunities for public examination and comment on boundary proposals
before final lines are adopted and recorded according to law.” Another objector proposes that
“the Forest Service recommend High Lakes Wilderness Study Area for inclusion in the
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness.”
One objector points out that the Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984 allowed winter motorized
travel "to the extent and degree that occurred when the area was designated" and is concerned
that “the Forest Service may be using the current level of snowmobile use as both a baseline and
a justification for maintaining the High Lakes area as a Study Area [instead of recommending it
for wilderness designation].” The objector explains that, “This is a faulty approach because
today's level of snowmobile use in the Study Area is orders of magnitude greater than what it
must have been when the Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984 was passed.”
This objector proposes that “if the forest service cannot establish the level of snowmobile use (or
determine there actually was such use) prior to 1984, it should prohibit snowmobiles in the High
Lakes Wilderness Study Area.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF is fully aware that it needs to complete the legal description for Dunoir SMU and High
Lakes WSA, and compliance with the Congressional boundary description and mapping
requirements for these two areas will be partially met by 2019, as described in the following
objectives in the LMP (pp. 138-139):
•
•

Objective for Management Area 1.6A - High Lakes Wilderness Study Area: By 2019
complete the Forest's portion of the process for establishing a legal description for the
High Lakes Wilderness Study Area.
Objective for Management Area 1.6B - Dunoir Special Management Unit: By 2019
complete the Forest's portion of the process for establishing a legal description for the
Dunoir Special Management Unit.
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SNF followed a process for evaluating WSAs for recommendation as potential wilderness that is
consistent with 36 CFR 219.17 and FSH 1909.12, chapter 70. The SNF's wilderness evaluations
are documented in the FEIS, Appendix C - Evaluations of Areas for Potential Wilderness (pp.
51-178).
In the Draft ROD, the responsible official selected Alternative G, which does not recommend
any areas for wilderness designation. The responsible official described that Alternative G
increases back country protection for the SNF, while maintaining the opportunity for a variety of
activities (SNF Draft ROD, p.12). Other alternatives that were analyzed in detail
include Alternative C which did recommend the High Lakes WSA as wilderness (SNF Draft
ROD, p. 10; SNF FEIS, pp. ix-xii; SNF FEIS, pp. 69-72).
The Draft ROD adequately identifies the responsible official's rationale for selecting an
alternative that does not recommend any new wilderness. The rationale is based on the
evaluations conducted by the SNF and displayed in Appendix C of the FEIS. Based on the
process that was followed, the supporting documentation in the project record, and the rationale
used to determine whether or not to include areas as recommended wilderness in the Draft ROD,
it was within the responsible official's discretion to select Alternative G.
The SNF has acknowledged that there is concern in regards to determining the level of
snowmobiling use that occurred in the area prior to the creation of the WSA. However, in the
monitoring plan in the LMP, the SNF has identified monitoring to be conducted in the High
Lakes WSA to determine the current amount/extent of snowmobile use occurring within the
WSA (SNF LMP, p. 202). Current use would not be used as a baseline, but the information
obtained from the monitoring would be used as part of travel management to determine what
changes may need to be made to meet the intent of the Wyoming Wilderness Act.
The Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, which designated the High Lakes WSA, states that
"snowmobiling shall continue to be allowed in the same manner and degree as was occurring
prior to the date of enactment of this Act" (P.L. 98-550, Sec. 301,(c) (4)). The objectors’ remedy
of prohibiting snowmobile use is not valid as this would violate the law.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: WILDERNESS

1. Include the missing page for Togwottee Pass 02903, Deep Lake 02911, North Boundary
02913, Reef 02914, High Lakes NF915, and High Lakes addition NF915a to Appendix C
of the FEIS.
2. Complete and document the analysis required under FSH 1909.12, 72.4 and 74, including
a display that identifies and discloses the MA prescriptions for each of the potential
wilderness areas by alternative.
3. Clarify and expand on the logic, rationale, and supporting analysis for decisions related to
wilderness recommendations in the Final ROD.
4. Clarify and expand on the extent of the public opinion sources that were considered when
making the draft decision to not recommend any wilderness designation and explain why
areas similar to current designated wilderness areas were not recommended.
5. Acknowledge that there has been a significant delay in complying with the 1972 and
1984 statutory requirements to complete maps and legal descriptions of Dunoir SMU and
High Lakes WSA and make a commitment to complete the work as soon as the SNF is
funded to do so and is practicable. Remove the five year time frame.
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DUNOIR SPECIAL MANAGEMENT UNIT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Melissa Bahleda
Keith V. Becker
Judi T. Blymeyer
Michael Blymeyer
Callie Domek
David DeWitt Dominick
Marshall Dominick
Carole Genaro
William and Barbara Goosman
Marya Grathwohl
Laney Hicks
Mark Hinschberger
Robert Hoskins
Richard Inberg
Martha Martinez del Rio
Jazmyn McDonald
Lisa McGee, Wyoming Outdoor Council
Governor Matthew H. Mead
Charles R. Neal
John Osgood
Jon and Deb Robinett
Al Sammons
Howard Sanders, Shoshone Back Country Horsemen
Land Tawney, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers
Tory and Meredith Taylor, Taylor Outfitters
Kathleen Treanor
Laurence Treanor
Sarah Walker, Wyoming Wilderness Association
Connie Wilbert, Sierra Club
Thomas Williams
Alex Wolfer
Howie Wolke and Marilyn Olsen, Big Wild Adventures
George Wuerthner
OBJECTION ISSUE: MANAGEMENT OF DUNOIR
ISSUE SUMMARY

Public Law 92-476 is the enabling legislation by which Congress created the Dunoir SMU. Both
those opposed to and in favor of mountain bike use within Dunoir and the SNF which proposes
allowing bike use on the 6.8-mile stretch of Pinnacle Trail, know what is said in the enabling
legislation; the difficulty is in interpretation. Both sides contend they are correctly interpreting
the writer’s intent regarding the word “vehicle.” The Forest Service claims the intent of the word
“vehicle” was “motorized vehicles.” Those opposed to mountain bikes in the Dunoir claim the
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intent of the word “vehicle” was “any wheeled vehicle, motorized or non-motorized” and ask
that mountain bikes be prohibited in the entire area.
The objectors contend that the use of mountain bikes within the Dunoir SMU will damage its
wilderness character to the point that it will not qualify for recommendation as wilderness.
Objectors are also concerned that the inability of the SNF to enforce management direction
within this area will further exacerbate impacts to wilderness character in the Dunoir SMU.
These objectors feel that over the various iterations of the revised LMP, they were tacitly
promised that Dunoir would be protected; they now feel betrayed. After reviewing the final
LMP, they now are convinced that recommending this area for Wilderness is the only way to
ensure protection in the future.
Safety was also an objection issue brought forward by the objectors. The objectors assert there
are safety concerns for users on the 6.8-mile section of Pinnacle Trail in the Dunoir. Sections of
this trail are steep and narrow with short sight distances for horses and hikers. Objectors contend
that allowing bicycles on the same trails with hikers and horses can create user conflicts and
dangerous situations. Objectors also believe that bike use on this trail will cause increased
conflict with grizzly bears resulting in more grizzly bear takes.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Public Law 92-476 (October 9, 1972) is the enabling legislation by which Congress created the
Dunoir SMU. PL 92-476 states,
SEC 5. (a) Within the area depicted as the Special Management Unit on the map referred
to in section 1 of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture shall not permit harvesting of
timber or public or private vehicular use of any existing road, and shall not construct or
permit the construction or expansion of any road in said Special Management Unit. The
Secretary shall administer said unit in accordance with the laws, rules, and regulations
relating to the national forests especially to provide for non-vehicular access recreation
and may construct such facilities and take such measures as are necessary for the health
and safety of visitors and to protect the resources of said unit: Provided, however, that
this section shall not affect such vehicular use and maintenance of existing roads as may
be necessary for the administration of said unit by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Public Law 98-550 (October 25, 1984) stated that Dunoir was to remain an SMU and would be
managed per the enabling legislation. It states in section 401 (e):
The provisions of this section shall not apply to the area referred to in section 5 of Public
Law 92-476 (86 Stat.792) and generally known as the Dunoir Special Management Unit,
which shall continue to be managed pursuant to Public Law 92-476.
36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 261 (Forest Service current definition of vehicle):
“Vehicle: Any device in, upon, or by which any person or property is or may be transported,
including any frame, chassis, or body of any motor vehicle, except devices used exclusively
upon stationary rails or tracks.”
The SNF has defined bicycles as mechanized. Inventoried Roadless does not prohibit
mechanized use. There are two management areas where mechanized use is prohibited: MA
1.1—Wilderness (e.g., Washakie Wilderness) and MA 1.2—Glacier Addition to Fitzpatrick
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Wilderness. In addition, one area currently restricts mechanized use to system roads and trails
(2.2A Line Creek).
Wilderness areas prohibit mechanized travel; however, the Dunoir SMU is not designated
wilderness. The Dunoir is being managed to preserve wilderness qualities, and the Forest
Supervisor has stated in the Draft ROD that there will be no expansion of bicycle use within
Dunoir beyond the 6.8-mile section of the Pinnacle Trail.
The enabling legislation by which Congress created the Dunoir SMU (Public Law 92-476) does
not permit vehicular use in the Dunoir. Although the Forest Service’s current definition of
“vehicle” includes mountain bikes (36 CFR 261; FEIS on document p. 496--Record Indexed p.
530), the SNF Draft ROD contends that “vehicle” as used in PL 92-476 was intended to mean
“motorized vehicle.”
In the Draft ROD for its LMP, the responsible official proposed allowing mountain bikes to
utilize a 6.8-mile section of the Pinnacle Trail within Dunoir and cited Senate Report No. 92-80
(1972) and Senate testimony in support of this proposal. The SNF also cited a November 26,
2012 letter submitted by retired Wyoming Senator Alan K. Simpson stating the “vehicular” as
used in PL 92-476 was intended to mean motorized vehicles.
Objectors including the Wyoming Wilderness Association, Shoshone Back Country Horsemen,
Back Country Hunters and Anglers, and private citizens contend that the word “vehicular” as
used in Public Law 92-476 also includes bicycles (mechanized travel), thereby prohibiting
bicycles within Dunoir.
The SNF’s wilderness evaluations are documented in the FEIS, Appendix C - Evaluations of
Areas for Potential Wilderness (pp. 51-178). The areas were evaluated for their "capability,"
"availability," and "need" following the policy defined in FSH 1909.12, Chapter 70. The Dunoir
SMU was rated high for capability, availability, and need (SNF FEIS, Appendix C, p. 139).
In the Draft ROD, the responsible official selected Alternative G, which does not recommend
any areas for wilderness designation. The responsible official states that "This decision maintains
these areas in the conditions for which they are valued while still allowing recreation uses and
restoration opportunities that would not be available within a designated wilderness" (SNF Draft
ROD, p. 8).
In the Draft ROD, the responsible official states in regards to allowing mountain bike use in the
Dunoir SMU:
This decision allows a recreation use to continue in the area that was supported by public
comment, while continuing to manage the Dunoir SMU consistent with the act. To those
that argue this decision would prohibit the designation of the areas as wilderness in the
future, I respond that the situation will be no different in the future than it is today and
my decision will limit any further expansion of the current use. (Draft ROD, p. 15)
On the subject of safety and enforcement, although law enforcement patrols are not LMP issues,
the SNF recognizes the need for continued and potential increases in enforcement to reduce
unauthorized uses.
The Revision Topics Need for Change (document #00029) on document pages 1 and 2 (Record
indexed pp. 3 and 4) refers to the mix of horse use and mountain bike use on the same trail:
Recreation uses and opportunities
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In addition to recreation uses, this topic includes issues related to roaded access and
special use permits for recreation activities.
•

What mix of recreation activities should be provided on the same
infrastructure? This question deals primarily with the mix of motorized and
non-motorized uses in the winter and summer, but also includes the mix of
horse use and mountain bike use on the same trail system.

•

Should the Forest continue the current policy of no net gain of roads?

Current regulations allow motorized travel on designated roads and trails only. That
regulation is not being reconsidered in the revision process. Specific road/trail closures
and road/trail development are decided at the ranger district level and will not be
addressed through forest plan revision.
On page 41, the FEIS acknowledges the LMP should address dissimilar recreational uses:
Plan direction should generally identify what areas are suitable for recreational uses on
National Forest System land. The plan would address how dissimilar uses can be
accommodated on the same land base. As more people use the Shoshone for recreation,
conflicts between users are likely to increase. The alternatives should consider options
ranging from segregating uses to different areas of the Forest to allowing users to coexist
in the same area. Plan direction should address the mix of recreational activities provided
on the same infrastructures. This question deals primarily with the mix of motorized and
non-motorized uses in the winter and summer, but also includes cases where horses and
mountain bikes might use the same trail.
The LMP states that trails generally fall into one of two classes: non-motorized or motorized.
Non-motorized trails are designed for a variety of uses, including mechanized (mountain
bicycles) and non-mechanized (foot, pack and saddle stock, etc.). In most cases non-mechanized
and mechanized travel occur on the same trails.
LMP pages 100-101, Record indexed pages 102-103:
System trails on the Shoshone include 1,652 miles of hiking and equestrian trails, 276
miles of snowmobile trails, 48 miles of cross-country ski trails, and 32 miles of summer
ATV [all-terrain vehicle] trails. A wide range of recreation opportunities is available
relative to the trail system, ranging from challenging foot travel to motorized uses.
The LMP, on page 102 (Record indexed page 104), states the goal of providing for public safety
on National Forest System (NFS) roads and trails:
National Forest System roads and trails needed for long-term objectives and to meet
desired conditions are constructed and maintained in a manner that provides for user
safety and minimizes impacts to natural resources. (RDTR-GOAL-01)
The LMP mentions a cooperative management strategy to minimize a degraded recreational
experience and user conflicts and states on its document page 88 (Record indexed p. 90):
Where recreation demand exceeds capacity or significantly changes the recreation
experience, alternative management strategies are evaluated and management adjusted as
appropriate. In general, take the following management actions, in order of priority, if use
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degrades the desired recreation experience as identified in the given recreation
opportunity spectrum class:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educate the public on the issue
Control access through design
Regulate season of use
Restrict the number of users
Restore or rehabilitate the site
Close the area or site
Utilizing a cooperative management strategy, conflicts between user groups in
the development of new or expanded recreation opportunities are minimized.

The Forest Service manages for multiple uses and provides a wide variety of options on NFS
lands. The agency strives to manage user conflict by allowing certain recreational uses within
certain MAs. For example, user conflict could be described as a degraded recreational
experience, which is why motorized and mechanized vehicles are prohibited in wilderness.
However, the agency does not specifically try to eliminate all user conflicts. Hikers and
horsemen may use the same trail and at times conflicts may occur. The SNF cannot eliminate all
conflicts.
OBJECTION ISSUE: NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT FOR DUNOIR
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend the Forest Service failed to give the public adequate notice and the
opportunity to comment on its decision to allow mountain biking in the Dunoir SMU. They are
also concerned that the statement in the Draft ROD that the decision to allow mountain biking on
Pinnacle Trail is based on public comment is inaccurate. As one objector states,
at the time the draft plan was released, there was no reason to believe the Forest Service
was considering allowing mountain bike use in the Dunoir. Throughout the entire forest
planning process the only decision the public understood was pending for the Dunoir was
whether it would be recommended wilderness or whether the Forest Service would
strictly enforce the statutory prohibition on vehicle use as its enabling legislation directs.
Although Alternative A (the no action alternative representing the 1986 forest plan)
technically included mountain bike use in the Dunoir, the Forest Service had stated
repeatedly that this was not a viable or legal alternative.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

40 CFR §1503.4 Response to Comments.
(a) An agency preparing a final environmental impact statement shall assess and consider
comments both individually and collectively, and shall respond by one or more of the
means listed below, stating its response in the final statement. Possible responses are to:
(1) Modify alternatives including the proposed action.
(2) Develop and evaluate alternatives not previously given serious consideration
by the agency.
(3) Supplement, improve, or modify its analyses.
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(4) Make factual corrections.
(5) Explain why the comments do not warrant further agency response, citing the
sources, authorities, or reasons which support the agency’s position and, if
appropriate, indicate those circumstances which would trigger agency reappraisal
or further response.
Alternative G’s proposed management for this area falls within the range of alternatives for
Alternatives A through F, and Alternative G includes components of these other alternatives.
Several public meetings were held between the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
and FEIS which highlighted the issues and potential changes to motorized and non-motorized
recreational activities.
Regarding the preferred alternative’s allowance of mountain biking in the Dunoir SMU, this
issue has a continuum of discussion in the DEIS, Response to Comments, FEIS, and in the Draft
ROD. The Draft ROD maintains the existing use and extent of mountain biking in the Dunoir
recreation area. Mountain biking is limited to the 6.8 miles of the Pinnacle Trail and use is
prohibited on the remaining 21.6 miles of trail in the Dunoir SMU and is prohibited off the
designated trail in the Dunoir SMU. Alternative G excludes snowmobiling (over-snow motorized
recreation) in this area.
The Francs Peak Inventoried Roadless Area (IRA), Wood River IRA, Trout Creek IRA, and
Dunoir SMU received strong support for wilderness recommendation by people advocating for
more wilderness. As compared to Alternative A, Alternative G changes the management of these
four areas by decreasing the acres suitable for active vegetation management from 12 percent to
five percent, decreasing the acres suitable for winter motorized recreation from 96 percent to 38
percent, and decreasing the acres suitable for summer motorized recreation from 12 percent to 11
percent. Therefore, Alternative G increases the back country protection for the SNF, while
maintaining the opportunity for a variety of activities.
The DEIS management activities proposed in the Francs Peak IRA, Wood River IRA, Trout
Creek IRA, and Dunoir SMU generated substantial public comment both for and against
activities, particularly motorized and non-motorized recreation. In accordance with 40 CFR
1503.4, the Forest Supervisor weighed these public comments, as acknowledged in the Draft
ROD, along with other information when coming to his proposed alternative modifications. The
issues on which Alternative G were crafted did receive adequate public notice, public comment,
and environmental analysis.
The public comment process is not a voting process by which the highest number of comments
for or against a topic wins and is included in the agency’s decision. The fundamental objection
question in front of the Forest Service is not whether the SNF was contradictory in its view of
public sentiment towards Francs Peak IRA, Wood River IRA, Trout Creek IRA, and Dunoir
SMU, nor is the failure of the Forest Service to respond to the clearly expressed wishes of the
public. The question for the objection review is whether the SNF adequately documented the
incorporation of public comment into the environmental analysis and decision making.
The objection process allows the public to again express their views on the direction the SNF
proposed in its Draft ROD. It is clear that a substantial portion of interested and affected parties
lack a clear understanding of how their comments were used in the development of Alternative
G.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: CONTEXT FOR 2008 LETTER FROM DEPUTY CHIEF
ISSUE SUMMARY

The Draft ROD states:
Those advocating for continued mountain bike access state that the law never intended to
exclude mountain bikes. Support for this position included reference to a 2008 letter from
USDA Forest Service Deputy Chief Joel Holtrop to the Regional Foresters stating
‘mountain biking is a non-motorized use of National Forest System trails, along with
hiking and horseback riding.’
The objector is concerned that not all readers will understand that though the Deputy Chief is
correct that mountain biking is a non-motorized use, it does not mean that mountain biking is
allowed in all NFS trails.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The letter in question is within the Record, Record Indexed Document #02356:
File Code: 2350
Date: June 18, 2008
Route To:
Subject: Forest Service and Mountain Biking
To: Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director and Deputy
Chiefs
In 2006, the Forest Service renewed its Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA). Our agency has a strong
partnership with IMBA and continues to work with IMBA to address issues of concern.
The Forest Service provides thousands of miles of premier mountain biking trails. Of the
145,000 miles of National Forest System trails, we estimate that over 100,000 miles of
our trails are open to mountain biking. As this use grows, I anticipate the Forest Service
will have the opportunity to manage an increasingly significant number of miles of trails
for mountain biking.
I want to emphasize that mountain biking is a non-motorized use of National Forest
System trails, along with hiking and horseback riding. In our planning and policy
documents, a distinction between mountain biking and motorized uses on our national
forest system lands should be made.
The Forest Service and IMBA are implementing our renewed MOU. IMBA provides
numerous hours of volunteer labor to assist us in maintaining trails for mountain biking.
IMBA and our agency trail staff have worked with the Missoula Technology and
Development Center in producing a handbook and DVD for sustainable mountain biking
trails. Our trails program is increasingly dependent on volunteers and partnerships to
maintain our network of trails. I encourage you to work with IMBA and its chapters to
identify projects that will advance our MOU and mutually benefit our agency trails
program.
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If you have any questions about this Service-wide MOU or having IMBA members work
with your local units, please contact Jonathan Stephens at (202) 205-1701.
/s/ Joel D. Holtrop
JOEL D. HOLTROP
Deputy Chief for National Forest System
The objection is based on the reference from the Draft ROD:
In the DEIS it was proposed that management of the Dunoir SMU would exclude
mountain bike use. The proposal generated significant public comment both for and
against allowing mountain bikes. Those against mountain bike use argue that it better
protects wilderness values and better maintains the area for future wilderness designation.
Those advocating for continued mountain bike access state that the law never intended to
exclude mountain bikes. Support for this position included reference to a 2008 letter from
USDA Forest Service Deputy Chief Joel Holtrop to the Regional Foresters stating,
‘…mountain biking is a non-motorized use of National Forest System trails, along with
hiking and horseback riding.’ In addition, retired Wyoming Senator Alan Simpson who
co-sponsored the 1984 Wyoming Wilderness Bill submitted a comment on the Draft
LMP stating that the intent of the enabling legislation for Dunoir was to restrict
motorized use in the SMU, but not to restrict bicycles. After careful review of the
enabling legislation and accompanying Senate Report, No. 92-80 (1972), I believe it is a
reasonable interpretation that the focus of the law was on motorized vehicle use, given
language referring to ‘motor vehicles’ and ‘roads.’
The SNF has defined bicycles as mechanized. Inventoried Roadless does not prohibit
mechanized use. There are two MAs where mechanized use is prohibited: designated MA 1.1—
Wilderness (e.g., Washakie Wilderness) and MA 1.2—Glacier Addition to Fitzpatrick
Wilderness. In addition, one area currently restricts mechanized use to system roads and trails
(2.2A Line Creek).
The Deputy Chief did not misuse the phrasing that mountain biking is non-motorized. He was
not addressing wilderness within the letter as this was not the context. Also the Draft ROD uses
this reference to demonstrate that mountain bikes are non-motorized. This portion of the Draft
ROD is not referencing wilderness. Dunoir is not wilderness and does not specifically prohibit
mechanized vehicles.
MEETING SUMMARY: DUNOIR

Mountain bike access in the Dunoir SMU was discussed at the Cody meeting. There was
discussion about the appropriate interpretation of the law establishing the Dunoir SMU, and
whether or not bicycles were considered to be covered under the SMU’s “vehicle” prohibition. It
was pointed out that elsewhere the Forest Service actually defines mountain bikes as a vehicle.
Currently, however, there has been no enforcement of mountain bike use in the area, because of
confusion in the meaning of “vehicles” in the specific Dunoir legislation. Objectors said the
legislative intent of the law was to keep the wilderness character of Dunoir intact, and it is not
appropriate to make a decision to allow a use that would be inconsistent with a wilderness
designation.
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Objectors reiterated that Dunoir should be recommended for wilderness, but if not, mountain
bikes should be prohibited in the LMP. Historical documents were mentioned that indicated that
the Forest Service has a philosophical and trust problem by dragging its feet on wilderness
designation for this area. Both the Forest Service and the Wyoming congressional delegation
have not supported wilderness designation in the past. However, objectors thought there is
overwhelming public sentiment for designation.
Some objectors noted that during the planning process there was an iteration of the proposed
LMP that recommended the SMU for wilderness. When that recommendation was removed in
the Draft LMP and DEIS, there were assurances that the area would still be managed for
wilderness characteristics and mountain bikes would be prohibited. However, that decision
changed again in the Draft ROD and FEIS, which surprised many of the objectors.
Representatives from the state and other meeting participants expressed concern that the
mountain bike community chose not to participate in this process as an objector or interested
person, so that the meeting conversation was rather one-sided. One objector said that the
mountain bike community got what it wanted in the decision, so it didn’t think it needed to
participate in the process.
Objectors described the potential for soil and vegetation damage caused by mountain bikes.
Evidence from Canada was presented that the chance for bear encounters is higher for mountain
bikers than for hikers. Objectors pointed out that the high profile and popular Pinnacle Trail is
not actually in the SMU. Objectors said that it’s difficult to keep mountain bikers only on the
designated trail. There is evidence of mountain bike tracks on the West Dunoir going down to
Wolf Creek. It was also mentioned that mountain bikes often contain small motors that are
difficult to see from a distance, so it would be hard to enforce the “non-motorized” interpretation
of the law. User safety was discussed, particularly the hazards of mountain-bike/horse-rider
collisions. The lack of enforcement has been a concern.
Dunoir was described as an important piece of a corridor between the Washakie Wilderness and
the Teton Wilderness, so wildlife considerations are important. It was also described as the only
drainage in the Wind River District that has not been clear cut. Objectors mentioned the
opportunity for solitude within the SMU.
Objectors discussed the potential remedy of letting mountain bikers know of other available
opportunities throughout the SNF, and reasons why the Dunoir deserves special protection
because of its uniqueness. Increased focus on education as well as better signage has helped
other types of user conflicts, such as those occurring with snowmobile use.
It was also mentioned as a reminder that the Dunoir SMU, like other areas designated in
wilderness laws, has never been surveyed “as soon as practicably” in accordance with the 31year old law.
REVIEWING OFFICER’S CONCLUSIONS: DUNOIR

The Forest Service maintains its current legal position on interpreting mechanized and motorized
vehicles and the original designation legislative intent. However, after reviewing the objections,
listening to everyone at the meeting, and discussion with the responsible official, Regional
Forester Dan Jiron, and Forest Supervisor, Joe Alexander, I have determined that the best way to
manage the Dunoir SMU while meeting its original intent will be to prohibit mountain biking in
the entire area. This will provide management guidance that is consistent with a potential future
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wilderness recommendation; protect unique ecological resources, wildlife corridors, solitude, and
wilderness character; and reduce user safety concerns.
However, I am concerned about ensuring other mountain biking opportunities on the Forest. The
SNF has assured me they will take a proactive approach in informing and educating the
mountain bike community on other areas on the Forest where they may recreate.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: DUNOIR SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREA

1. Prohibit mountain biking in all areas of Dunoir SMU.
2. Modify recreation standard in LMP (p. 140) to reflect change in direction.
3. Clarify how public comment was incorporated in the final decision regarding Dunoir.
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MOTORIZED TRAVEL IN ROADLESS AND BACKCOUNTRY
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Rick Adair
Melissa Bahleda
Joy Bannon, Wyoming Wildlife Federation
Judi T. Blymeyer
Michael Blymeyer
Dave and Nena Burk
Dave Clarendon
Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District
David M. Courtis
David DeWitt Dominick
Marshall Dominick
Bruce Fauskee
William and Barbara Goosman
Marya Grathwohl
Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
Mark Hinschberger
Robert Hoskins
Richard Inberg
Ken Lichtendahl
H.G. Longobardi
Rob Marshall, Cody Country Snowmobile Association
Martha Martinez del Rio
Jazmyn McDonald
Lisa McGee, Wyoming Outdoor Council
Bert Miller, Wyoming State Snowmobile Association
Charles R. Neal
John Osgood
John Parr
J. Nichols Patrick
Leslie Patten
Cathy Purves, Trout Unlimited
Linda Raynolds
Bonnie Rice, Sierra Club
Richard Ridgway
Al Sammons
Howard Sanders, Shoshone Back Country Horsemen
Sherry Shelley
Land Tawney, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers
Tory and Meredith Taylor, Taylor Outfitters
Neil Thagard, Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnerships
Kathleen Treanor
Connie Wilbert, Sierra Club
Kim Wilbert
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Thomas Williams
Howie Wolke and Marilyn Olsen, Big Wild Adventures
George Wuerthner
Jan Ziman
OBJECTION ISSUE: MOTORIZED TRAVEL IN ROADLESS AREAS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that allowing motorized travel in roadless areas is contrary to congressional
intent and directly opposes one of the primary stated objectives of the LMP which is to enhance
and maintain the backcountry non-motorized character of the SNF. Objectors assert that allowing
motorized use in the roadless areas will destroy the unique characteristic of these areas as well as
result in resource damage. They are concerned that the
revised SFP (Alternative G) offers new management prescriptions (unanalyzed) for the
Francs Peak and Wood River Inventoried Roadless Areas that adversely impact high
amenity resource values, disregards public intent, violates NEPA [National
Environmental Policy Act], and destroys the wild character of the Forest's two most
highly rated roadless areas.
Objectors go on to say that,
by opening up these four areas, and specifically Francs Peak and Wood River, we
contend that runoff and sediment generated by the use of off-highway vehicles will
increase and negatively impact these unique and important backcountry areas. Airborne
particulates from motorized use can settle out in streams and an elevated risk of
contamination with hydrocarbons. Lastly, the potential for introducing or spreading
aquatic nuisance species is a very real risk and could be devastating to these backcountry
primitive areas. The FEIS does not provide any analysis on these impacts to these
important landscapes, fisheries, water quality, and wildlife under this new Alternative.
For potential wilderness areas such as Francs Peak and the Wood River IRAs, this is
especially alarming. The Forest Service has failed in its duties to implement appropriate
and required NEPA analysis.
Objectors also contend that the
Forest Service failed to minimize impacts when designating winter motorized trails and
areas as required by Executive Orders 11644 and 11989. Executive Order 11644 as
amended by Executive Order 11989, requires that the designation of off-road trails and
areas be in accordance with the following: (1) Areas and trails shall be located to
minimize damage to soil, watershed, vegetation, or other resources of the public lands.
(2) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize harassment of wildlife or significant
disruption of wildlife habitats. (3) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize conflicts
between off--road vehicle use and other existing or proposed recreational uses of the
same or neighboring public lands, and to ensure the compatibility of such uses with
existing conditions in populated areas, taking into account noise and other factors…
Nowhere in the final EIS or the record of decision, however, does the Forest Service
show how it applied the minimization criteria to arrive at the designations of the
particular areas and trails.
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An objector submits
that it has been repeatedly proven the additional noise, speed and unavoidable abuse and
expansion of illegal trails will severely harm the wildlife resources of this area. There are
few areas in the world or the United States that are ‘roadless.’ Once that characteristic is
gone it can't be restored.
Objectors also had some very specific areas that they felt should not be open to motorized
recreational use. As one objector writes,
motorized recreational use should not be permitted in the Castle Rock and Telephone
Draw wilderness evaluation areas. The area provides outstanding wildlife habitat and is
highly prized by local people who have used it for generations for hiking, fishing,
horseback riding, and hunting on foot. If this area is opened to motorized recreation, its
value as habitat for grizzlies and lynx would be diminished and may adversely affect
populations. The cumulative impacts of summer and winter motorized recreation in this
area on wildlife (grizzly bears, lynx, bighorn sheep, elk, and other species) and nonmotorized recreation (horseback riding, quiet hunting on foot, hiking, fishing,
backpacking, bird watching, and family camping) will be profound.
Other areas in which objectors wanted no further motorized use included Wiggins Fork through
Bear Creek east of the Wind River Indian Reservation boundary. According to objectors, the
south fork of Warm Springs Creek, the front west of Shoshone Lake, the Silas Lake Trail and
access area, and the Little Popo Agie Canyon drainage also need continued protection from
motorized access.
An objector also brought up concerns over migratory birds and song bird habitat, stating
it should also be noted that on much of the Shoshone Forest, because of the topography,
any vehicle can be heard for a great distance, whether traversing FS [Forest Service]
Road 277 up the East Fork, or in the timbered areas above Louis Lake or climbing up
from the Wood River. There is no question that the levels of noise can be high enough to
disturb and interfere with the hearing of human users of the forest. What has not yet been
satisfactorily measured is the impact of the level & frequency vehicle noise disturbance
on local breeding bird populations. Certainly noise from vehicles on the forest make it
difficult to collect breeding bird population data (since that is mostly collected by
listening to and tallying the heard birdsong); many times those of us collecting bird data
must simply wait until the noise of vehicles has passed. I have measured the distance
visually and then confirmed with my odometer that I must wait for the vehicle to get
more than a mile distant before I am able to hear birds as close as 25 feet. There are
numerous studies detailing the impact of off-road vehicles on other wildlife; but we could
use much more research on bird behavior in response to the noise of motorized off-road
travel during the nesting season.
In contrast, there were objectors concerned about a reduction in total snowmobiling
opportunities. They believe that reducing motorized use from current levels creates “de facto
wilderness” which Congress has not approved. They recommend that the FEIS should include
discussion on “how these restrictive management changes are not a step towards creation of de
facto wilderness.” Conversely, another objector points out that
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only through the construction of snowmobile trails through, steep, highly erosive soils
and landscapes prone to slumping could the vast majority of this area ever be made
available for snow machining. Summer OHV [Off-Highway Vehicle] use would similarly
require extensive trail construction likely over the top of existing foot and horse paths.
Given the boundaries which are frequently drawn over high, windswept ridges with nondescript features, we find it highly improbable that winter OHV users could even discern
where the boundaries of the open areas lie.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF correctly states on page 7 of the LMP that
A forest plan provides the framework to guide the day-to-day land and resource
management operations of a national forest. A forest plan’s goals, objectives, standards,
and guidelines are used to guide the identification and selection of potential projects.
A forest plan is a strategic, programmatic document; it does not make project level
decisions nor does it make irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources. Those
decisions are made after more detailed, site-specific analyses and further public comment
as part of the site-specific National Environmental Policy Act process.
Additionally the SNF states on page 103 of the LMP:
Changes to roads and trails systems are supported by transportation and environmental
analyses …Travel management planning following Plan implementation will result in the
designation of a system of roads, trails, and areas for motorized use by vehicle class and
season of use. The principal goals of travel management planning are to:
•
Reduce the development of unauthorized roads and trails and the
associated impacts to water resources and aquatic ecosystems, wildlife, and user
conflicts, and to
•
Identify the minimum road system needed for safe and efficient travel and
for administration, utilization, and protection of National Forest System lands.
Overall for the SNF in total, Table 3 of the FEIS Summary (p. xix) shows that the lands available
for over-snow motorized use are reduced for all action alternatives. The range of alternatives has
varying degrees of summer motorized recreation – some alternatives have increased use, others
have decreased use.
Motorized use in MA 3.3A, 3.3B and 3.3C vary by alternative. Back country winter motorized
use (MA 3.3B) has a sizable increase in Alternative G over the other action alternatives.
Alternatives B, C, D, and G are consistent with the 2001 Roadless Area Conservation Rule (2001
Roadless Rule), while Alternatives E and F are not consistent with the 2001 Roadless Rule.
Alternatives B, C, D, and G are designed to be consistent with the 2001 Roadless Rule direction.
Alternatives E and F were developed to address managing roadless areas in a manner that is
supported by some public groups and some local government officials.
The LMP’s direction for IRAs (pp. 98 – 99) applies the direction in the 2001 Roadless Rule
(Map E) to those IRAs identified in the Rule. Where IRA direction conflicts with other direction
in the LMP, the more restrictive direction applies.
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The travel management planning process will aim to provide a variety of road and trail access
opportunities for recreation, special uses, other forest resource management, and fire protection
activities.
Page 118 of the LMP lists the areas suitable and qualifiers for designated trails, such as:
Over-snow motorized recreation is suitable as noted in Table 22 and as displayed on Map
K, with the following qualifications.
• Over-snow motorized vehicle use is permitted on roads and trails open to wheeled
motorized vehicles consistent with law and regulations (see MVUM [Motor Vehicle
Use Map] 25 map).
• Over-snow motorized vehicles use is permitted on designated groomed
snowmobile trails.
• Snowmobile use is permitted on designated un-groomed snowmobile trails.
• Snowmobile use is permitted within identified winter range exemption areas (see
Map C).
The SNF emphasizes on page 7 of the FEIS, Volume 1, “The forest plan decision will not
include designation of specific road and trails for motorized or non-motorized use. The specific
designation will be made through subsequent travel management planning.” Likewise, potential
impacts to water quality are best addressed at the project-specific level.
The LMP contains sufficient requirements, direction, and guidelines to assure project compliance
with all federal laws, state requirements, and agency regulations and policies. The current LMP
is structured at the appropriate programmatic level and needs no revisions or modifications.
It is clear the SNF has taken the first step in taking a programmatic look at the Forest and will be
following the travel management planning process for implementation. The travel management
process includes site-specific environmental analysis with public involvement prior to changes in
existing road and trail designation. The travel management process considers effects at the
project level using the minimization criteria outlined in the Travel Management Rule to
minimize impacts. Objectors’ concerns should be addressed during the project-level travel
management analysis.
OBJECTION ISSUE: NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)
ALTERNATIVES
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors argue that not all alternatives, such as backcountry management and designation of
Roadless Areas, considered an equitable level of detail and believe this needs to be rectified.
Objectors contend that Alternative G is “new and unanalyzed,” that it was not offered to the
public for review, and offer[ed] new substantial changes from the proposed alternative under the
DEIS/Draft LMP. Specifically, one objector writes:
there is not a single alternative in the Draft EIS that draws summer motorized boundaries
as far west into the interior of the Francs Peak IRA as drawn into the map depicting
alternative G, [and] there is not a single alternative within the Draft EIS that draws winter
motorized boundaries across the entire Wood River Roadless Area as drawn into the map
depicting Alternative G.
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Objectors contend that this constitutes a violation of NEPA. In addition, an objector believes that
“some areas may have received considerable more review in Alternative G (such as Oil and Gas
Development).”
Objectors propose that the SNF “open the public written comment period again, with adequate
public meetings, to educate the public on the significant changes in the new alternative G, and
solicit new comments on these changes moving to alternative G.” In addition objectors proposed
that the SNF “remove Alternative G, in its entirety, and publish a revised SNF Final Plan.”
Another objector underscored the importance of protecting roadless areas on the Wood River and
in the Francs Peak area as non-motorized use areas.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Alternative G is a modified version of Alternative B and was developed in response to public
comment received on the DEIS. The alternative provides a diversity of forest uses and
emphasizes active management of suitable timber lands, protects wildlife habitat, maintains a
diversity of recreation opportunities, and maintains the dominant back country character of the
SNF (FEIS, p. 80). The main differences include additional acres of winter motorized recreation
outside of crucial winter range, changes to summer motorized recreation, changes to suitability
for oil and gas development, and modification of special areas boundaries (FEIS, p. 12).
Regarding the Francs Peak, Wood River, Trout Creek, and Dunoir areas, Alternative G’s
proposed management for these areas falls within the range of Alternatives A through F, and
Alternative G includes components of these other alternatives. Several public meetings held
between the DEIS and FEIS highlighted the issues and potential changes to motorized and nonmotorized recreational activities.
Overall for the SNF in total, Table 3 of the FEIS Summary (p. xix) displays that the lands
available for over-snow motorized use are reduced for all action alternatives. The range of
alternatives has varying degrees of summer motorized recreation – some alternatives have
increased use, others have decreased use.
Despite Alternative G being consistent with the 2001 Roadless Rule, based on objection issues it
is clear the objectors do not understand how the acreage for motorized use in Alternative G (MA
3.3A, 3.3B and 3.3C) was developed.
OBJECTION ISSUE: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FROM MOUNTAIN BIKING
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned about mountain bike use in IRAs. An objector contends that IRAs are
areas “which conservationists consider eligible for wilderness recommendation and designation”
and are “potential wilderness.” As mountain bikes are prohibited in Wilderness Areas, the
objector also “consider[s] mountain bikes inappropriate for use in these [Inventoried Roadless]
areas.”
Further, objectors allege that, “the Forest failed to notify to the public and conduct an
environmental analysis on the use of mountain bikes in IRAs/MA 1.3.” In addition, objectors
contend that, “nowhere in the FEIS is the approval of the use of mountain bikes analyzed for its
environmental impacts.” They assert this is a violation of NEPA.
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF is 56 percent wilderness leaving about 46 percent of the Forest available for potential
mechanized (mountain bike) recreation. Besides wilderness, the SNF also contains 28 percent
Inventoried Roadless. However, Inventoried Roadless does not prohibit mechanized use.
The LMP (p. 21) describes the controversial nature of management of IRAs: “Some advocate
that enough wilderness has been designated and that multiple use management is appropriate in
these areas. Others advocate that these areas should remain in a natural and undisturbed state to
maintain biodiversity and promote ecosystem management.” The objections above reflect this
management controversy.
The 2001 Roadless Rule (36 CFR Part 295) was published January 12, 2001. The FEIS for the
2001 Roadless Rule published in November, 2000 included a map of IRAs based on the 1979
RARE II inventory. The 2001 Roadless Rule prohibits road construction and road reconstruction
in IRAs, with some exceptions. The 2001 Roadless Rule also prohibits cutting, sale, and removal
of timber in IRAs, with some exceptions.
The 2001 Roadless Rule defined IRAs as areas identified in a set of IRA maps, contained in the
Forest Service Roadless Area Conservation Final Environmental Impact Statement, Volume 2,
dated November 2000, and any subsequent update or revision of those maps.
Plan direction for IRAs is consistent with the 2001 Roadless Rule as required by law.
Public opinions regarding the use of these areas vary greatly, and future management of roadless
areas is a controversial and polarized issue. Management direction for IRAs has been proposed
in the revised LMP and for each alternative. Not all proposed direction in the LMP revision is
consistent with the 2001 Roadless Rule. Reasonable alternatives, which may require a change in
existing law or policy to implement, can be formulated if necessary to address a major public
issue, management concern, or resource opportunity identified during the planning process (1982
Rule, 36 CFR 219.12 (f)(5)). IRAs are currently managed under the 2001 Roadless Rule (36
CFR 294). While a management allocation may allow development activities such as vegetation
management in a roadless area, it does not require it. Such activities may be proposed, but must
be further evaluated in site-specific NEPA analysis prior to approval and implementation.
The SNF has 684,800 acres of IRAs and these acres are currently being managed according to
the 2001 Roadless Rule. Alternatives B, C, D, and G are designed to be consistent with the 2001
Roadless Rule, while Alternatives E and F are not. Alternatives E and F were developed to
address managing roadless areas in a manner that is supported by some public groups and some
local government officials. Currently, there are no established procedures for modifying IRA
boundaries on the SNF therefore the IRA boundaries have not been adjusted in Alternative G.
The 2001 Roadless Rule prohibits road construction or reconstruction and the cutting, sale, or
removal of timber in IRAs unless one of a limited set of exceptions applies (66 Fed. Reg. 3,244).
The 2001 Roadless Rule does not prohibit mechanized or motorized use in IRAs. In fact, the
2001 Roadless Rule identifies “primitive, semi-primitive non-motorized, and semi-primitive
motorized classes of dispersed recreation” as a roadless area characteristic (36 CFR 294.11).
Nothing in the 2001 Roadless Rule
was intended to prohibit the authorized construction, reconstruction, or maintenance of
motorized or non-motorized trails that are classified and managed as trails pursuant to
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existing statutory and regulatory authority and agency direction (FSM 2350). Nor was
anything intended to condone or authorize the use of user created or unauthorized roads
or trails. (66 Fed. Reg. 3251)
Regarding mountain bikes:
Roadless areas often provide outstanding dispersed recreation opportunities such as
hiking, camping, picnicking, wildlife viewing, hunting, fishing, cross-country skiing, and
canoeing. While they may have many Wilderness-like attributes, unlike Wilderness the
use of mountain bikes, and other mechanized means of travel is often allowed. These
areas can also take pressure off heavily used wilderness areas by providing solitude and
quiet, and dispersed recreation opportunities. (66 FR 3244-45)
The LMP (p. 21) describes that
Management for inventoried roadless areas is generally guided by the management area
to which the roadless area is allocated. Management area direction is sometimes more
restrictive than the direction in the Roadless Area Conservation Rule. In other cases, the
specific management direction is less restrictive than Roadless Area Conservation Rule
direction. In those cases, the Roadless Area Conservation Rule direction is followed.
Management areas 3.5A, B, C, and D are responsive to the requirements of the Roadless
Area Conservation Rule while emphasizing the use of vegetation management activities
to enhance vegetation diversity and to speed vegetation recovery from wildfire and insect
epidemics.
In summary, the direction in the Draft LMP regarding IRAs is consistent with or more restrictive
than the 2001 Roadless Rule. The Draft LMP’s direction for IRAs (pp. 98–99) applies the
direction in the 2001 Roadless Rule (Map E) to those IRAs identified in the 2001 Roadless Rule.
Where IRA direction conflicts with other direction in the LMP, the more restrictive direction
applies.
It is also important to note that the LMP and its MA designations are programmatic. Site-specific
analysis will be conducted on trails to determine their suitability as bicycle trails and safety
concerns if those needs arise.
OBJECTION ISSUE: ENFORCEMENT
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend there is no physical way to enforce the proposed backcountry motorized areas.
They strongly believe once off road motorized access is allowed, it will open a door that will be
impossible to close. The objectors also feel the winter motorized use is unclear in the LMP and
FEIS and would result in motorized use which would be difficult if not impossible to regulate.
There is also concern that illegal use will result in additional adverse impacts to forest resources,
for both flora and fauna, historical and archeological sites, and, of course, the potential loss of
wilderness characteristic which could possibly lead to eliminating them from further wilderness
consideration.
Another major contention is that the Motorized Vehicle Use Map is unclear for winter motorized
use in both the LMP and FEIS:
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The Forest Plan is ambiguous regarding important winter travel routes. Previous
questions posed by the SCAC [Shoshone Cooperating Agency Coalition] 1with regard to
this issue have been met with the response ‘over-snow motorized vehicle use is permitted
on roads and trails open to wheeled motorized vehicles consistent with law and
regulations -see MVUM map).’ However, the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM)
specifically indicates that it is not meant for over-snow use. The public must then attempt
to compare the MVUM with Forest Plan Map K - Winter Motorized Allocation and also
cross-reference with Map C to ascertain winter use rules. Moreover, what is derived from
the Forest MVUM is not clear on Plan Map K. Also, there is public concern that access to
private residences, and public trailheads and facilities will be eliminated as some seasonal
and special vehicle designations restrictions would appear to block use by special use
permittees and other facilities not mentioned in the MVUM.
The objector suggests that the Forest Service
make clear which roads are open for winter motorized use. This clarification will
eliminate future confusion and conflicts. In addition, please add to the Plan that private
landowners and other special use permit holders (i.e. cabins) would be allowed to use
snowmobiles to reach their property.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

From the FEIS Volume I page 533, Record Indexed page 567:
Illegal use of ATVs (all-terrain vehicles and snowmobiles) in designated wilderness is a
management concern. Where there are no natural barriers, from trees or terrain,
monitoring for unauthorized use is especially important. Monitoring and law
enforcement, including aerial surveillance, are continuing efforts.
From the LMP page 236, Record Indexed page 238:
Recreation opportunities
Recreation management actions include those associated with controlling visitor impacts;
construction, operation, and maintenance of facilities and trails; and providing a positive
visitor experience. The following types of actions are likely to occur:
•
•
•

Operation and maintenance of facilities such as campgrounds, parking areas,
toilets, trailheads, information kiosks, and fishing and boating access points
Information to educate users and curb unauthorized uses
Increased law enforcement to reduce unauthorized uses

LMP page 237, Record Indexed page 239:
Heritage resources
Likely actions in the heritage program include conducting surveys to identify sites and
follow-up actions to evaluate, protect, stabilize, or salvage sites. Law enforcement is an
1

The Shoshone Cooperating Agency Coalition is a subgroup of the Cooperating Agencies that worked with the
Shoshone National Forest during development of the revised forest plan. It is composed of three county
commissions and seven conservation districts.
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important element of cultural resource protection, since such sites are subject to
vandalism and the illegal collection of artifacts.
LMP page 92, Record Indexed page 94:
Heritage resources
Report to law enforcement officers and investigate all Archaeological Resources
Protection Act violations. (HERT-STAND-01)
Although law enforcement patrols are not LMP issues, the SNF recognizes the need for
continued and potential increases in enforcement to both reduce unauthorized uses and to protect
cultural resources.
OBJECTION ISSUE: MOTORIZED TRAVEL IMPACTS ON WILDLIFE
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned about motorized travel impacts on habitat of grizzly bears, lynx, bighorn
sheep, bird populations and elk. As one objector points out, as
approximately 50% of the area is mapped lynx habitat, and approximately 25% is within
mapped lynx critical habitat (Map 7, FEIS), the negative impacts of snowmobile use on
lynx are inconsistent with Human Use [HU] Objectives 1 and 3 in the final plan. If this
area is opened to winter motorized recreation, its value as critical habitat for lynx will be
diminished and [winter motorized recreation] may adversely affect lynx populations in
this area of the Shoshone National Forest.
They specifically object to the areas such as Castle Rock, Telephone Draw, and
to the change of about 40,000 acres in the Horse Creek, Wiggins Fork, Bear Creek, and
East Fork drainages from backcountry non-motorized to summer and winter motorized.
We are concerned about the conversion of these 40,000 acres because they include elk
calving grounds, secure grizzly bear habitat, critical lynx habitat, and crucial winter range
for bighorn sheep.
Objectors ask that the Forest Service not apply winter motorized land use allocations (MAs 3.3A,
3.3B, 3.5A, 3.5B, & 5.1) to an area the FEIS designates as "Crucial Winter Range," "Bighorn
Sheep crucial winter range," "Elk calving and crucial winter range," or "Within lynx critical
habitat."
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

FEIS Volume I page 18, Record Indexed page 52:
Canada Lynx Direction
The existing Shoshone Plan was amended in 2007 to incorporate the multi-forest Lynx
Conservation Assessment and Strategy, which provides direction requiring the Forest
Service to consider critical habitat elements of the Canada lynx prior to planning any
project. The proposed action retains this direction in the revised Forest Plan and
incorporates it with the overall plan direction.
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FEIS Volume 1 page 159 (Record Indexed p. 193):
Alternative F. This alternative incorporates a majority of the NRLMD [Northern Rockies
Lynx Management Direction] as it amended forest plans in March 2007, with the addition
of including 2,130 acres of pre-commercial thinning in lynx habitat for the next 10 to 15
years. In addition, this alternative eliminates any direction for winter motorized activity
restrictions in lynx habitat by eliminating Objective HU 01, Guideline HU G11, and
Guideline HU G12 from the NRLMD Record of Decision (2007) and increases the
amount of snowmobile trails by 91 miles more than alternative A, to 367 miles.
The effects of adding 2,130 pre-commercial thinning acres are the same as alternatives B
through E discussed above.
Objective HU 01, Guideline HU G11, and Guideline HU G12 all deal with snow
compacting activities and designated over-the-snow routes. In the FEIS, NRLMD (p.
175) the main issue addressed with regard to snow compaction was whether this activity
would allow competing carnivores—primarily coyotes, but also mountain lions and
bobcats—winter access along compacted routes into lynx habitat, where they hunt. Based
on the effects analysis in the FEIS, NRLMD, it was determined that there was still no
conclusive evidence that, if competition exists between lynx and other predators, it exerts
a population-level threat on lynx.
Winter recreation such as snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, dog-sledding, and
snowshoeing compacts snow throughout the winter in some places, potentially increasing
the access other predators have into lynx habitat (Halfpenny et al. 1999). These activities
are increasing in lynx habitat.
LMP page 229 (Record Indexed p. 231):
Objective HU 01
Maintain the lynx’s natural competitive advantage over other predators in deep snow, by
discouraging the expansion of snow-compacting activities in lynx habitat.
LMP page 39 (Record Indexed p. 41):
Conserve the Canada lynx and its habitat by maintaining or restoring conditions for
foraging and denning habitat. (TES-GOAL-04)
The FEIS (p. 507) displays that there will not be an increase of snowmobile trails in Alternative
G.
The NRLMD FEIS and ROD are referenced as the source of the lynx management direction in
the LMP. The objective and guideline HU 01 and HU G11 are from the referenced ROD. The
NRLMD FEIS indicates that the lynx direction on compaction is directed towards designated
snowmobile routes and not to routes and areas open, but not designated:
“The lynx management direction does not apply to routes and areas that are open to
winter used but are not designated.” (NRLMD FEIS p. 280)
“Alternative B would add management direction for designated and groomed routes by
including Objective HU O1 and Standard HU S1.” (NRLMD FEIS p. 284)
Standard HU S1 was later dropped in the final decision:
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The FWS [United States Fish and Wildlife Service] concluded the Objectives HU O1 and
O3, and Guideline HU G11 would be sufficient to maintain habitat effectiveness for lynx
by limiting the expansion of compacted snow routes and this conclusion would be tested
through monitoring required in this decision. The best information available has not
indicated compacted snow routes increase competition from other species to levels that
adversely affect lynx populations, and under the selected alternative the amount of areas
affected by snow compacted routes would not substantially increase (USDI FWS 2007).
(NRLMD ROD pp. 24-25)
Motorized Travel Impact on Lynx
The SNF has acknowledged the need to protect Canada lynx and its habitat. The FEIS conceded
that snow compaction could allow other predators access into lynx habitat. When considering
Alternative F, the FEIS stated that there was no conclusive evidence that competition exists
between predators that would exert a population-level threat on lynx:
Objective HU 01, Guideline HU G11, and Guideline HU G12 all deal with snow
compacting activities and designated over-the-snow routes. In the FEIS, NRLMD (page
175) the main issue addressed with regard to snow compaction was whether this activity
would allow competing carnivores—primarily coyotes, but also mountain lions and
bobcats—winter access along compacted routes into lynx habitat, where they hunt.
Based on the effects analysis in the FEIS, NRLMD, it was determined that there was still
no conclusive evidence that, if competition exists between lynx and other predators, it
exerts a population-level threat on lynx. (FEIS Volume 1 page 159)
The FEIS determined that Alternative G “may affect,[is] likely to adversely affect” individual
Canada lynx (FEIS Volume 1 p. 160). However, it stated Alternative G “may affect, but is not
likely to adversely affect” Canada lynx critical habitat (FEIS Volume 1 p. 160). The SNF LMP
states in HU 01 that its goal is to protect lynx and their habitat.
Crucial Winter Range (bighorn sheep, elk, etc.)
As mentioned in the FEIS (Volume I, p. 16) over-snow motorized use is allowed within MA 5.4,
where the Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD) staff indicates that current use levels
are not negatively impacting wintering big game. The SNF and the WGFD work in partnership
to address habitat and population management issues for wildlife.
Areas within big game crucial winter range where snowmobile use is currently occurring but
which were classified as non-motorized in the Draft LMP were brought to our attention by
members of the public. This was discussed with the WGFD and they indicated there are no
negative impacts to wildlife as a result of that use at this time. These areas are therefore exempt
from being closed to snowmobile use in the Final LMP. Snowmobiling is not allowed in any
other areas within big game crucial winter range.
The SNF worked closely with the WGFD throughout the LMP revision process. The WGFD was
involved formally as a cooperating agency and also worked with SNF personnel informally.
Though the LMP reflects WGFD input, rationale is not well-documented.
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Castle Rock and Telephone Draw
After public input, Alternative G was developed to best meet the desires of the widest possible
public interests. Castle Rock and Telephone Draw were not included as wilderness evaluation
areas and can be managed as the SNF deems fit.
Travel Management Process for Site-Specific Analysis and Implementation
It is clear the SNF has taken the first step in taking a programmatic look at the Forest and will be
following the travel management planning process for implementation. The travel management
process includes site-specific environmental analysis with public involvement prior to changes in
existing road and trail designation. The travel management process considers effects at the
project level using the minimization criteria outlined in the Travel Management Rule to
minimize impacts. Objectors’ concerns should be addressed during the project level travel
management analysis.
OBJECTION ISSUE: LEAN-TO CREEK DRAINAGE
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned that “about 50 acres of forest in the Lean-to Creek drainage (flowing
into the East Fork of the Wind River) is being changed from back-country non-motorized to a
managed timber lands designation.” Objectors state that this area is a highly-prized foot and
horseback hunting area, is part of secure grizzly habitat, is next to the Washakie Wilderness, and
has not been host to motorized use for 60 years. Objectors propose maintaining the current
designation of Lean-to Creek as year round non-motorized recreational use.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The area in Lean-to Creek drainage designated as MA 5.1, managed forests and rangelands, is
approximately 250 acres according to GIS, rather than 50 acres as estimated by the objectors. It
is not immediately adjacent to the Washakie Wilderness, but is mostly within an area designated
as backcountry recreation, summer motorized, winter non-motorized.
The MA classification was based on screening, where reserved lands were eliminated from the
potential suitable timber base, and then the remaining areas were screened for appropriate
classification. Because the process differed from that used when the current LMP was developed,
this area was classified for forest management based on having historical timber harvest (about
60 years ago). No management activities have been identified for the area. There is no apparent
violation of law, regulation, or policy, only a difference from the current LMP.
OBJECTION ISSUE: CLAY BUTTE AREA
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned that, “The area surrounding the upper portion of Forest Road 142
leading to the Clay Butte Fire Lookout is classified as 5.1-Managed Forest and Rangelands.”
Objectors state this area has “outstanding scenic and recreational values” and that forestry
management (e.g. logging, prescribed burns, etc.) and active range management (e.g. fencing,
etc.) would be inappropriate. Objectors propose that the area “should be classified as 1.3-Back
Country Non-Motorized” and the “Forest Road 142 should be classified as a 4.3-Back Country
Access Corridor because that is its function.”
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Various alternatives were analyzed concerning motorized use allocations. These ranged from a
high of 823,900 acres available for summer motorized in Alternative F to a low of 322,400 acres
available in Alternative C, and a high of 887,600 acres available for winter motorized in
Alternative A to a low of 103,000 acres in Alternative C.
The SNF LMP and FEIS comply with the requirements of FSM 1926 which are the agency’s
policy requirements for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision using the planning
regulations in effect before November 9, 2000. FSM 1920.3 under policy indicates that, “All
Service-wide direction necessary for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision is
contained in this chapter, or supplements or handbooks thereto.”
The SNF LMP, FEIS, and Draft ROD comply with agency policy regarding Clay Butte Fire
Outlook classified as MA 5.1 Managed Forest and Rangelands. There is no apparent violation of
law, regulation, or policy, only a difference from the current LMP. In addition, no management
activities have been identified for the area.
MEETING SUMMARY: MOTORIZED TRAVEL

A variety of issues were discussed by objectors and interested persons at the Cody meeting
related to motorized travel in roadless areas. There were concerns that the LMP would allow offroad summer and winter motorized use of roadless areas, resulting in damage to the unique
character of roadless areas. Objectors believed the LMP would also create enforcement
problems, and result in resource damage and adverse effects on wildlife (including birds) and
fish. Objectors said these issues should be dealt with in the context-setting LMP rather than
deferring the decisions to the upcoming travel management decision.
An opposing view at the meeting was an expression of general concerns about the reduction of
snowmobiling across the SNF in the LMP. An additional view was that the majority of the
objectors at the meeting were against motorized use, and there is another story that was not well
represented at the meeting, particularly how motorized groups are strong advocates for resource
protection and often work hard to repair and fix trails. Objectors representing county
governments who had formally cooperated during the planning process said that they felt that the
pre-objection decision (Alternative G) was a reasonable compromise, representing a majority of
citizens, many not represented at the meeting. One representative explained that 95 percent of the
public currently use only 15 percent of the SNF.
Many objectors stated that additional designation of roadless areas as wilderness was their
primary interest, and felt that the LMP was flawed because it did not make any additional
recommendations.
A majority of objectors were particularly concerned with motorized use in two specific areas:
Francs Peak and Wood River. Objectors called these areas “pristine.” There were strong opinions
about the need to protect these areas, and some had assumed that the LMP decision would keep
these areas “off-limits” for motorized used. Representatives from environmental groups thought
a compromise had been agreed to by the Forest Service, short of wilderness recommendations, to
protect the wilderness characteristics of the four areas that the groups had proposed for
wilderness (reduced from 34 that are suitable): Dunoir, Francs Peak, Wood River, and Trout
Creek. Objectors also mentioned that Francs Peak is notable as a moth feeding area for grizzly
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bears, and high densities of bears are seen there, although a county commissioner said that only
one motorized mapped “polygon” is being added which is outside the bear feeding area.
There was discussion about user conflicts between groups that use ATVs and those that use
horses. Objectors mentioned the limited funds available to repair and maintain trails. Objectors
discussed the overall importance of the Greater Yellowstone Area as an intact ecosystem, and the
importance of being consistent across jurisdictions.
Another area of concern was snowmobile use within crucial winter range areas on the Washakie
and Wind River Districts. WGFD representatives said they made mistakes when providing
information to the Forest Service about crucial winter range locations. The State is willing to
work with the Forest Service and snowmobile groups to correct the problems.
Meanwhile, snowmobile representatives at the meeting said they were opposed to increased
snowmobile restrictions for winter range, citing lack of access for senior citizens, the economic
benefits of snowmobile use, and how 85 percent of the SNF is already non-motorized. A county
commissioner pointed out that snowmobile use is being reduced by 275,000 acres. Another
county commissioner noted that wildlife displacement is due to the presence of people, not the
means of access.
Other areas specifically mentioned at the meeting that should be retained as non-motorized
include Telephone Draw and Castle Rock in the Wind River District; lands generally located
between Wiggins Fork and East Fork, to the Wind River Reservation Boundary; and the Wood
River-Francs Peak area to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) boundary. Another objector
described the southern area as from the Double Cabin Road outside of the travel corridor east to
the Wind River Reservation Boundary, which would encompass Wiggins Fork, Bear Creek, and
East Fork, which the objector referred to as the largest unroaded area left on the Wind River
District.
REVIEWING OFFICER’S CONCLUSION: MOTORIZED TRAVEL

After careful review of the advisory team’s conclusions, the written objections, and several
discussions with the responsible official and Forest Supervisor, I have asked the responsible
official and Forest Supervisor to modify Francs Peak and Wood River management areas based
on the high quality rating of wilderness characteristics for wilderness designation and potential
enforcement difficulties. The responsible official and Forest Supervisor have agreed to change
the management areas. I understand there are no physical barriers to stop ATVs from going into
adjacent areas that are not currently classified motorized. I also agree that these areas are
essential for wildlife, both on the ground and in the air, and provide quality winter range for elk.
Another reason I have asked the Region and SNF to change these MA classifications is the
importance of Francs Peak for grizzly bears; the Francs Peak area has the highest concentration
of grizzlies, when utilizing the moth sites, on the continent. As for Wood River, I also
understand this area is not only special to many people, but has an untouched quality that needs
to be preserved. Therefore, the SNF will change these MAs from 3.3A and 3.3 B to 1.3 and
adjust the boundaries in the final LMP where applicable.
Because the Forest Service is a multiple use agency, we always need to take into account all
public needs while balancing the needs of the environment. Recreational activities such as
snowmobiling must be taken into consideration when finalizing the LMP for the SNF and ensure
snowmobilers and off road enthusiasts are clear on other opportunities outside these areas. My
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expectation would be groups, local and state governments, tribal governments, and individual
members of the public, interested in motorized and nonmotorized access to the SNF, will become
involved in the upcoming travel management planning. This diverse collaboration will help
shape a better decision for everyone. I realize there were objectors at our meeting who disagreed
with the Forest Service for separating out travel management decisions from Forest planning.
This is not a discretionary decision by either the Region or SNF to make. When the Travel
Management Rule was finalized at the national level, a decision was made that each Forest
develop a Travel Management Plan, outside the land management planning process. The Forest
planning process provides programmatic decisions on suitability, but does not commit resources
and final actions. The Travel Management Plan will provide more specific decisions.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: MOTORIZED TRAVEL

1. Clarify the rationale for exempting areas of big game crucial winter range from
snowmobile closures.
2. Clarify how the analysis, public comments, and public sentiments were used in
development of Alternative G.
3. Work with WGFD to correct errors with classification of winter range in the Lander
Front by remapping and removing motorized use in this area.
4. Apply Alternative B to Francs Peak. MAs 3.3A and 3.3B in Francs Peak should be
changed to MA 1.3.
5. Apply Alternative B to Wood River, changing 3.3B to 1.3.
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CONTINENTAL DIVIDE NATIONAL SCENIC TRAIL
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

G.A. Warren
James R. Wolf, Continental Divide Trail Society
OBJECTION ISSUE: MANAGEMENT DIRECTION
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that the management direction in the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail
(CDNST) MA 3.6A in the LMP is inconsistent with the National Trails System Act, the 1982
Planning Rule and NEPA. Objectors believe that CDNST MA 3.6A standards and guidelines do
not provide for the nature and purposes of the CDNST. As one objector writes,
the basic issue is that CDNST MA 3.6A standards and guidelines are neither supportive
nor associated with providing for the nature and purposes goals and desired conditions of
the CDNST. By definition, management direction must relate to attaining the goals and
objectives of a MA, which is not the case for MA 3.6A (36 CFR 219.3 and 36 CFR
219.11(c)). This results in a failure to address CDNST planning requirements (36 CFR
219.2, 36 CFR 219.21, and FSM 2353.44b part 1).
The objectors ask specifically that
management direction in the Plan must identify goals and desired conditions that reflect
the nature and purposes of this National Scenic Trail. In addition, standards must set
degradation limits or thresholds that prevent resource development and visitor use from
substantially interfering with CDNST nature and purposes.
Objectors state that the
Forest needs to evaluate alternative locations for the CDNST MA corridor, including
along the following geographic locations: Sheridan Pass, Lava Mountain, Two Ocean
Mountain, Togwotee Pass, and Brooks Lake, which is a reasonable and capable location
for the CDNST MA corridor that needs to be rigorously explored and objectively
evaluated.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The National Trails System Act (16 U.S.C 1244(f)) requires a comprehensive plan for the
CDNST and 16 U.S.C.1246(a) and (b) prescribe a process for the trails location. The National
Trails System Act preceded NEPA and thus has no specific NEPA requirements, but compliance
with NEPA would be required for a trail location decision. The National Trails System Act (16
USC 1246(a(2)) expresses that:
Development and management of each segment of the National Trails System shall be
designed to harmonize with and complement any established multiple-use plans for that
specific area in order to insure continued maximum benefits from the land.
And that
National scenic or national historic trails may contain campsites, shelters, and relatedpublic-use facilities. Other uses along the trail, which will not substantially interfere with
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the nature and purposes of the trail, may be permitted by the Secretary charged with the
administration of the trail.
FSM 2353; 2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan
“The Nature and Purposes of the CDNST are to provide for high quality scenic, primitive hiking,
and horseback riding opportunities and to conserve natural, historic, and cultural resources along
the CDNST corridor” (2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan; FSM 2353.42 Policy).
1982 Planning Rule
36 CFR 219.2 in the 1982 Planning Rule indicates that planning for special areas such as
national trails is done through the land management plans. It also allows direct incorporation of
special area plans into the land management plans where required by separate authorities.
36 CFR 219.11 identifies content for land management plans and 36 CFR 219.12 prescribes the
process for Forest planning including a range of alternatives for consideration. Section (b)
requires that the Forest Supervisor identify the issues and purpose and need for the planning
development or revision. Section (f) requires development of a range of reasonable alternatives;
it does not require alternatives for every issue. Neither section has specific direction for special
areas or National Scenic and Historic Trails.
FSM 1926.15 directs that the land management planning process must:
Provide land management plan direction for designated wilderness, wild and scenic
rivers, national recreation areas, national trails, national monuments, national scenic
areas, research natural areas, national management emphasis areas, and other identified
special interest areas.
The CDNST Comprehensive Plan and Forest Service direction in FSM 2353.42 was reviewed to
determine if the SNF LMP and associated documents are consistent with the CDNST plan
direction and Forest Service policy. The CDNST Comprehensive Plan states “The Nature and
Purposes of the CDNST are to provide for high quality scenic, primitive hiking, and horseback
riding opportunities and to conserve natural, historic, and cultural resources along the CDNST
corridor” (2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan; FSM 2353.42 Policy).
The SNF Draft ROD includes management direction for the CDNST (ROD p.5). In addition,
MA 3.6A was established for the CDNST (LMP pp. 160-164)). The CDNST MA “is managed to
provide recreation opportunities in a natural landscape consistent with the Continental Divide
National Scenic Trail Comprehensive Plan” (2009 LMP p. 160). The Goals for MA 3.6A are to
“provide high-quality scenic, primitive hiking, and horseback riding opportunities while
conserving natural, historic, and cultural resources along the Trail corridor” (LMP p. 161). Map
O in the LMP shows the location of MA 3.6A.
The review determined that the Goals for MA 3.6A did not explicitly recognize the Nature and
Purposes of the CDNST. In fact, the language in MA 3.6A does not include the language
pertaining to Nature and Purposes in the CDNST Comprehensive Plan and FSM 2353.42 policy.
By not including the language of the Nature and Purposes, there is an inconsistency with the
CDNST Comprehensive Plan and FSM 2353.42 policy.
The Draft ROD incorporates management direction into the Revised LMP consistent with the
comprehensive trail plan for the CDNST. MA 3.6A, CDNST goal, provides high quality scenic,
primitive hiking and horseback riding opportunities along the Trail corridor. The Draft LMP (p.
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163) described a desired condition where access to the trail is primarily by foot, horseback, or
other non-motorized means and roads and motorized trails are not present except at designated
crossings. It is recognized that the public has a strong interest in the management and location of
the CDNST.
OBJECTION ISSUE: OVERLAPPING CDNST MANAGEMENT AREAS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors take issue with
the selection of the CDNST MA corridor location without assessing in the FEIS the
suitability of all of the capable MA locations as identified on Map 41 of the FEIS and
displayed in Figure 1 of this document. This is a failure to address the requirements of 36
CFR 219.2, 36 CFR 219.12(f) and (g), 16 U.S.C. 1246(a)(2), 16 CFR 1246(c), 36 CFR
1502.14, and the CDNST Comprehensive Plan (Chapter IV.B.1 and 2, page 10).
There is concern that overlapping and potentially conflicting MA allocations, within and
adjacent to the trail, is confusing and will diminish the quality of the CDNST, as evidenced by
the following:
there is no assurance that MA 3.6A is meant to be the governing prescription where this
overlap occurs. After all, under Alternative G, no acres have been allocated for
management as MA 3.6A (FEIS, Appendix B, Table 2); no scenic integrity objectives
have been identified for MA 3.6A (Id., Table 20); and no ROS [Recreation Opportunity
Spectrum] objectives have been assigned (Id., Table 22). Even if MA 3.6A prescriptions
are intended to govern, the absence of this information on the Alternative G maps may
lead administrators to overlook it when making management decisions.
Objectors also allege that this
conflict is evident from a comparison of maps in the FEIS. Map O is labeled as depicting
the CDNST (MA 3.6A). The corridor shown on Map O as the CDNST does not appear
on Map 79 (Alternative G, pages 6 and 8). Instead, the lands within that corridor are
assigned to several prescriptions, including MA 5.1 (managed forest and rangeland). The
goals and direction for MA 3.6A and MA 5.1 (as well as 3.3, 3.5, and 4.2) are quite
different, for example with respect to suitability for timber production.
They go on to say that
as stated in the Comprehensive Plan, the Forest should locate a CDNST segment, where
possible, in primitive or semi-primitive non-motorized ROS classes - on a road only
where it is primitive and offers recreational opportunities comparable to those provided
by a trail with a Designed Use of Pack and Saddle Stock; provided that the CDNST may
have to be located on or across motorized routes because of the inability to locate the trail
elsewhere. (Chapter IV.B.1.b) The roaded route selected in the management plan is far
from primitive, and surely the Forest is able to locate the trail elsewhere in a nonmotorized ROS class.
Objectors suggest that
to eliminate the ambiguity, the relevant maps for Alternative G must be withdrawn and
replaced by maps that mark lands within the CDNST corridor as MA 3.6A (The FEIS
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should also be corrected, both in text and tables, so as to incorporate the missing
information.) and relocate the trail to avoid overlap with MA 5.1.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The FEIS includes Map 41 for the CDNST MA 3.6A. The map shows existing roads and
proposed re-routes for the CDNST. The objector contends that there needs to be further analysis
of the proposed re-routes for the CDNST. In our review, we did not see an analysis of these
proposed re-routes. The 2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan includes specific direction for
Locating the CDNST with Background and Policy (pp.8 -10, Management and Policy Direction).
In addition, FSM 2353.44b provides additional direction on locating the CDNST route (FSM
2353.44b pp. 31-34).
MA 3.6 under the proposed LMP may overlap MA 5.1. MA 5.1 assumes regular timber harvest
on a scheduled basis and ROS classes ranging from semi-primitive motorized to roaded natural.
The FEIS (p. 492) indicates that
Unmapped management areas (MAs 3.2A and 3.2B [NOTE: these numbers may be in
error]) were created that are defined as 0.5 mile from the centerline of the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail and Nez Perce National Historic Trail. The direction for
these management areas overrides other management area directions that overlap the
corridors.
There is a paragraph on page 111 of the LMP that states:
Standards and guidelines in this chapter are used in conjunction with Forest wide
standards and guidelines described in chapter 1. When management area standards and
guidelines conflict with Forest wide standards and guidelines, those that are more
stringent or restrictive are applied.
Within the MA 3.6A corridor, the LMP has a guideline to manage for the scenic integrity
objective of high to very high (MA3.6A-GUIDE-04). The CDNST is also identified as a concern
level 1 route which limits activities to provide quality scenery outside of the MA 3.6A corridor.
The objector suggests that multiple use management such as sustained timber harvest is legally
incompatible with the CDNST. The stated intent of the law is that trails would be located to
harmonize any established multiple use plans, so sustained timber harvest near or within sight of
the trail would not be, by itself, a legal violation. Both the law and the comprehensive plan
indicate that the trail may be passing through some areas of greater development.
The LMP has provided adequately for scenery along the trail, and meets requirements of NFMA
and applicable regulations.
The LMP has provided for a corridor MA that is more restrictive than MA 5.1 and the FEIS and
LMP indicate that where overlap occurs the more restrictive direction would apply.
OBJECTION ISSUE: CDNST MA CORRIDOR LOCATION
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends that the Forest Service has violated NFMA in regards to the CDNST in not
identifying a need for change from the existing LMP. They submit that circumstances have
changed, such as grizzly bear recovery and issuance of the 2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan
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and selection of the trail locations is based on old NEPA from the original LMP in 1988. They
believe this is not just a NEPA violation but also an Administrative Procedures Act violation.
Objectors are concerned about the LMP’s perceived failure “to identify and evaluate alternative
and capable locations for the CDNST MA 3.6 through NEPA processes.” Map 41 identifies high
potential route segments that help define capable MA 3.6 corridor locations. A principle
consideration is that the CDNST MA corridor location must avoid developed areas such as MA
5.1, and "…to the extent practicable, efforts shall be made to avoid activities incompatible with
the purposes for which such trails were established" (16 U.S.C. 1246(c)).
Objectors go on to say that
the Plan that had been circulated for review contains goals, standards, and guidelines for
CDNST Management Area 3.6A, but neither specifies any particular location nor depicts
any such location on maps distributed for review. It describes the management area to
include an unspecified corridor within 0.5 mile of centerline of the Trail location. The
change occurs on page 161, where the words ‘See Map O’ have been added. Map O another addition - depicts a one-mile corridor and identifies it as MA 3.6A. The issue
regarding the Forest's delineation of one particular corridor for the CDNST arose after the
opportunities for formal comment. If this action had been included in the draft plan, with
just this one route shown as MA 3.6A on maps in the DEIS, we would have disapproved,
as we do today.
Objectors suggest the following to help rectify the situation as they see it:
One approach to improve the Plan at this time would be to initiate the development of a
Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement that was devoted to the evaluation
of alternative MA 3.6 corridor locations. The proposed MA management direction would
be modified to be associated with and clearly support the nature and purposes goals and
desired conditions of the CDNST. A key consideration is that the rights-of-way
requirement of 16 U.S.C. 1246(a)(2) is directed at selecting the 3,100-mile CDNST
corridor and does not modify the nature and purposes of the CDNST. Due to Forest
Service concerns about the relationship of programmatic corridor and site-specific project
planning processes, it may be necessary to apply revised CDNST MA 3.6 management
direction to all of the potential CDNST corridors until such time that the CDNST unit
plan (FSM 2353.44b part 2) is complete and the travel route is officially located.
Objectors also submit, however, that if this cannot be done in a supplemental EIS for the Final
LMP and decision, then the SNF and Region need to ensure the CDNST unit plan is completed
with accompanying NEPA and within a reasonable time, such as three to five years.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Neither the LMP nor the 1982 Planning Rule specifically address planning requirements for
National Scenic and Historic Trails. However, the CDNST can be considered a congressionally
designated area and plans must provide for management of the CDNST consistent with the
enabling legislation: the National Trails System Act (16 USC 1246).
The FEIS includes Map 41 for the CDNST MA 3.6A. The map shows existing roads and
proposed re-routes for the CDNST. The 2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan includes specific
direction for locating the CDNST with Background and Policy (p.8 -10, Management and Policy
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Direction). In addition, FSM 2353.44b provides additional direction on locating the CDNST
route (FSM 2353.44b pp. 31-34).
In the FEIS, the trail is only analyzed based upon its current location which was established by a
1998 decision (record #02088). The SNF position was that the LMP is not the place to propose
any changes to the location of the trail. Establishing the trail location is discussed in the Setting
section in the LMP (original p. 161) and the FEIS affected environment (original p. 494).
The proposed Final LMP identifies a MA 3.6A that applies to 0.5 miles on either side of the
CDNST on the SNF. It also identifies on Map O the general location of this MA based on the
trail location as determined in a separate decision in 1998. Map O shows only the current
location for the trail and the MA based on the 1998 map. The LMP identifies a desired condition
and goal to change the location of the trail through project planning to avoid having the trail
coexist with motorized routes (either roads or trails). The ROD does not specifically address the
locational issues surrounding the CDNST.
The DEIS on page 47 indicated: “While a complete non-motorized route is the national goal,
existing motorized segments will require site-specific analysis before any changes are
made.” However, the DEIS also identified this same location for the trail on Map 41, but the
DEIS was confusing in that it also displayed two alternate locations for the trail described and
included in Map 41; even though these alternate locations were apparently not being specifically
analyzed as part of the LMP revision process. Cumulative effects of the LMP alternatives on
these alternate locations were also described (FEIS, p.520).
Other public notices published prior to publication of the DEIS that was examined by this
reviewer did not clearly indicate that the LMP revision would or would not reexamine the
location of the trail.
The response to Public Concern #105 in Appendix A indicated that the reroutes were not being
analyzed in the LMP revision process.
The Draft and proposed Final LMP relied on the 1998 decision to identify the location of the
CDNST trail within the SNF. The 1998 decision evaluated a number of different alternatives for
the location of the trail.
On the SNF, the original and current CDNST route was established in a 1998 Decision Notice
and Finding of No Significant Impact. This decision recognized that the trail should be managed
for pedestrian and horse traffic, but located some segments on existing roads to build as few new
trails as possible and avoid sensitive wildlife habitat (FEIS, p. 494).
The revised LMP MA 3.6A, common for all action alternatives, is allocated to the CDNST. The
CDNST is managed to provide recreation opportunities in a natural-appearing landscape
consistent with the 2009 CDNST Comprehensive Plan (USFS 2009).
Changes to the CDNST are considered site-specific projects and will be addressed in project
planning, not in Forest planning (FEIS, Volume I, p. 50).
The SNF has chosen to not make a site-specific decision on the CDNST’s location within the
LMP revision process. From a NEPA perspective, that administrative decision is not a violation.
The DEIS presented confusing information about the role of the LMP revision in locating the
trail. In response, the final LMP clarifies the intent that it will apply the MA 3.6A to the ½ mile
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corridor surrounding the existing trail location until subsequent project planning relocates the
trail.
After review, and clarification by the SNF, we conclude that further analysis should be
conducted in identifying proposed re-routes of the CDNST consistent with the 2009
Comprehensive Plan and FSM 2353.44b during site specific analysis for proposed re-routes of
the CDNST outside the planning process. The CDNST is a congressionally designated trail and
should have a thorough review of proposed re-routes through the SNF.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: CDNST

1. Revise the LMP and project record to include the Nature and Purposes for the CDNST.
2. Clarify Map 41 and what it shows. Also provide an explanation that any future proposed
re-routes of the CDNST would be reviewed during site specific analysis.
3. Clarify that the LMP revision is not changing nor did it contemplate changing the
location of the CDNST; it merely provided for management of the trail consistent with
the comprehensive management plan and provided a MA that would surround the trail a
half mile on either side.
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BIG HORN SHEEP MANAGEMENT AND PACK GOATS
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Lawrence Robinson, North American Packgoat Association
Irene Saphra
Interested Person: Kevin Hurley, Conservation Director, Wild Sheep Foundation
OBJECTION ISSUE: BEST SCIENCE
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the SNF LMP failed to take a hard look and ensure best science was
used in the proposed decision to restrict pack goats on the SNF. The objectors feel the agency
has failed to discuss the assumptions used to ensure professional and scientific integrity and has
also failed to comply with NEPA requirements to address incomplete or unavailable scientific
information. The objectors are concerned that the SNF did not differentiate between pack goats
and domestic livestock and making assumptions that are not tested.
Objectors allege violations of both the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act and the Administrative
Procedures Act by making what they believe to be an arbitrary decision on “locking” them out of
the SNF without taking a more thorough look at the effects. They assert that focusing on the
bighorn sheep and excluding pack goats is clearly a violation of the Multiple Use Sustained
Yield Act.
An objector points out that
by continually citing the supporting document ‘Risk Analysis of Disease Transmission
between Domestic Sheep and Goats and Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, Shoshone
National Forest 2012,’ the Plan fails to include PROBABILITY of disease transmission
due to contact between Pack Goats and wild sheep in its risk analysis. Thus the risk
analysis is flawed, and the Land Management Plan (and the study upon which it relies)
sets an unrealistic goal with respect to reducing the risk of disease. In addition, the
studies used in the supporting documentation were not site-specific, nor was the Risk
Analysis peer-reviewed by experts on the subject or Risk, including methodology (e.g.
including PROBABILITIES).
The objector goes on to request that
the [risk] analysis must take into account the unique differences between Pack Goats and
other domestic livestock and it must explain the assumptions concerning Pack Goats. It
must include the PROBABILITIES (not just the RISK) of transmission and the marginal
difference between these probabilities. If LOW risk is your goal, you should state it. If
VERY LOW risk is your goal, you should state it. If ZERO risk is your goal, you should
state it. Conduct a peer review of this analysis by experts in the field of Risk Assessment
(not just Wildlife Biologists), with the disclosure that there has never been a single case
of disease transmittal from domestic sheep or goats to bighorns on the planning area."
Please include and reference documentation of your consultation and concurrence with
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Risk Analysis of Disease Transmission between Domestic Sheep and Goats and Rocky Mountain
Bighorn Sheep (April 2012; Document #02235)
This document provides a thorough assessment of the risks to wild sheep from domestic sheep
and goats. It reports that although there is no direct evidence of domestic goats and specifically
pack goats infecting wild sheep with life/herd/population threatening diseases, there is an
abundance of connected actions that lead to a reasonable conclusion that domestic sheep and
goats are the vectors. The analysis also provides evidence that wild sheep are unpredictable in
their movements and have been shown to travel great distances which can bring them into
contact with domestic sheep and goats as well as other wild sheep. The methodology and
conclusions in this document demonstrate consistency with national guidance for a risk analysis
of this type as well as consideration of best available science, and recommendations from the
Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA), Wild Sheep Working Group,
and biologists from the WGFD.
The Biological Evaluation (BE) for Terrestrial Wildlife for the Revised LMP for SNF also
addresses bighorn sheep and a concern for disease transmission between wild sheep, domestic
sheep, and goats and cites the Risk Analysis introduced above. The BE does not clearly indicate
that domestic sheep and goats are the carriers of the diseases that infect and kill wild sheep;
instead, it highlights the removal of infected wild sheep from the area to "reduce the risk of
transmission."
Draft ROD (p. 13): “Domestic goats will not be allowed in core native bighorn sheep range in
response to concerns over disease transmission to bighorn sheep.”
LMP (p. 46): “Domestic sheep and goat allotments shall not overlap with core native bighorn
sheep ranges. (SENS-STAND-05). Do not allow recreational pack goat use in core native
bighorn sheep ranges, except for authorized special use permits. (SENS-STAND-06)”
The Risk Analysis and documents which reference it incorporate the best available science,
however the current analysis provided within the BE is not direct enough in identifying domestic
sheep and goats as known disease carriers (even without symptoms) and in asserting that even
minimal direct contact is believed (with supporting evidence) to contribute to the death of
individual wild sheep, herds of wild sheep, and entire populations.
The Draft ROD (p. 13) and LMP (p. 48) exclude domestic goats from core native bighorn sheep
range in response to concerns over disease transmission to bighorn sheep. To support this
decision and meet the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act and NEPA for a
making a reasoned choice between alternatives, the project record should include a discussion on
how direct contact from disease carrying domestic sheep and goats is believed to contribute to
the death of individual wild sheep, herds of wild sheep, and entire populations as recommended
in the instruction below.
The objector's request for a unique analysis specific to pack goats is not necessary. However,
more supporting documentation in the project record is warranted. This level of analysis would
provide opportunity to highlight the specific threats posed by pack goats. A quick Google query
speaks to pack goats not needing to be on leads, tethered at night or even have food packed for
them as they can wander along and feed as they go. These goats are also available to rent for
personal use by users not familiar with goat behavior. Users are advised that pack goats should
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not be chased if needing discipline as they will run from the handler, another indication that they
will be off lead and capable of unmanaged access to the forest.
The Risk Analysis of Disease Transmission documents provides evidence from a variety of peer
reviewed and anecdotal sources of the threat to wild bighorn sheep populations from contact with
domestic sheep and goats. The BE summarized these threats and provides and evaluation of
potential outcomes and impacts to bighorn sheep under each alternative. There was limited
discussion of reliance on mitigation measures provided by the public because the risk of any
contact between domestic goats and the core populations of bighorn sheep was considered to be
too great. This concern was addressed by the SNF in Response to comments: Public Concern
#228 and reiterated within the DEIS.
Additional review and evaluation of the currently available scientific information on disease
transmission from domestic sheep and goats to wild sheep, would strengthen the conclusions
within the Risk Assessment and BE and better inform the final decision.
The Risk Assessment and BE were prepared two years ago. The discussions regarding conflict
between wild and domestic sheep and goats are ongoing and new science relative to this issue is
continuous. This lack of consensus has resulted in at least one court case that may influence
process guidelines for future analyses.
In addition to emerging science, the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies Wild
Sheep Working Group has developed updated recommendations (2012) that were not referenced
for this analysis. In addition, recommendations to consider other sources of information have
been submitted to the agency.
Cumulative effects analysis in the BE was deficient and needs additional information. The focus
is primarily process-oriented, rather than overlap from other foreseeable actions within the
project area and on lands adjacent to NFS lands.
Upon review of the Risk Assessment, BE, and excerpted summaries and conclusions found
within the FEIS and ROD, there are sufficient deficiencies in the information provided to
warrant an additional review and evaluation of the currently available scientific information on
disease transmission from domestic sheep and goats to wild sheep.
OBJECTION ISSUE: MITIGATION MEASURES
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that the SNF did not provide reasonable consideration for integration of
mitigation measures in alternative development that would allow for use of pack goats while
preventing risk of disease transmission between pack goats and bighorn sheep. They believe the
SNF dismissed their submission of best management practices (BMPs) out of hand. They also
contend that the SNF ignored their request to collaborate with “representatives from the
Recreational Pack Goat Community, including the North American Pack Goat Association
(NAPGA), in developing and incorporating mitigation measures and Best Management Practices
(BMPs), and monitoring their effectiveness, and including these in the Preferred Alternative.”
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

FEIS- Chapter 2, excerpt (p. 53):
Allow Pack Goat Use on the Forest with Best Management Practices
A suggestion was received to consider using best management practices to allow pack
goat use on the Forest. Pack goat movements may be controllable; however, there is a
risk of free-ranging bighorn sheep coming into contact with pack goats. This alternative
carries a risk of introducing Pasteurella spp. through interaction of free-ranging bighorn
sheep with pack goats.
Although the risk of disease transmission is low to very low, even one disease
transmission event could be catastrophic to a core native bighorn sheep herd (USFS
2013). Due to the potential for disease transmission, this alternative was dismissed from
detailed analysis.
The SNF developed a "Risk Analysis of Disease Transmission between Domestic Sheep
and Goats and Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep" dated April 2012. It states, "Although
scientific literature is lacking specifically for the risk of disease transmission between
pack goats and bighorn sheep, some information is available for domestic goats and
bighorn sheep (Rudolph et al. 2003, Foreyt et al. 2009). Until further scientific
information is available to prove otherwise, the risk to bighorn sheep is far too great to
allow pack goat use within occupied core bighorn sheep habitat. Even one disease
transmission event could be catastrophic to a core bighorn sheep herd.
The BE for Terrestrial Wildlife for the Revised LMP for SNF addresses bighorn sheep and a
concern for disease transmission between wild sheep and domestic sheep and goats and cites the
Risk Analysis above.
Draft ROD (p. 13): “Domestic goats will not be allowed in core native bighorn sheep range in
response to concerns over disease transmission to bighorn sheep.”
LMP:

“Outfitter and guide authorizations for recreational goat packing in core bighorn sheep ranges
should not be issued until effective mitigation measures for minimizing the risk of disease
transmission from domestic goats to bighorn sheep are available. (SENS-GUIDE-12)” (LMP, p.
48).
There is concern about the risk of disease transmission from domestic goats used for
packing to bighorn sheep. To manage that risk, guidelines are applied for domestic pack
goats within the SNF; domestic sheep and goat grazing has been removed from core
native bighorn sheep ranges. New authorizations for pack goat use in core bighorn sheep
ranges will not be issued until effective mitigation that could include a vaccine for wild
sheep is available to minimize the risk of disease transmission. Information and education
will be provided to recreational goat packers on the need to avoid contact between
domestic pack goats and bighorn sheep. (LMP pp. 50-51)
Mitigation measures that would allow limited use of pack goats were offered during LMP
development. They were considered as an alternative in the FEIS but “due to the potential for
disease transmission, this alternative was dismissed from detailed analysis” (FEIS, p.53). There
is very little discussion in the FEIS, Draft ROD, Draft LMP, or wildlife specialist’s reports
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regarding mitigation measures that would allow use of pack goats on the SNF while preventing
the risk of disease transmission between pack goats and bighorn sheep. The Draft LMP includes
non-specific statements such as:
Outfitter and guide authorizations for recreational goat packing in core bighorn sheep
ranges should not be issued until effective mitigation measures for minimizing the risk of
disease transmission from domestic goats to bighorn sheep are available. (SENS-GUIDE12). (Draft LMP, p. 48)
And
New authorizations for pack goat use in core bighorn sheep ranges will not be issued
until effective mitigation that could include a vaccine for wild sheep is available to
minimize the risk of disease transmission. Information and education will be provided to
recreational goat packers on the need to avoid contact between domestic pack goats and
bighorn sheep. (Draft LMP, p. 48)
It is recommended that there be an evaluation of the mitigation measures. This should not be
exhaustive, but should use actual phrasing provided by objectors to highlight how pack goats are
not under constant control and may be asymptomatic and are still a viable threat to wild sheep
populations. This analysis should be clear and detailed on these points.
OBJECTION ISSUE: FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT VIOLATION
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend the SNF has violated the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) by
establishing and utilizing the Shoshone Risk Assessment of Disease Transmission (RADT)
Committee without adhering to the prescribed requirements and procedures under FACA for
establishing and utilizing advisory committees and that the SNF violated NEPA by not
adequately responding to the North American Pack Goat Association’s (NAPgA) comments
concerning the SNF's FACA violations. As one objector states,
the Shoshone NF violated FACA and ignored the order of the United States District
Court for the District of Idaho by relying on the findings and conclusions of the RADT
and Payette Principles Committees in preparing the draft ROD, FEIS and LMP. In 2009,
the United States District Court for the District of Idaho prohibited the Shoshone NF's
use of the findings and conclusions of two illegal advisory committees, known as the
RADT Committee and Payette Principles Committee.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The DEIS and FEIS have no mention of the RADT Committee or the Payette Principles
Committee. The DEIS and the FEIS relied on the science developed for and displayed in the Risk
Analysis of Disease Transmission between Domestic Sheep and Goats and Rocky Mountain
Bighorn Sheep, Shoshone National Forest 2012. Neither the SNF analysis nor the literature cited
for the analysis mentions the RADT Committee or Payette Principles Committee. This analysis,
as expected, has used the same and similar data and analysis to analyze these issues. The Risk
Analysis states:
One of the most current literature reviews of disease transmission between domestic
animals and bighorn sheep was compiled on the Payette National Forest in preparation of
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their forest plan amendment for domestic sheep and goat grazing in bighorn sheep habitat
(USDA Forest Service 2010). In preparation for the Shoshone’s risk assessment pertinent
information was extracted from the Payette’s risk assessment and brought forward into
this risk assessment.
The NAPgA objection is based on contentions that the SNF relied upon the findings and
conclusions of the RADT Committee and Payette Principles Committee in the SNF- produced
risk analysis, and the SNF uses these findings and conclusions of the RADT Committee and
Payette Principles Committee to develop alternatives in the FEIS and as support for its
assumption that disease transmission occurs between domestic sheep or pack goats and bighorn
sheep in violation of NEPA.
A review of the project record finds no evidence to support this objector’s conclusion.
The SNF is encouraged to provide a more complete and detailed response to NAPgA's comments
concerning the SNF’s reliance or lack thereof on the findings and conclusions of the RADT and
Payette Principles Committees.
OBJECTION ISSUE: ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACTS AND PACK GOATS
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the LMP did not adequately examine the far-reaching indirect and
cumulative effect (economic, recreational, and social effects) on the people that use Pack Goats
(Pack Goat Community).
Objectors propose that the FEIS be revised to consider the “indirect and cumulative effects of
this decision, and include its effects on Recreational Pack Goat Users, both on the Shoshone and
on other Federal Lands that will be affected by your precedent-setting Decision.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The procedures of the 1982 NFS Land and Resource Management Planning Rule require the
comprehensive consideration of economic benefits and costs, specifically identifying the social
sciences, economic considerations, cost-efficient alternatives, impacts on PNV, and impacts on
local employment (FEIS Volume I p. 589, Record Indexed p. 623).
The FEIS includes a section on the social and economic implications of land management on the
SNF (FEIS, pp. 588 – 618), including a discussion on lifestyles, Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs.
This analysis section recognizes that “communities [such as pack goat herders] developed
particular interests in the interactions of public lands with their ways of life and their economic
present and future.” The analysis also recognizes that there are regional and national interests at
stake. Land management decision in the SNF LMP attempt to balance the wide variety of uses
and values individuals hold for forest resources.
The FEIS (Volume I p. 592, Record Indexed p. 626) stated that some interest groups have
requested specific area analysis. The FEIS stated that economic analysis generally considered the
SNF as a whole and did not break out smaller areas stating it was difficult to assign outputs to a
specific community or location. This reasoning could be applied to a specific user group as well,
such as goat packers. However, the FEIS analysis does not analyze the socio-economic impacts
on particular user groups.
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The social and economic analysis for recreation was not broken down by activities because the
survey used to estimate visitor use (National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM) survey) results in
a small subset of the sample with visitor expenditure information by activity and the small
sample size would not produce estimates that are statistically valid (FEIS, p. 592). The Forest
Service uses the NVUM survey for all recreation- and tourism-related information used for use
and economic analysis. The introduction to the Social and Economic section of the FEIS states
that the social and economic implications of SNF land management are of interest locally and
nationally. The SNF strives to balance these interests.
The FEIS states that several groups desired specific economic studies from various sources, and
also stated that the SNF relies on NVUM data for recreational analysis. FEIS Volume I page 592
(Record Indexed p. 626) states:
Several recreational or tourism interest groups were interested in having specific
economic studies from various sources used within this economic analysis. The Forest
Service uses the NVUM survey for all recreation- and tourism-related information used
for use and economic analysis. The Data Quality Act requires that federal agencies ensure
the ‘quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity’ of information disseminated to the public.
With these requirements for data used in the economic analysis, the Forest Service
focuses on the NVUM survey that the methodology and results can be documented and
repeated as needed. The interest group surveys completed use a variety of methodologies
to complete their analyses. To be used within this economic analysis, all data would need
to be collected using similar methods and assumptions. Without such consistencies,
comparisons between interest group surveys or results are not possible in this analysis.
The FEIS recognized that goat packing (use of domestic goats for packing supplies into the back
country) is also becoming more popular with organized groups promoting this type of recreation.
The response to comments also recognizes that the use of pack animals is a recreational activity
on the SNF by putting the activity in content will all packing activities available across the
forest.
The introduction to the Social and Economic section of the FEIS states that the social and
economic implications of SNF land management are of interest locally and nationally. The SNF
strives to balance these interests. The FEIS (Volume I, p. 588, Record Indexed p. 622) states:
The social and economic implications of land management on the Shoshone are of
interest to local residents surrounding the Forest, users of the Forest, and to people
throughout the country who value or are interested in national forest resources.
Historically, individuals in local communities developed strong place attachments to
public lands that provided recreational, aesthetic, employment, and other contributions to
their social environment. Work, place, and lifestyles became an integral part of the
culture and social characteristics of such communities. These communities developed
particular interests in the interactions of public lands with their ways of life and their
economic present and future. These interests are expressed in their interactions with
public lands in addition to the actions and comments of local interest groups.
People throughout the Nation also have interests and concerns about public lands in general as
well as particular public lands such as those of the SNF. These interests are expressed in public
comments to management actions as well as in direct experiences recreating, visiting, or
otherwise using public lands. Some people also express their interest through national
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organizations with both broad-based concerns about the management of public lands and in
specific resources such as old-growth forests, grizzly bears, or other threatened and endangered
species. Thus, they are part of the social environment of public lands through the values and
beliefs that motivate actions about particular places and by their comments and actions related to
these places.
Policy decisions that influence the management of national forests attempt to balance the wide
variety of uses and values individuals hold for forest resources. It is unlikely that any alternative
selected in this process will answer the needs of all those interested in management of the SNF.
Each alternative will be a compromise between the competing uses and values of the SNF. The
balance achieved between conserving areas for recreation and providing commodity uses is
important in contributing to the economic growth of rural economies (Lorah et al. 2012).
This analysis describes the potential social and economic impacts to different interests and
values of the SNF resources by alternative. The analysis includes a description of the analysis
area, demographics and trends within Wyoming, environmental justice considerations, and
potential social and economic impacts by alternative on various SNF interests and values and
resource user groups.
The State of Wyoming funded a study in 2007 that the SNF used to assess the values, attitudes
and lifestyles of users of the SNF, and those that live adjacent to the SNF (FEIS, Volume II, p.
588). This study included an assessment of the activities that users participate in, including
packing. However, the term “packing” seems to refer to horse packing and not goat packing.
The LMP strives to balance management activities with the biological capacities of the forest. It
states,
The Shoshone contributes to local economies through the provision of tourism, grazing,
hunting, logging, water, and mineral extraction. The Shoshone plays a major role in the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem by contributing to the large, intact ecosystem with
outstanding wildlife habitat, scenery, wildland recreation opportunities, clean water, and
clean air. Balancing the demand for forest-based goods and services with the need for
ecosystem health and protection is a management challenge. The challenge includes
determining those management activities and strategies that are in line with the physical
and biological capabilities of the land and ensuring the ability of ecosystems to meet the
needs of future generations. (LMP p. 20, Record Indexed p. 22)
Therefore, the health of the bighorn sheep population and the threat to its viability due to
potential disease transmission is a valid concern. The SNF feels the potential risk of disease
transmission to bighorn sheep is too great and has decided to protect the bighorns by not
allowing goat packing.
A review of the project record indicates that the SNF did recognize the existence of the pack goat
community and its fondness for their method of recreation. The SNF’s analysis articulated each
alternative’s impacts to the recreational packing community as a whole, as well as other
resources.
The FEIS social and economic analysis discusses the direct, indirect and cumulative effects of
the LMP alternatives in broad and general terms but does not provide any detailed analysis
specific to the pack goat community locally or regionally, or any other user group. Given that
regional risk analyses (neighboring national forests) were used to assess the risk and potential for
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disease transmission, it is reasonable to assume then that a similar regional analysis to this form
of recreation should be briefly discussed in the FEIS or supporting project record.
The SNF has conducted a programmatic social and economic analysis; however, that analysis
does not specifically address the impacts of reduced goat packing upon goat packers. It relied on
the 2007 Colorado State University study and the NVUM results which are more general in
nature. The 2007 study does address ‘packing’ as a user preference, but this seems to imply horse
packing and is not referring to goat packing or llama packing. The LMP is programmatic and
does not include nor require specific analysis of user groups.
OBJECTION ISSUE: COLLABORATION
ISSUE SUMMARY

As mentioned in the mitigation measures section, an objector contends that
the Shoshone ignored a request to collaborate with representatives from the Recreational
Pack Goat Community, including the North American Pack Goat Association (NAPGA),
in developing and incorporating mitigation measures and Best Management Practices
(BMPs), and monitoring their effectiveness, and including these in the Preferred
Alternative.
The objector states that the objector “personally offered to collaborate; however, this offer was
not mentioned in the comments section,” and “no members or representatives from the Pack
Goat community were listed in the collaborators/contributors section or included as ‘nongovernment work group members (Chapter 4).’”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

In accordance with the 1982 Planning Rule public participation procedures, the SNF collaborated
with the North American Pack Goat Association on a document contained in the official project
record for the report Risk Analysis of Disease Transmission between Domestic Sheep and Goats
and Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep (2012).
The ROD notes that the SNF met with NAPgA during 2011 (ROD, p. 1). In addition, maps
developed by NAPgA showing the use of goat packing trails within occupied bighorn sheep core
habitat were included in the report (ROD p. 23 (current goat packing trail use) and ROD p. 26
(potential goat packing trail use)). Both maps show the trail use is within occupied bighorn sheep
core habitat.
NEPA outlines how agencies consider mitigation measures. It explains that the alternatives
comparison shall “include appropriate mitigation measures not already included in the proposed
action or alternatives” (CFR 1502.14), and the environmental consequences section shall include,
“means to mitigate adverse environmental impacts” (CFR 1502.16). Further, NEPA notes that
“mitigation” includes the following:
•

Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action.

•

Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its
implementation.

•

Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment.
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•

Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action.

•

Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or
environments. (CFR 1508.20)

The mitigation chosen for the revised LMP was “(a) avoiding the impact altogether”
(CFR1508.20(a)) and the decision was made to close bighorn sheep core areas to domestic
sheep, domestic herding goats and pack goats. The SNF decided that the risk was too great to
bighorn sheep to allow any means of a disease carrier (domestic sheep and goats) in core areas
for occupied bighorn sheep habitat. Pack goats may have different behavior due to training than
domestic herding goats but the physiology is the same (Capra aegagrus hircus). Until foolproof
methods are developed to guarantee that pack goats are not disease carriers or transmitters, it is
prudent management to close the core areas to pack goats.
There is no requirement for the SNF to collaborate with NAPgA on “developing and
incorporating mitigation measures and Best Management Practices (BMPs), and monitoring their
effectiveness, and including these in the Preferred Alternative.” The responsible official
determines the appropriateness of public involvement (1982 LMP procedures). The mitigation
method chosen does not allow any overlap of pack goats in the occupied bighorn sheep core
areas so there is no need at this time to collaborate on mitigation measures and BMPs. The
revised LMP includes desired conditions, goals, and standards stating the SNF will not allow
overlap of pack goats in the occupied bighorn sheep core areas.
However, the Draft LMP standards and guidelines (2012 version) indicated that goat packing
could be possible in the future, with authorizations after “effective mitigation measures for
minimizing the risk of disease transmission from domestic goats to bighorn sheep are available.”
The SNF may want to collaborate with NAPgA at that time.
The Forest Service policy for sensitive species has been established for many years. Sensitive
Species are designated as they are at risk for various reasons and were chosen to focus
management efforts as a priority to preclude a trend toward listing.
MEETING SUMMARY

There was a discussion at the Cody meeting about the proposed elimination of pack goat use in a
majority of the SNF, to avoid the chance of contact between pack goats and what was described
as the biggest and best bighorn sheep herd in the NFS and the crown jewel of bighorn sheep in
the country.
Pack goat representatives questioned the science used in the decision, based on domestic sheep
interaction with bighorn sheep, rather than pack goats which have different behavior. They
questioned the risk analysis, and the assumptions were not described. They said a quantitative
analysis was not done, such as a recent analysis regarding bighorn sheep on the Payette National
Forest. They noted that there has never been a documented case of disease transmission between
goats and sheep on the SNF. Pack goat representatives proposed mitigation measures including
testing, leashes and tethering, and GPS collars. Since it is not possible to have zero risk, they
questioned why their mitigation proposals were not considered. They also mentioned that users
with their own pack goats have better control over their animals than rented pack goats, so a ban
on commercial permits rather than personal use would be appropriate. They further stressed that
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there are very few pack goat users, and that one of the reasons that pack goats are used is because
they have very low impact on the land.
Bighorn sheep advocates and state representatives said that they have worked with user groups
such as domestic sheep operators, to prioritize bighorn sheep herds for protection. They
encourage pack goat representatives to participate in the discussion in the future. For priority
herds like in the SNF, they want to err on the side of caution. For one of the SNF’s five ranger
districts, it’s still okay to have pack goats. State representatives explained that disease
transmission can take place very fast, like a room full of school kids affected by one with a
“cold,” and it’s important to minimize the risk of something getting started. They mentioned that
elsewhere goats have been implicated in disease transmission, such as a goat in Hell’s Canyon in
1995 which introduced disease in a bighorn herd that still persists today. Also, there have been
incidents such as a user letting 5,000 goats loose in the Silverbell Mountains of Arizona. The
pack goat representative countered that they were aware of these incidents, but there is science
that disagrees with the conclusions, and that the Arizona user was prosecuted and no other user
would do something that stupid.
Regarding mitigation measures, the bighorn sheep representatives acknowledged that pack goat
users are responsible and keep their goats tethered, but there is a possibility that a bighorn sheep
would come up to the tethered goat with nose to nose contact while the owner is sleeping. But
pack goat representatives said that goats are afraid of wildlife and have bells on them anyway.
For the pack goat community, this is an issue larger than the SNF LMP. Pack goats are being
removed from national forests and BLM managed lands throughout the West. So even though
there are few users on the Shoshone, there are important precedents being established here. One
national forest in Arizona pulled a pack goat user’s permit after 20 years without even
negotiating. Meanwhile, state representatives at the meeting said they were not interested in
banning pack goats across the state. Pack goat representatives said they would be interested in a
pilot program to test mitigation measures, but not necessarily on the one district which would
still be open with no restrictions. Meeting participants acknowledged that there are opportunities
for the pack goat user groups and State agencies to dialogue in the future.
REVIEWING OFFICER’S CONCLUSION: BIGHORN SHEEP MANAGEMENT AND
PACK GOATS

Disease transmission has had a devastating effect on bighorn sheep populations across the west.
While it is clear in the research that domestic sheep and bighorn sheep interaction can be
particularly devastating, research is fairly limited on interactions with goats. However, in this
case, I must also consider the special designation by Wyoming Fish and Game of the SNF
bighorn population as being critical to the viability of the species range-wide.
It is only prudent to err on the side of caution to remove the potential for disease transmission
while the use of pack goats is relatively limited. In the future, should research find there is no
threat of disease transmission from goats, this protection measure may be changed by amending
the LMP. Sadly, the potential impact to the bighorn sheep population could be devastating if the
SNF continues to allow pack goats until research reaches a definitive conclusion.
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FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: BIGHORN SHEEP MANAGEMENT AND PACK GOATS

1. Clarify how direct contact from disease-carrying domestic sheep and goats is believed to
contribute to the death of individual wild sheep, herds of wild sheep and entire
populations and review the WAFWA Wild Sheep Working Group updated
recommendations on disease transmission from domestic sheep and goats to wild sheep.
Include review findings in the project record and clarify the reasons for special
designation of the SNF bighorn sheep population.
2. Strengthen the project record by additional review of currently available scientific
information on disease transmission from domestic sheep and goats to wild sheep such as
Herndon, Caroline N., Sudarvili Shanthalingam, Donald P. Knowles, Douglas R. Call,
and Subramaniam Srikumaran. 2011. Comparison of passively transferred antibodies in
bighorn and domestic lambs reveals one factor in differential susceptibility of these
species to Mannheimia haemolytica-induced pneumonia. Clinical and Vaccine
Immunology 18, no. 7 (July): 1133-1138. Include review findings in the project record.
3. Enhance the BE with additional supporting documentation, specifically relative to
cumulative effects and probability of disease transmission (pages 50-55 of the BE).
4. Evaluate mitigation measures submitted by objectors, but use the following parameters:
pack goats are not under constant control and may be asymptomatic and are still a viable
threat to wild sheep populations.
5. Clarify that the scope and scale of the social and economic effects to pack goat users was
included in the forest programmatic analysis of recreational use. Clarify that the analysis
of disease transmission is not based on the work of the RADT or Payette Principles
Committees, but rather the SNF’s own reworking and analysis of the data.
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WETLANDS AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Richard L. Kroger
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objector contends that the SNF is not adequately adhering to Executive Order 011990 which
requires the SNF to “provide leadership, [… ] take action to minimize the destruction, loss or
degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of
wetlands” (EO 011990). First, the objector asserts that the FEIS and LMP “excluded all
inventory data for wetlands” and failed to provide “any data on the current condition and trend
[of wetlands] under the past and current SNF management schemes.” The objector asks,
How can the total failure to provide any wetland inventory and habitat condition data for
the SNF be considered as, providing leadership and taking actions to minimize
destruction of wetlands (paraphrased from EO 11990), when the agency does not even
know where and how much wetland habitat exists on the Forest?
The objector contends the Forest Service uses “watered-downed definitions of the agency's
requirements under the EO.” The objector is also generally concerned with the state of wetland
protection and management on the SNF and contends there has been “neglect of wetlands
(including riparian areas).”
The objector proposes that the Forest Service
delineate in the FEIS and LMP how they will systematically inventory (in a timely
manner) all the wetland types, assess their condition, and describe how those in poor/fair
condition and/or others with a declining trend will be improved through changes in
management practices.
The objector also recommends replacing “[a] grossly inadequate definition” on page 654 of the
FEIS with the one on page 795 of the FEIS, which was taken directly from EO 11990 for the
Protection of Wetlands.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Executive Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands) of May 24, 1977 requires federal agencies
exercising statutory authority and leadership over federal lands to avoid to the extent possible,
the long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of
wetlands. Where it is practicable, new construction in wetlands should be avoided. Federal
agencies are required to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wetlands.
The 1982 Planning Rule also has specific provisions on wetlands. Sec 219.23 states, “Forest
planning shall provide for […] adoption of measures, as directed in applicable Executive orders,
to minimize risk of flood loss, to restore and preserve floodplain values, and to protect
wetlands.”
Section 219.27 states,
The minimum specific requirements […] guide the development, analysis, approval,
implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of forest plans. All management
prescriptions shall […] [p]rotect streams, streambanks, shorelines, lakes, wetlands, and
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other bodies of water. [And further,] [s]pecial attention shall be given to land and
vegetation for approximately 100 feet from the edges of all perennial streams, lakes, and
other bodies of water. This area shall correspond to at least the recognizable area
dominated by the riparian vegetation. No management practices causing detrimental
changes in water temperature or chemical composition, blockages of water courses, or
deposits of sediment shall be permitted within these areas which seriously and adversely
affect water conditions or fish habitat. Topography, vegetation type, soil, climatic
conditions, management objectives, and other factors shall be considered in determining
what management practices may be performed within these areas or the constraints to be
placed upon their performance.
The objector is correct in the fact that the project record did not include inventory data for
wetlands or detailed data on the current condition and trend of wetlands under the past and
current SNF management schemes. There is though, a discussion on the extent (acreage)
or trends in condition in the FEIS on pages 80-82 and displayed on Map 67, “for the purposes of
this discussion, riparian ecosystems, wetlands, lakeside zones, springs, and floodplains will be referred to
collectively as riparian ecosystems or areas.”.. Also included is a definition of “riparian” and acres

by condition, within Table 24. The SNF disclosed the miles of streams (LMP, p. 28) but did not
disclose total acreage of surface waters (some fish bearing lakes were disclosed) or any wetland
type habitats. The LMP simply stated, “Wetland habitats (springs, seeps, ponds, lakes, fens, etc.)
remain intact and properly functioning with natural water flow patterns. Fens support the features
and functions inherent to these special habitats” (LMP, p. 33).
There is, however, no requirement for disclosure or condition assessment of wetlands at the
planning level. The 1982 Planning Rule does not require the disclosure of the location and extent
(acreage) of wetlands or the location and extent of any surface-water bodies in the LMP.
In addition, Executive Order 11990 does not require the disclosure or condition assessment of
wetlands at the planning level. A project-level NEPA analysis is the appropriate scale for
disclosure of the extent and condition of potentially impacted wetlands.
The SNF cited the Watershed Conservation Practices Handbook 2509.25 as providing both
policy and technical direction for the management of water and aquatic resources.
The objector is correct in identifying different definitions for wetlands in the FEIS. One of the
definitions presented in the FEIS comes directly from EO 11990 and reads,
Wetlands are defined as areas that are inundated by surface or ground water with a
frequency sufficient to support and that, under normal circumstances, do or would
support a prevalence of vegetation or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally
saturated soil conditions for growth and reproduction. Wetlands generally include
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, potholes, wet meadows, river
overflows, mud flats, and natural ponds.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: WETLANDS AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

1. The definition of wetlands found on p. 654 should match the one on p. 795 of the FEIS,
which was taken directly from EO 11990 for the Protection of Wetlands.
2. In addition to EO11990, clarify any references to compliance with the Clean Water Act.
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LYNX HABITAT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Thomas A. Troxel, InterMountain Forest Association
Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
OBJECTION ISSUE: PRE-COMMERCIAL THINNING AND IMPACTS ON LYNX
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends that, “the Shoshone NF did not consider and incorporate best available
science that would have allowed increased precommercial thinning.” The restriction on
precommercial thinning in lynx habitat is of concern to the objector because, as the objector
states, it “will significantly reduce board-foot growth, especially in young lodgepole pine
stands.” The objector believes the use of the lynx amendment restrictions is based on
questionable conclusions and data.
The objectors remind the Forest Service that the FEIS discusses precommercial thinning and
snowshoe hare abundance, including findings by Griffin and Mills (2007) that “precommercial
thinning decreased snowshoe hare habitat abundance, compared to unthinned stands (control
plots) and areas where 80 percent of the stand was thinned, but 20 percent was unthinned.”
However, the FEIS did not consider precommercial thinning where 20 percent of the stand was
unthinned as an alternative to no precommercial thinning despite the fact that Griffen and Mills
(2007) found effects on snowshoe hares comparable to no precommercial thinning. According to
the FEIS, the SNF made some changes to the NRLMD in Alternative F, and thus opened the
door to consider and allow additional changes. The objectors ask that the Forest Service
eliminate restrictions on precommercial thinning in lynx habitat, contingent on leaving 20
percent of the stand unthinned.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Citation for Griffin and Mills, 2007 (Record 02016):
In contrast to PCT [precommercial thinning], there was no clear negative effect of PCT-R
(Precommercial thinning with Reserves) treatment. Changes in snowshoe hare abundance
in PCT-R-treated stands appeared comparable to control stands. Our study was too short
to address whether PCTR may extend the time that stands provide good-quality snowshoe
hare habitat (e.g., Doerr and Sandburg 1986).
Biological Assessment (Record 02238):
The effects of the precommercial thinning acres (2,130) were analyzed in the Northern
Rockies Lynx Management Direction FEIS, under Alternative D but the acres were not
brought forward under the selected alternative (Alternative F, Scenario 2).
Documentation was not found by this biologist, why these acres were dropped from the
selected alternative in the FEIS, nor why the Shoshone received no acres of
precommerical thinning in lynx habitat. The effects of these acres have not changed since
the analysis in the FEIS. Precommercial thinning reduces stem densities to increase the
growth of the remaining trees. Precommercial thinning generally occurs when forests are
10 to 30 years old, about the time young regenerating forests are beginning to provide
winter snowshoe hare habitat.
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Precommerical thinning may reduce stem densities and cover to the point that the young
trees have little to no value for snowshoe hares (Ruggiero et al. 2000). Researchers found
precommercial thinning decreased snowshoe hare abundance, compared to un-thinned
stands (control plots) and areas where 80 percent of the stand was thinned but 20 percent
was un-thinned (Griffin and Mills 2007).
There were declines in the number of snowshoe hares in the second winter after treatment
occurred. In addition, estimated survival rates decreased as individuals spent
proportionately more time in open young and open mature forests (Griffin and Mills
2007).
The amount of lynx habitat that has the potential to be impacted under this alternative is
less than one percent of all lynx habitat on the SNF. The amount of Canada lynx Critical
Habitat affected is also less than one percent. This alternative is not expected to have
additive adverse effects on Canada lynx or Canada lynx Critical Habitat, as disclosed in
the NRLMD FEIS, due to the limited amount of acres and the low density of lynx on the
SNF. Project-level analysis would still occur on the effects of the actual thinning when it
is site-specifically proposed.
Determination of Effects and Rationale for the Determination on Canada lynx
Under Alternative G, management activities such as winter recreation and vegetation
management in habitat occupied by lynx have been identified as a risk factor that will
likely affect individual lynx. Management activities are guided by the habitat standards
that limit changes to lynx habitat. Canada lynx exist on the SNF in very low densities. As
a result of the effects analysis, it is the conclusion and determination that this action
(Alternative G), “may affect, [is] likely to adversely affect” individual Canada lynx. As a
result of this determination formal consultation would be required.
Determination of Effects and Rationale for the Determination on Canada Lynx Critical
Habitat
Adverse modification of critical habitat is defined as “a direct or indirect alteration that
appreciably diminishes the value of critical habitat for both the survival and recovery of a
listed species.” Based on the information above, Alternative G will not impact a
measurable amount of critical habitat in Unit #5 (Greater Yellowstone Area). There
would be insignificant effects to the function of the critical habitat unit and the primary
constituent elements for lynx, for example prey, reproduction and denning habitat, and
snow conditions that give lynx competitive advantage. This is because there is little to no
change to the function of the Greater Yellowstone Area critical habitat unit and the
primary constituent elements. Therefore, Alternative G “may affect, [is] not likely to
adversely affect” Canada lynx Critical Habitat.
Ruediger et al 2000 (Record 01656)
“Stem density and snowshoe hare density appear to be directly and positively correlated (Conroy
et al. 1979, Sullivan and Sullivan 1988, Koehler 1990, Koehler and Brittell 1990, Swayze 1994,
Thomas et al. 1997, Hodges 2000a, Mowat et al. 2000).”
In the LMP there is a footnote tied to TES-GUIDE-12 that references the direction on the 2,130
acres of precommercial thinning. (Note: there appears to be an error here. It looks like it would
be more appropriate for the footnote to be tied to TES-GUIDE-10.)
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Appendix 5 Biological Opinion in the LMP contains additional discussion on the 2,130 acres of
precommercial thinning and how it will be implemented (LMP pp. 288 and 290).
The Griffin and Mills report found that a mixed regime of precommercial thinning with reserves
had no effect on snowshoe hare density, at least for the two-year duration of the study. The
standards developed for vegetation management in lynx habitat would allow consideration of
such new information at the project level if it is determined that the project is not likely to
adversely affect lynx, or that the project is likely to have short term adverse effects on lynx or its
habitat, but would result in long-term benefits to lynx and its habitat.
The Draft LMP, Appendix 1, incorporates Objectives, Standards, and Guidelines from the
NRLMD ROD into the LMP and applies to all NFS lands known to be occupied by lynx.
However, this activity and the effects and determinations were carried into the Biological
Assessment for consultation for the new LMP. The project record cites the same reference as the
objector in reaching the determinations.
The objector states that since this best available science indicates no clear negative effect of
thinning up to 80 percent of habitat, retaining 20 percent in nonthinned reserves, the SNF should
analyze and allow that level of thinning rather than 2,130 acres, which is less than one percent of
lynx habitat. In response to the comment during the DEIS, the SNF responded that during the
analysis for the NRLMD, the SNF made the determination that approximately 2,130 acres of precommercial thinning would meet management objectives in lynx habitat. Additional
precommercial thinning may be performed that meets the conditions specified in VegS5.
Although the Griffin and Mills report was cited in the FEIS for the NRLMD, no analysis was
done that considered thinning 80 percent and maintaining 20 percent in reserves (PCT-R) as
included in their study. However, this does not imply best available science was ignored. In
developing the NRLMD, the SNF determined the acres of precommercial thinning in lynx
habitat needed to meet forest management objectives (2,130). It was not necessary to create an
alternative to thin using the PCT-R method to meet objectives. In addition, that study only
provides short term results and most of the relevant science supports maintaining high stem
density.
The LMP standard VegS5 includes a condition to consider new information. The PCT-R
thinning strategy could be considered at the project level if further research supports a conclusion
that the project is not likely to adversely affect lynx, or that the project is likely to have short
term adverse effects on lynx or its habitat, but would result in long-term benefits to lynx and its
habitat.
In conclusion, precommercial thinning of 2,130 acres was previously determined to meet the
management needs in lynx habitat for the SNF over ten to 15 years and was analyzed under the
NRLMD EIS to meet specific restoration objectives for lodgepole pine. Best available science
tends to support the correlation between stem density and snowshoe hare density. As a result, the
Biological Assessment for the LMP determined that this precommercial thinning activity may
affect both lynx and lynx habitat. The Griffin and Mills report found that a mixed regime of
precommercial thinning with reserves had no effect on snowshoe hare density, at least for the
two-year duration of the study. The standards developed for vegetation management in lynx
habitat would allow consideration of such new information at the project level if it is determined
that the project is not likely to adversely affect lynx, or that the project is likely to have short
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term adverse effects on lynx or its habitat, but would result in long-term benefits to lynx and its
habitat.
The Draft LMP standard for vegetation management in lynx habitat, VegS5, taken from the
NRLMD ROD (for Alternative F) is not consistent with the pre-commercial thinning criteria
included in Alternative D in the NRLMD FEIS. Appendix K, Table K-5 in the NRLMD FEIS
shows the 2,130 acres of pre-commercial thinning in Alternative D is for restoration in lodgepole
pine. That condition should be included in VegS5 in order to include the 2,130 acres from
Alternative D into the new LMP. The LMP does contain direction on the 2,130 acres of precommercial thinning. The clarity of the LMP could be improved by adding a footnote to VegS5
in Appendix 1 and additional discussion in the Management Approach for the Forest Products
section that references the 2,130 acres of pre-commercial thinning.
OBJECTION ISSUE: LYNX HABITAT
ISSUE SUMMARY

Specifically, objectors contend that the SNF does not meet the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service’s (USFWS) criteria for lynx “occupied” forest, that the identification of lynx habitat
should be an LMP decision, and that the NRLMD vegetation standards may be over-applied to
matrix lands.
Objectors also request a public review and comment and believe that the “the Shoshone NF
should have considered an alternative that excluded the suited timberlands from being mapped
and managed as lynx habitat.”
Objectors were concerned that the SNF was overly restrictive in its lynx conservation within the
LMP. As one objector writes,
the FEIS Canada lynx analysis (FEIS page 157, Table 36) segregates non-lynx (matrix)
habitat from lynx habitat based on vegetation data that is scientifically defensible. The
FEIS (page 158) concludes that ‘(with)in matrix habitat, activities that change vegetation
structure or condition would not be considered an adverse effect to lynx… .’ The LMP,
however, has no cross-reference to this conclusion. The SCAC is concerned that
managers of the future, who might not have been involved with the Plan revision, might
miss this important conclusion and over-apply the Northern Rockies Lynx Management
Direction (NRLMD) vegetation standards to matrix lands.
Objectors go on to say that
since lynx recovery may have a substantial impact on timber suitable lands, the SCAC
concludes that full disclosure of effects should have involved segregating non-lynx
matrix and lynx habitat further between timber suitable and unsuitable lands. Since
timber suitability has been a major issue with the SCAC, we contend omitting this
information is inconsistent with [40 CFR] Sec. 1502.22.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Canada Lynx Conservation Agreement (USFS, USFWS 2006)
The definition of when a forest is considered "occupied" by lynx is described in the Canada Lynx
Conservation Agreement (USFS, USFWS 2006) as the following:
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All mapped lynx habitat on an entire national forest is considered "occupied" by lynx
when:
1. There are at least 2 verified lynx observations or records since 1999 on the national
forest unless they are verified to be transient individuals; or
2. There is evidence of lynx reproduction on the national forest.
A "Verified Observation or Record" is further defined in the same document:
Verified lynx observations or records are those that scientifically document a lynx by
identifying physical remains, live-captured animals, or DNA samples. Verified records
may come from the National Lynx Survey, mortality records, photographs, research, or
surveys. Verified records must be associated with generally reliable sources, such as
formal research and survey efforts carried out by agencies, tribal governments, or
universities with appropriate quality control (L.F. Ruggiero et al. 1999, Ecology and
Conservation of Lynx in the United States, 480 pp).
Occupied Lynx Habitat
Information available in the NRLMD ROD and FEIS, the Biological Opinion for the Revised
SNF LMP, and the SNF Revised LMP FEIS indicate that the SNF is occupied by Canada lynx.
The Canada Lynx Conservation Agreement (USFS, USFWS 2006) also classifies the SNF as
"occupied" by lynx; however, with the caveat that "available data do not fully meet the occupied
habitat criteria, but based on the strength of existing evidence and limited survey, the presence of
lynx is highly probable" (p. 12). Therefore, while the definition of "occupied" was not met, the
USFS and USFWS classified the SNF as occupied based on a high probability scenario. This
creates some confusion for the reader concerning application of the rules that qualify designating
a forest "occupied" by lynx.
In addition, while the FEIS describes verified lynx occurrences within the confines of the SNF,
no statement specific to how these verified sightings contribute to or confirm designation as
"occupied" are provided. In addition, telemetry information from Colorado Parks and
Wildlife would indicate that some observations are of transient lynx, which would not meet the
definition of an occurrence contributing to determination of "occupied"; however, if those
identified as "staying on the Shoshone" are considered residents, then those observations would
contribute to occupancy.
Additional information in the Revised LMP supporting documentation concerning how lynx
observations on the SNF contribute to the requirements that define the forest as "occupied"
would provide clarity for the reader.
Lynx Matrix Habitat
Chapter 3 of the FEIS states that the "primary constituent element for lynx habitat is...Boreal
forest landscapes supporting mosaic of differing successional forest stages and
containing...matrix habitat that occurs between patches of boreal forest in close juxtaposition
such that lynx are likely to travel through such habitat" (p. 156). The FEIS later clarifies that
activity on matrix habitat would be allowed as long as it does not impede movement between
feeding areas or other critical habitat.
The LMP does not directly address matrix habitat, but defers lynx habitat management to the
Northern Rockies Management Plan. The LMP and Northern Rockies Lynx Management
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Direction NRLMD do not directly refer to matrix habitat, but do comment on linkage habitat and
encourage USFS managers to prevent lynx habitat fragmentation. Objective ALL 01 addresses
linkage habitats by stating that managers should maintain or restore lynx habitat connectivity in
and between LAUs, and in linkage areas (p. 225).
The Draft LMP also contains direction to use the NRLMD (Appendix 1) or best available
science to provide standards for conservation of Canada lynx (TES-STAND-03). The NRLMD
ROD (p. 1) identifies that management direction “applies to mapped lynx habitat on National
Forest System land presently occupied by Canada lynx, as defined by the Amended Lynx
Conservation Agreement between the Forest Service and the FWS (USDA FS and USDI FWS
2006).” The FEIS (p. 156) describes that lynx habitat on the SNF is currently mapped.
Therefore, the process concerning application of NRLMD direction is sufficiently outlined in the
FEIS and LMP.
Public Involvement in Habitat Mapping
The objector contends that the public has not had a chance to review and comment on lynx
habitat mapping on the SNF nor on the criteria adopted by the Forest Service as part of the Lynx
Conservation Assessment and Strategy. Mapping of lynx habitat on the SNF and other national
forests in the Greater Yellowstone Area is based on direction in the Lynx Conservation
Assessment and Strategy which was formally adopted in the NRLMD FEIS and ROD signed on
March 23, 2007. The NRLMD amended Forest plans on 18 national forests in Idaho, Montana,
Utah, and Wyoming. The effort provided opportunity for public input at various stages and
received numerous comments from the four-state area.
MEETING SUMMARY: LYNX HABITAT

Forest management restrictions to protect Canada lynx were discussed at the Cody meeting.
Objectors said that lynx habitat on the SNF is limited to pockets of spruce-fir at high elevation.
Interspersed areas of non-forest or dry Douglas-fir, called matrix lands, are not lynx habitat
according to the NRLMD. The LMP’s FEIS is confusing because it implies that forest
management in matrix lands would be adverse to lynx. In northwest Montana, there are
continuous stands of spruce-fir, so this question about matrix lands was not an issue with other
areas covered by the Northern Rockies direction. But it’s the reverse on the SNF. Objectors want
it to be very clear that matrix lands are not covered by the lynx direction, or at least in their
opinion, not covered by NRLMD. Opposing objectors pointed out research going on elsewhere
in the Southern Rockies where lodgepole, similar matrix-like land, is considered to be important
for lynx also, especially since lynx need to pass through these lands. But the other side of the
argument is that lynx really only respond to the vegetative conditions for the prey base, and not
the lands through which they pass.
Objectors were also concerned about the SNF being classified as occupied lynx habitat. Lynx
population densities are very low and the FEIS shows no information about lynx reproduction.
Opposing objectors pointed out more than 70 records that show evidence of lynx within the SNF
since the late 90s. Other objectors pointed out that some of those records may be duplicates, and
that lynx tracks may be confused with mountain lions. Plus, the litmus test is not whether an
animal is present, perhaps coming to an area to die, but rather if the animal is reproducing. Forest
Service representatives pointed out occurrence records based on GPS collaring, track surveys,
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and hair samples. However, the objectors have reviewed the 75 records, and determined that only
six records documented any tracks.
Objectors also pointed out recent research by Griffin and Mills about daylight thinning which
had little effect on the lynx prey base. There was some confusion at the meeting about whether
this treatment would occur on 80 percent of the stand or 20 percent of the stand, and objectors
were going to provide further clarification after the meeting. The confusion appeared to be a
different interpretation between objectors and the difference between thinning or clearing around
individual trees to improve tree vigor and thinning entire stands down to specific basal areas or
spacing.
Objectors are concerned that the current lynx direction hampers the ability to meet the desired
conditions of the general forest MA 5.1. Thinning also reduces fuels to meet fire management
objectives. If lodgepole stands are not thinned, they become “dog-hair” stands with little value
for wildlife.
Objectors also pointed out confusion in the LMP documents on where the stated allowance for
pre-commercial thinning would occur, as well as wildland-urban interface and aspen
enhancement. Objectors also pointed out that locations of where lynx direction would apply have
never been available for public review.
REVIEWING OFFICER’S CONCLUSIONS

On the topic of precommercial thinning and lynx habitat, there was discussion around potential
competing objectives, such as hazardous fuels reduction, wood fiber production and wildlife
habitat enhancement, which displays the complex nature of natural resource management. I
believe diversity of vegetative conditions is essential to continue to support the wildlife
populations of the SNF. It is often complex to determine the value of a specific vegetative stand
condition for a specific species, such as the Canada lynx, or for the prey species on which they
rely. I am going to add several instructions because clarification of several management
considerations in lynx habitat is necessary to ensure understanding of the application of the
NRLMD to the SNF into the future. While lynx habitat was not remapped in this LMP,
clarification around lynx matrix habitat designation in general forest MA 5.1 and the definition
of “daylight thinning” opposed to “pre-commercial or commercial thinning” would create clearer
expectations between future forest managers and forest industry.
In addition, during our discussions it was apparent that clarification with and between objectors
is needed due to the elusive nature of the lynx. The USFW Canada Lynx Conservation
Agreement applies either visual observations or evidence of reproducing when determining if the
forest is occupied. Large landscapes are essential to population viability of the majestic megafauna of the SNF.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: LYNX HABITAT AND PRECOMMERCIAL THINNING

1. Clarify there was no remapping for lynx Critical Habitat.
2. Clarify how lynx observations on the SNF contribute to the requirements that define the
forest as "occupied" by Canada lynx.
3. Clarify how MA 5.1 is being carried out in lynx matrix habitat and the six percent
limitation.
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4. Clarify and provide additional details on how the SNF came to 2,130 acres of precommercial thinning and enhance the planning record with further explanations regarding
affected species such as lodgepole pine, thinning in wildland urban interface to reduce the
basal area of the stand to reduce risk of wildfire.
5. Clarify how down and dead trees are critical for hare populations, a major food source for
lynx.
6. Correct the footnote tied to TES-GUIDE-12 that references the direction on the 2,130
acres of pre-commercial thinning. This footnote should instead be tied to TES-GUIDE10.
7. Clarify additional opportunities for precommercial thinning outside lynx habitat.
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WILDLIFE VIABILITY
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Johnathan B. Ratner, Western Watershed Project
Thomas A. Troxel, Intermountain Forest Association
OBJECTION ISSUE: THREATENED, ENDANGERED & SENSITIVE SPECIES
VIABILITY
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors are concerned and contend that, “the Forest Service merely seeks to ‘maintain’ the
status quo for these threatened and endangered species [and] not manage for full recovery.”
More specifically, the objectors assert that the LMP lacks relevant data to determine distribution,
status and trend of Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive species and that this information is
necessary in making viability determinations and ensuring continued viability of all Sensitive
Species on the SNF. The objectors believe that the LMP lacks forest standards, guidelines, and
quantifiable recovery objectives and strategies to effect recovery of Threatened and Endangered
species as required in Forest Service Manual (FSM) 2670.45.
The objectors propose many potential remedies including:
•

The Forest Plan must be revised to comply with FSM 2670.31and FSM 2670.45

•

Collect the data necessary to make a scientifically defensible determination of viability.

•

Revise [the Forest Plan] to comply with direction; include Standards and Guidelines to
protect all Sensitive Species and their habitats.

•

Delete the direction on page 48 of the Revised LMP (Attachment #13) to "assume
sensitive species presence."

•

Delete LMP Sensitive Species Guideline-7 (LMP p. 47).

•

In the LMP, identify known sensitive species and provide SNF standards and guidelines
that ensure conservation when an activity or project is proposed that would affect the
habitat of a sensitive species.

RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

TES-STAND-01 and 02: LMP Standards for Threatened, Endangered, Proposed, and Candidate
(TEPC) species are listed on page 41 of the LMP. These two standards ensure that no
management actions would be allowed that would have any adverse effects on TEPC species or
their habitats. The management approach is outlined on page 44 of the LMP and ensures that
all ESA laws and regulations would be followed for all TEPC species.
The SNF BE analyzed all the sensitive species, complete with conservation measures,
monitoring considerations and determinations. Conservation strategies or other assessment
documents exist for all the sensitive species known or suspected to occur on the SNF. The LMP
contains sufficient information to meet the requirement.
The LMP lists 11 standards for sensitive species (SENS-STAND-1 thru 11) on pages 48 and 49.
Guidelines for sensitive species (SENS- GUIDE- 1 thru 15) are listed on pages 49 and 50 of the
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LMP. These guidelines allow opportunities to identify and restore degraded sensitive species
habitat and address wildlife and stream crossings during management projects on the SNF. Only
a small percentage of the forest is actively managed. The SNF has set aside special areas,
including wilderness areas that promote biological diversity of all species, while also promoting
multiple-use objectives. The LMP contains sufficient information to meet the requirements.
The SNF Revised LMP, SNF FEIS, SNF Draft ROD and other directives have requirements that
address FSM 2621.2. With respect to Conservation Strategies and Standards and Guidelines for
sensitive species, the SNF Final LMP, FEIS, or other references have met the requirements of
these directives.
The LMP states "During site-specific project analysis, when in suitable habitat, assume sensitive
species presence or implement surveys to achieve adequate detection probabilities to have
confidence that an absence is a true absence, not a result of inadequate sampling.” The method of
"assuming presence" within suitable habitat ensures that all the various habitat components for
individual species and their prey are being met by site-specific project analysis. It is not possible,
nor is it required, to survey for all species in all habitats. Where species habitat relationships are
understood, it is reasonable to assume presence when analyzing potential impacts.
Habitat capability was not completed to specify habitat objectives or to project outputs and
cumulative effects. The LMP lacks sufficient information to meet this requirement.
Delong and others recommend where streams are in proper functioning condition that
minimum stubble height be four to five inches and those that are not be a minimum of six inches,
ultimately meeting the objective of FSM 2670.22.
The SNF completed a viability assessment and wildlife BE which analyzed all the sensitive
species, complete with conservation measures, monitoring considerations and determinations.
The LMP has identified sensitive species on the SNF and has provided 11 standards addressing
sensitive species. Two standards, SENS-STAND-02 and SENS-STAND-07, ensure that the
design and implementation of management actions within known nesting, denning or occupied
sensitive species habitat would avoid disrupting the reproductive success during nesting season
or avoid actions that contribute to a trend toward federal listing. The LMP contains 15 guidelines
for sensitive species. Guidelines SENS-GUIDE-01, SENS-GUIDE-14, and SENS-GUIDE-15
allow opportunities to identify and restore degraded sensitive species habitat and address wildlife
and stream crossings during management projects on the SNF.
Management approaches for sensitive species are covered in the LMP. SENS-STAND-11
specifically addresses the three amphibian sensitive species. VEG-GOAL-7 addresses the
maintenance of riparian and wetland habitat for species.
The SNF needs to ensure the viability assessment and BE along with the effects analysis all
support each other. For example, in the BE, under Boreal Toad it states “no trend data available,”
“historical, populations, distribution or abundance are unknown for this species on the
Shoshone;” and under Northern Leopard frog, it states “no trend data available for the Shoshone,
but it is suspected that the population is declining in Wyoming.” Yet a determination of “may
adversely impact individuals (Boreal western toads, Columbia spotted frogs and Northern
leopard frogs), but would not likely result in a loss of viability on the Planning Area, nor cause a
trend to federal listing or a loss of species viability range wide” is made. In order for these
species to maintain and improve their potential distribution on the SNF conservation measures
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were developed for incorporation into the LMP. Since there is some viability risk to these species
from forest management, it is recognized that inclusion of these measures would alleviate those
risks and continue to provide habitat for amphibians. The draft documentation in the project
record indicates that only four out of ten conservation measures for amphibians (as an example)
were included in the LMP. It appears that other conservation measures may be covered
elsewhere in the LMP, but the record lacks sufficient information to illustrate that the LMP
direction meets conservation measures for sensitive species.
OBJECTION ISSUE: STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR GRIZZLY HABITAT
ISSUE SUMMARY

The FSM (section 2670.31) requires the Forest Service to “Identify and prescribe measures to prevent
adverse modification or destruction of critical habitat and other habitats essential for the conservation of
endangered, threatened, and proposed species. Protect individual organisms or populations from harm or
harassment as appropriate.” An objector contends that the LMP fails to comply with this section of

the FSM because “grazing livestock as part of the proposed action is a significant modification to
grizzly bear habitat” and therefore the objector contends that, “all currently stocked livestock
grazing allotments within grizzly habitat results in ‘take’ [because they] present a substantial
food source for grizzly bears.”
The objector acknowledges that the LMP states “Conflicts between livestock and large predators
are minimized to the extent possible” but contends that the Forest Service “fails to implement
any changes to reduce conflicts.” The objector proposes a remedy that the LMP be revised to
comply with FSM 2670.31 and specifically mentions that “there are a wide range of actions the
Forest Service could require to minimize ‘to the extent possible’ conflicts between livestock and
predators such as tight herding, not allowing calves, guard dogs, removal etc.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Standards for Threatened, endangered, proposed, and candidate species in the LMP are listed on
p. 39. Specifically the standards that apply to this comment are standards TES-STAND-01, TESSTAND-02, TES-STAND-03, TES-STAND-04, TES-STAND-07, TES-STAND-08, TESSTAND-09, TES-STAND-10, TES-STAND-11, and TES-STAND-12. Guidelines in the LMP
are listed on p. 41: TES-GUIDE-01, TES-Guide-03, TES-GUIDE-04, TES-Guide-06, TESGUIDE-10, TES-GUIDE-14, and TES-GUIDE-20.
The Biological Assessment for the Yellowstone conservation area, written by the USFWS, seems
to indicate that the establishment of new grazing sites beyond those identified in the 1998 report
would result in a significant modification to grizzly bear habitat (2005). However, the LMP does
not state that new livestock grazing sites will be established, but that vacant sites will be utilized
if
another allotment is unavailable due to predator conflicts… Conflicts between livestock
and large predators are minimized to the extent possible, while following Federal and
State of Wyoming laws and regulations. Allotments that become vacant may be analyzed
for potential use as forage reserves.” (USFS, 2014)
The LMP contains sufficient information to meet these requirements.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR CRITICAL WILDLIFE
HABITAT
ISSUE SUMMARY

The LMP (p.16) describes a need for change in commercial livestock grazing, by stating: “New
direction is needed to improve critical wildlife habitat and to prevent negative impacts on
riparian areas. New management direction that expands the use of forage reserves and other
approaches are needed." An objector contends that the direction provided “is nearly identical to
or even more limited than the previous Forest Plan.” The objector states, “The Forest Plan fails
to provide Standards and Guidelines for ‘critical wildlife habitats’ or to prevent negative impacts
on riparian areas.” The objector proposes a remedy that, “The Forest Plan needs to provide
standards and Guidelines to improve critical wildlife habitats and to prevent negative impacts on
riparian areas.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Standard #1 for TES (TES-STAND-01) states there would be no adverse effects from
management actions to species or their habitats. Sensitive species standard 11 (SENS-STAND11) provides for the maintenance or improvement of known amphibian habitat. Standard #1 for
water and soil (S&W-STAND-01) implements appropriate watershed conservation practices to
protect soil, aquatic, and riparian systems as contained in FSH 2509.25 Watershed Conservation
Practices Handbook. Under guideline #3, S&W-GUIDE-03, all accepted groundwater
development proposals should be designed to maintain groundwater levels necessary in order to
avoid or minimize impacts on groundwater-dependent resources (e.g. springs, wetlands, fens,
streamflows, etc.). These standards and guideline #3 cover wildlife habitat and riparian areas.
The LMP contains sufficient information to meet these requirements.
OBJECTION ISSUE: BIG HORN SHEEP VIABILITY
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends the FEIS “failed to address the viability of the remnant population of big
horn sheep at the southern end of the Winds.” The objector questions the SNF's assertion of
continued viability of bighorn sheep (sensitive species) within the preferred Alternative G. The
objector states by personal observation, that the range of the Temple Peak herd is much broader
than is currently articulated in the project record. The objector thus argues that the FEIS
underestimated the range and therefore underestimated the risk of transmission of disease due to
potential contact with domestic sheep.
The objector proposes a remedy of raising the risk level from "low" to "very high" for disease
transmission between domestic sheep and bighorn sheep and improving protective measures for
the Temple Peak herd of bighorn sheep.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The BE adequately addresses the core populations and identifies that the Temple Peak
population is not a core population and is geographically separated from the core populations.
This population is considered a transplant herd and is managed within a cooperatively
managed area by the State of Wyoming. The Draft ROD and LMP exclude domestic goats from
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core native bighorn sheep range in response to concerns over disease transmission to bighorn
sheep.
The Bighorn Sheep Disease Risk Assessment (p.10, June 2013) addresses the objector's concerns
by stating,
A small portion of the Washakie R.D. is occupied by the Temple Peak herd. This herd is
not a core native herd. It is classified as a remnant herd by the WGFD. The Temple Peak
herd is also considered a transplant herd and is managed within a “Cooperative Review
Area” (Wyoming State-wide Bighorn/Domestic Sheep Interaction Working Group 2004).
Cooperative Review Areas are areas of suitable bighorn sheep range where proposed
changes in bighorn sheep management or domestic sheep use will be cooperatively
evaluated. Most suitable bighorn sheep range in Wyoming not addressed in the core
native herds or non-emphasis areas is in the Cooperative Review category (Wyoming
State-wide Bighorn/Domestic Sheep Interaction Working Group 2004).
The BE also addressed the Temple Peak herd (p. 52, Doc#02242) by stating,
This herd experienced an all-age pneumonia die-off in 1992 and has never recovered
(WGFD 2006). The current population is suspected to be about 25 sheep. The population
objective is 250 sheep. Singer et al. (2001) identified bighorn sheep populations that fall
below 30 sheep as ‘quasi-extirpation’ meaning that the population is unlikely to ever
recover. This quasi-extirpation herd is likely to eventually go extinct. Due to the low
population, no population data is currently being collected by the WGFD.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: WILDLIFE VIABILITY

1. Illustrate how conservation measures for sensitive species are addressed within LMP
direction and create a new table that includes all species.
2. In the FEIS (p. 186) under Conservation Measures for Wolverines (number 2) change
wording to read: “Site specific analysis will consider the impact of all winter recreation
activities within suitable denning habitat for wolverines outside of wilderness boundaries
(i.e. Beartooth Plateau).”
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WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
Robert Hoskins
Lisa McGee, Wyoming Outdoors Council
Cathy Purves, Trout Unlimited
Johnathan B. Ratner, Western Watershed Project
Thomas Troxel, Intermountain Forest Association
Kim Wilbert
Christine Wilcox, Natural Resource Defense Council
OBJECTION ISSUE: MANAGEMENT INDICATOR SPECIES (MIS) CAPABILITY AND
SUITABILITY
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector asserts, “The capability and suitability analysis provided for the Forest plan fails to
take into consideration the requirement to provide this same process for MIS species.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The 1982 planning regulations Grazing Resource Sec. 219.20 states that, “In forest planning, the
suitability and potential capability of National Forest System lands for producing forage for
grazing animals and for providing habitat for management indicator species shall be
determined…” Further, it describes that,
(a) Lands suitable for grazing and browsing shall be identified and their condition and
trend shall be determined. The present and potential supply of forage for livestock, wild
and free-roaming horses and burros, and the capability of these lands to produce suitable
food and cover for selected wildlife species shall be estimated. The use of forage by
grazing and browsing animals will be estimated. Lands in less than satisfactory condition
shall be identified and appropriate action planned for their restoration.
(b) Alternative range management prescriptions shall consider grazing systems and the
facilities necessary to implement them; land treatment and vegetation manipulation
practices; and evaluation of pest problems; possible conflict or beneficial interactions
among livestock, wild free-roaming horses and burros and wild animal populations, and
methods of regulating these; direction for rehabilitation of ranges in unsatisfactory
condition; and comparative cost efficiency of the prescriptions.
Review of the LMP and supporting documentation found no document addressing capability and
suitability of NFS lands for providing habitat for management indicator species in accordance
with 219.20 though it appears there are elements of an analysis within the FEIS.
OBJECTION ISSUE: MANAGEMENT INDICATOR SPECIES MONITORING
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objector states that the MIS section uses the proxy on proxy approach which has been ruled
illegal in the 10th circuit.
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

A summary of the management indicator species selection process is described in the LMP (pp.
251 – 255). Pertaining to plan implementation, the LMP states that
Management indicator species will be used in the planning, analysis, and design of
projects implemented under the revised plan. Management indicator species may be
evaluated using qualitative and quantitative habitat measures correlated to existing and
likely population and habitat trends
(p. 252), and that “Monitoring for management indicator species is also required at the Forest
level. The monitoring protocols for each species are described in chapter 3, with further details in
the project record” (p. 253). These protocols include monitoring of habitat condition and trend in
combination with monitoring estimates of population trends at the Forest-wide scale with
reporting frequency scheduled for every five years (LMP, p. 196).
Because the LMP identifies that monitoring would include both habitat and population trends for
MIS, proxy-on-proxy management is avoided.
OBJECTION ISSUE: WOLF
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends that the guideline for wolves is overly restrictive, and writes that, “The
Forest Plan Sensitive Species Guideline-7 (Plan page 47) is biologically superfluous in terms of
sustaining wolf populations. The Guideline is not based on established scientific research and it
thus not compliant with [40 CFR] 1502.24.” The objector proposes deleting the LMP Sensitive
Species Guideline-7.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The gray wolf is identified as a sensitive species on the SNF in the FEIS (Table 46, p. 189).
Affected environment and effects of the alternatives are discussed for gray wolves in the FEIS
(pp. 195-200) and the BE (pp. 20-28). The BE (p. 26) identifies the following risk factors for
gray wolves:
Gray wolf populations naturally fluctuate with food availability, strife within packs, and
disease. The primary risk factor from forest management is livestock grazing. Within the
planning area, the main factor controlling the population is management by the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department for livestock/wolf conflicts and hunting season harvest.
In addition, the BE (p. 27) provides the following information concerning gray wolf conservation
measures:
Abundant habitat exists for wolves and their prey on the Shoshone. Although conflicts
occur between livestock and wolves resulting in lethal control of wolves, their population
in Wyoming continues to be well above recovery objectives. This results in a low
viability risk to wolves from forest management. In order to address these concerns and
to provide management for this species to maintain or improve its potential distribution
on the Forest, conservation measures need to be considered for incorporation into Forest
Plan goals, objectives, standards and guidelines.
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Encourage livestock producers to minimize depredations by proactively increasing riders
on grazing allotments and moving livestock to different pastures away from wolf activity.
The LMP (pp. 45-47) provides the following goals and management direction pertaining to gray
wolves:
Provide habitat capable of contributing to conservation and viability of sensitive species,
which will keep sensitive species from being listed under the Endangered Species Act
(SENS-GOAL-01).
Habitat for ungulate prey populations is available to support a recovered wolf population
(SENS-GOAL-09).
Design management actions within known nesting or denning sites of sensitive species to
avoid disrupting the reproductive success of those sites during the nesting and denning
periods (SENS-STAND-02).
Management activities should avoid areas within 1 mile of an active gray wolf den site
between April 1 and June 30 (SENS-GUIDE-07).
40 CFR 1502.24 requires the Forest Service to
insure the professional integrity, including scientific integrity, of the discussions and
analysis in environmental impact statements. They shall identify any methodologies used
and shall make explicit reference by footnote to the scientific and other sources relied
upon for conclusions in the statement.
Review of the FEIS and supporting documentation concerning gray wolves found that
information identifying, assessing, or summarizing risk associated with management activities in
or near wolf denning sites is lacking.
SENS-STAND-07 is not supported by any information in the BE or FEIS. It is not apparent how
the conservation measure listed in the BE is addressed in the LMP.
OBJECTION ISSUE: GRIZZLY BEAR
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors assert that given new grizzly bear mortality limits proposed as part of the Revised
Supplement to the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan, the revised LMP and FEIS should be updated to
reflect the change.
In addition, objectors are concerned about grizzly bear conflict in grazing allotments. An
objector requests that the Forest Service “ensure that the FEIS is up to date with current
estimates of grizzly bear disruption and that all grazing allotments in the Forest are correctly
identified as occupied or unoccupied.” One objector points out that a new scientific paper has
been published (Bjornlie, et al. 2013) that updates grizzly bear distribution estimates. The
objector recommends that “grazing allotments currently occupied by grizzly bears should be
identified using new distribution estimates.”
Further, the objector contends that the LMP “does nothing to require closing of allotments where
changes have been ineffective at reducing livestock predator conflicts… [and] allows predator
(even ESA [Endangered Species Act] listed predators) 'removal' as the primary means of
minimizing conflicts.” The objector recommends that the Forest Service “require to minimize ‘to
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the extent possible’ conflicts between livestock and predators such as tight herding, not allowing
calves, guard dogs, removal etc.” Another objector recommends that “the Forest seek
opportunities to retire sheep and cattle allotments, particularly in high conflict areas such as the
Bench, Beartooth/Face of the Mountain, Table Mountain, Dunoir, Ramshorn/Parque
Creek/Horse Creek, Wiggins Fork and Wind River allotments where many grizzlies have already
died as a result of conflicts.”
Another objector requests that the SNF “prohibit surface occupancy in any occupied grizzly bear
habitat.” The objector contends that “any surface occupancy in occupied grizzly bear habitat will
increase the chances of human-bear conflicts, and will reduce the small percentage of the
historical range available to grizzly bears.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Grizzly Bear Mortality Limits
The LMP FEIS (p. 169) addresses grizzly bear recovery criteria and mortality limits:
The allowable mortality limits for each bear class are calculated annually based on total
population estimates of each bear class for the current year. The Interagency Grizzly Bear
Study Team calculates both the total population size and the mortality limits within an
area designated by the Conservation Strategy that overlaps and extends beyond suitable
habitat (the project area is within the Conservation Strategy area).
For independent females, a 9 percent limit was considered sustainable because
simulations have shown that this level of adult female mortality rate allows a stable to
increasing population 95 percent of the time (Harris et al. 2006). For independent males,
a 15 percent limit was considered sustainable, because it approximates the level of male
mortality in the Greater Yellowstone Area from 1983 to 2001, a period when the mean
growth rate of the population was estimated at 4 to 7 percent per year. The Interagency
Grizzly Bear Study Team will reevaluate mortality limits every 8 to 10 years or as new
scientific information becomes available or at the request of the Coordinating Committee.
As the objector stated, new mortality limits have been proposed as part of the Revised
Supplement to the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan (USFWS, 2013). According to the proposed
Revised Supplement to the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan, the acceptable mortality rate for both
female grizzly bears and dependent young is 7.6 percent (USFWS, 2013). USFWS lowered the
mortality rate from nine percent to 7.6 percent to establish a stable population as opposed to a
growing population. It has been determined that 7.6% is maximum mortality rates versus earlier
estimates of 15 percent to provide a stable population. Anything more is not adequate. Analysis
of grizzly bear populations and their habitats indicates that local populations have reached or are
near carrying capacity, so “agencies accepted the Study Team’s recommended strategy to
manage this grizzly bear population with a goal of stability instead of ever increasing growth”
(USFWS 2013). The mortality rate of 15 percent for independent males remains unchanged in
the proposed Revised Supplement.
As of the time of this administrative review, the Revised Supplement is currently proposed and
open for public comment and input; therefore, the final version may contain elements somewhat
different from those currently proposed. In addition, the LMP does not provide management
direction specific to grizzly bear mortality rates but instead states in the management approach
(p. 43) that, “Grizzly bear habitat will be managed using the Conservation Strategy or best
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available science,” and also provides the desired condition (p. 38) stating that, “Suitable habitats
for threatened, endangered, proposed, and candidate species are managed consistently with
established and approved recovery plans and conservation strategies.” Because the Conservation
Strategy (USFWS 2007) is a product of tasks identified in the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan, we
would expect that changes to grizzly bear management as a result of the final Revised
Supplement to the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan would also be incorporated into the Conservation
Strategy, both of which the LMP refers to for management of habitat. Therefore, updating the
LMP with mortality rates stated in the proposed Revised Supplement is not necessary.
Grazing Allotments and Grizzly Bear Conflicts
The LMP contains desired conditions, goals, standards and guidelines designed to reduce or
eliminate risks to grizzly bears in a multiple-use setting. Desired conditions state that “Suitable
habitats for threatened, endangered, proposed, and candidate species are managed consistently
with established and approved recovery plans and conservation strategies” (LMP, p. 38). Goal
statements (TES Goals 01 to 03) emphasize providing well-distributed habitat capable of
contributing to the survival and recovery of listed species, management to retain white bark pine,
management to sustain grizzly bear populations in the primary conservation area, and
accommodation of grizzly bear populations outside the primary conservation area to the extent
compatible with other uses (p. 38). The standards and guidelines in the LMP (pp. 39-42) provide
direction consistent with policy elements applicable to FSM objective #2 for areas inside and
outside the primary conservation area.
Therefore, the LMP is consistent with policy contained in FSM 2676.13 that supports meeting
FSM 2676.12-2 (objective #2).
Conflict mitigation strategies are outlined in chapter 4 of the Conservation Strategy for the
Grizzly Bear in the Greater Yellowstone Area. According to the conservation strategy, conflicts
with grizzly bear will be handled by means of removing or securing the attractant, deterring
bears, relocating bears, and removing bears - sometimes by lethal means. The Conservation
Strategy identifies conflict management strategies that deal with bears considering their
importance to the population and takes non-lethal measures before lethal measures are
considered. The SNF LMP defers to the Conservation Strategy for conflict management with
grizzly bears in TES-STAND-05, "Coordinate with state wildlife management agencies to apply
nuisance bear standards as outlined in the Final Conservation Strategy for the Grizzly Bear in the
Greater Yellowstone Area." The SNF LMP also identifies how vacant grazing lots will be
opened in order to avoid grizzly bear conflicts.
Surface Occupancy in Occupied Grizzly Habitat
The effects of surface occupancy on grizzly bears were recognized and analyzed in the LMP
supporting documentation. Alternative G (selected as the basis for development of the
LMP) allows the least amount of area available for mineral-related surface occupancy and
therefore, the least potential for impacts to grizzly bears from this activity. Management
direction provided in the LMP sufficiently reduces or minimizes potential impacts to grizzly
bears as a result of management activities.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: DESIRED FUTURE CONDITIONS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors believe the LMP fails to implement the management emphasis of the various Desired
Future Conditions (DFCs). For instance, objectors contend that “grizzly bears and other similar
species are treated just the same in terms of conflicts in DFCs that have a wildlife emphasis as
opposed to those with a resource extraction emphasis.” Objectors describe that “this is
inappropriate management” and “the basic result is that DFCs are meaningless.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Desired conditions in a national forest plan are descriptions of specific characters (including
social, economic and ecological) of an area in a national forest. Management of the land and
resources are directed toward achieving the desired condition usually through a gradual progress
that may take years. The strategy for movement toward a desired condition is described in the
management approach. The management approach for SNF grizzly bears is contained in the
Conservation Strategy (2007) document.
While the generic desired condition for threatened, endangered, proposed, and candidate species
is not specific to grizzly bears, it does say the species will be “managed consistently with
established and approved recovery plans and conservation strategies.” This information is
contained in the Conservation Strategy document (2007) and the Wyoming Grizzly Bear
Management Plan (2005).
The SNF LMP will implement the management approach to achieve the desired condition
through many years of management. The desired conditions for other resources have
management approaches that lead to achievement for those resources.
The management is appropriate and the desired condition statements are key cornerstones of the
development and implementation of the LMP.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT

1. Provide for consistency with 40 CFR 1502.24. Demonstrate how the conservation
measures referenced in the BE are addressed in the management direction for the LMP.
2. Document how the FEIS addresses capability and suitability of NFS lands for providing
habitat for management indicator species in accordance to 36 CFR 219.20.
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MINERALS
PRIMARY OBJECTORS

Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District (MCD)
Loren Grosskopf, Park County Commissioner
Jazmyn McDonald
Governor Matthew H. Mead
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the FEIS and Draft ROD do not reflect No Surface Occupancy (NSO)
areas as agreed upon during collaborative meetings with Governor Mead’s office, the Shoshone
Cooperating Agency Coalition (SCAC), and WDFG. They point out they were not able to find
specific information from WGFD regarding which areas they identified as “critical crucial winter
range” in the project record as referenced on page 469 of the FEIS.
Objectors are also concerned that NSO designations within the SNF LMP are inconsistent with
the MCD plan and the BLM Bighorn Basin Resource Management Plan Revision. They propose
that the SNF cross-check the preferred alternative with the plans of adjacent areas, and correct
areas that are more restrictive on the SNF compared to adjacent areas before issuing the Final
ROD.
The objectors assert that adverse effects to big game from development are overstated, and
propose that not all areas considered as big game winter range be designated as NSO and that
effects be analyzed in more detail during project-level analysis. Because development potential
is low to very low, objectors contend that the SNF should base its effects analysis on examples
within adjacent private lands, rather than on areas of higher development. MCD recommends
using NSO with respect to wildlife management as presented in the SCAC objection comments,
but otherwise retain existing management (Alternative A) that is currently in place from the 1986
plan.
The MCD also adds that the 2014 SNF LMP is “invalid and materially deficient due to the lack
of a proper and thorough evaluation of how the proposed application of NSO would affect the
economy of the MCD community as required by NEPA.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The objection issues raised by MCD stem from the restriction of surface occupancy for oil and
gas leasing in the preferred alternative (Alternative G) of the SNF Revised LMP. MCD
contended that application of no surface occupancy to lands as proposed in Alternative G will
leave only a small fraction of the available petroleum resources to be extracted.
The MCD and SCAC objection letters convey an overall message of supporting limited use of
“NSO” for certain parts of the big game winter range. The FEIS on page 48 indicates that
Alternative G assumed “some crucial big game winter range is not suitable for surface
development.” The Draft ROD on page 9 states that “most crucial winter range” was designated
as not suitable for surface development. Further, the FEIS on page 469 indicates that Alternative
G was developed in part by removing the “most critical crucial big game winter range as
identified by WGFD,” and the FEIS on page 472 indicates Alternative G excluded some crucial
winter range from surface occupancy, amounting to 60,000 acres of exclusion. Although the
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LMP documents convey the message that certain lands in big game winter range were designated
as not suitable for surface occupancy, it is unclear which lands these actually are, and we were
not able to find information in the project record to resolve this question. Further, it is unclear if
these lands were actually not suitable, or whether they would be suitable under a standard that
would include timing limitations.
With respect to MCD’s concern that NSO over large tracts of land is in conflict with their Land
Use Plan, the project record indicates that only certain lands in big game winter range were
designated as unsuitable for surface occupancy for oil and gas, which seems to be in concert with
MCD’s position with respect to big game. However, it is unclear which specific lands the LMP
has considered unsuitable for oil and gas surface development for reason of “critical crucial big
game winter range” within the larger area of crucial big game winter range, and documentation
in the project record does not clearly indicate where these allocations exist on the landscape and
what information was used from the WGFD to support these allocations.
As seen in the LMP and FEIS, MA 5.4 (Managed big game crucial winter range) allows for a
variety of uses, including temporary roads, livestock grazing, motorized recreation, and wood
fiber production (LMP p. 122, and FEIS p. 28). MA 5.4 also includes mineral exploration and
development as part of its uses; however, it is treated differently than other surface-disturbing
activities in that certain lands are designated unsuitable for oil and gas and managed with timing
restrictions in this MA (i.e. with access restricted during winter and spring).
While we understand the SNF took a different approach in Alternative G for identifying areas as
suitable for oil and gas surface development (i.e. not based on MA, rather based on occurrence
and development potential for oil and gas), we were not able to find documentation in the project
record where areas identified as suitable or unsuitable for oil and gas were overlaid with MA
prescriptions which would help understand where areas of concern lie in relation to one another.
FEIS page 471 explains the design emphasis used in creating Alternative G, the preferred
alternative; it indicates that the Inter-disciplinary Team tried to feature lands with high
occurrence potential, some potential for development, and current lease activity while still
excluding big game crucial winter range.
The SNF used Reasonable Foreseeable Development Scenarios (RFDS) prepared by the BLM
Wyoming State Office for the Lander Field Office and the Big Horn Basin Planning Area to
understand the occurrence of oil and natural gas resources and potential for development within
the forest planning area. Although the RFDS are more commonly used for more focused oil and
gas leasing availability analyses, the SNF used the portions of the RFDSs pertaining to mineral
resource information and general development potential to inform the forest planning process.
The MCD asserts a position that a certain 1995 USGS report referenced in the BLM RFDS
contains the most accurate information on oil and gas resources in the planning area, and further
opines that the FS should use those data instead. The MCD also asserted that by not using the
1995 data, more lands were considered low potential for oil and gas resource occurrence in the
LMP. In its RFDS, BLM cites this 1995 USGS publication, and further acknowledges that in
2008 USGS revised the methods it used to estimate oil and gas resources, and had updated the
1995 information to account for new approaches in oil and gas resource analysis. BLM used the
2008 information, which was the newest and best information available. Thus by using
information in the recent BLM RFDS, the SNF also used the best information available for the
planning process.
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The FEIS on page 469 indicates three criteria were used to screen for areas that would not allow
for oil and gas surface development in developing the preferred Alternative G: the primary
conservation area for grizzly bear, most “crucial critical big game winter range” as identified by
WGFD, and allocations made on adjacent BLM lands. Then, to identify areas that would allow
for surface development, the SNF considered areas with high potential for oil and gas resources
to occur, areas with some potential for development of those resources, and areas with existing
oil and gas leases. These two sets of criteria were used to develop the final allocation of what
areas would be suitable for oil and gas development in Alternative G. Like the objectors, the
reviewer was not able to find specific information from WGFD regarding which areas they
identified as “critical crucial winter range” in the project record as referenced on page 469 of the
FEIS. There is an instruction to provide documentation on areas WGFD identified as crucial
winter range and areas they recommended as unsuitable for oil and gas surface development.
Map 75 on the SNF website presumably shows these allocations, however the map references the
lands as being “available” or “no surface occupancy” (i.e. NSO). Map Set H in the project record
gives a more detailed depiction of lands allocated as being suitable for oil and gas in the LMP,
and the maps are titled “Lands Suitable for Oil and Gas Development.” It was presumed that
these labels were intended to mean the same thing, however these are not interchangeable terms.
The NSO term also appears in the FEIS on pages 471-472 in discussion of grizzly bear primary
conservation area and crucial winter range.
“Available” and “NSO” are terms specific to oil and gas leasing availability analyses, and
defined at 36 CFR 228, Subpart E. NSO is a type of oil and gas leasing stipulation. The SNF
LMP documentation clearly indicates that the planning decision is not changing total acres of
lands available for leasing (LMP, p. 83; ROD, p. 9), nor the existing 1995 Oil and Gas Leasing
Availability decision, including stipulations. The LMP goes on to state that it “sets the stage for
possible future changes to the leasing decision by indicating what areas are suitable for
development and what standards and guidelines apply” (LMP FEIS, p. 19), and acknowledges
the oil and gas leasing decision may need to be amended or replaced depending on the outcome
of the Plan (FEIS, p. 466). Further, the LMP discusses that it will designate lands as suitable or
unsuitable for oil and gas development (FEIS, p. 19). Thus, the use of the terms “available” and
“NSO” are inappropriate in the planning documents. Error is being perpetuated by others as
evidenced in letters from Gov. Mead, SCAC, and MCD.
Both sets of maps include the area west of Meeteetse presumably of interest to Gov. Mead as
NSO (Map 75), or not within lands suitable for oil and gas in Map set H.
We were not able to find a record of agreement between the FS, the Governor’s office and the
SCAC for removing the so-called “sunshine” area west of Meeteetse from “NSO Designation”
per Gov. Mead’s letter. This needs to be in the project record.
Beyond this, a simple reading of the FEIS and Draft ROD statements regarding the impacts of
anticipated oil and gas development identified a disconnect in analysis and conclusions. The
FEIS states that
The projected development potential for mineral and oil and gas development on the
Forest is low to very low under all alternatives. Because of this low potential, none of the
alternatives are expected to have an adverse effect on wildlife (FEIS, p. 303),
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while the Draft ROD states “to protect crucial winter range and other resources it does change
the acreages suitable for surface development of oil and gas” (Draft ROD, p. 13). The objectors
include a map which shows a sizable increase in no surface occupancy acreage.
The SNF appropriately conducted a qualitative analysis regarding oil and gas development. At
the plan level, where the determinations are related to overall suitability of lands, quantitative
assessments of specific disturbance of activity are not appropriate; rather, these more detailed
analyses would be part of an oil and gas leasing availability analysis that may follow the LMP.
The SNF makes the point very clearly that the LMP is not changing the existing oil and gas
leasing availability decision from 1995, and that revision of this analysis may follow the LMP.
Thus, this more detailed analysis of activity is not needed in the LMP. Similarly, specific
mitigation measures are not needed in the LMP; rather, the LMP sets the framework via
standards and guidelines for what may drive specific oil and gas leasing stipulations in a
subsequent leasing analysis.
The objector asserted that the SNF did not do an adequate job analyzing the effect of oil and gas
development on communities in MCD, Wyoming. The FEIS explains that there is low potential
for oil and gas development and for other types of mineral development on the SNF during the
planning period. This continues a trend of little to no mineral development in the last twenty
years. As a result of this low potential, mineral development is not included in the economic
analysis for employment and labor income (Tables 177 and 178 FEIS). See more discussion in
the Economic and Social Sciences section.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: MINERALS AND OIL AND GAS

1. Document why some surface-disturbing activities in crucial winter range are managed
with timing limitations and oil and gas surface development is managed with a
combination of timing limitations and unsuitable designations.
2. Document why WGFD identified crucial winter range as most critical. Clarify the effects
of oil and gas activities on big game winter range.
3. Explain how the combination of Forest-wide and MA 5.4 LMP direction guides the
suitability and management standards for mineral development on the SNF, including
MA 5.4.4.
4. Document the agreements that were reached on inclusion/non-inclusion of the specific
lands west of Meeteetse as unsuitable for oil and gas development, and ensure that
documentation is prepared for the project record reflecting the outcome of these
discussions. Include these areas on a map.
5. Ensure that language referencing oil and gas surface development uses the Forest
planning appropriate terms of “suitable” and “unsuitable” and do not use terms such as
“available” and “no surface occupancy” which are reserved for use with leasing
decisions.
6. References on all surface oil and gas development maps and throughout the FEIS must be
corrected to revise the words “available” and “no surface occupancy,” to “suitable” or
“unsuitable for surface development,” respectively; be consistent with the description in
the FEIS on page 19 to reduce confusion, and do not use terms specific to an oil and gas
leasing availability analysis.
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7. Clearly document on maps which lands of the overall crucial big game winter range are
being considered unsuitable for oil and gas for reasons of being “critical crucial big game
winter range.”
8. Cross-check Alternative G with the BLM Bighorn Basin Resource Management Plan
Revision, and review for consistency, then document any inconsistencies or determine a
need to correct areas that are more restrictive on the SNF compared to the BLM
boundary.
9. Demonstrate how Alternative G oil and gas surface development suitability overlaps with
MA allocation in Alternative G. This serves as a comparison with the other action
alternatives as to where areas of concern lie in relation to one another.
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RANGELAND MANAGEMENT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District
Jason Fearneyhough, Wyoming Department of Agriculture (WDA)
Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
H.G. Longobardi
Governor Matthew H. Mead
Johnathan B. Ratner, Western Watershed Project
OBJECTION ISSUE: SUITABILITY AND CAPABILITY
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors assert that the SNF failed to include relevant information and properly calculate
and model capable and suitable range lands as described by the Region 2 Desk Guide for
Analysis of Rangeland Capability and Suitability for Livestock Grazing and as required in 36
CFR 219.20. Some objectors contend that the analysis was too exclusive and failed to include all
lands that are potentially capable of supporting grazing, while other objectors believe the
analysis failed to remove unsuitable areas listed in the Region 2 Capability/Suitability desk
guide.
Specifically, one objector contends the capability/suitably analysis failed to remove soil types
listed in the R2 Capability/Suitability direction document including “soil types that are
dominated by a large percentage of rock outcrop and rubbleland, loose granitic or highly erosive
soils or very wet and boggy soils” and unsuitable lands “such as high recreation areas, water
supplies and the like.”
In addition, another objector adds that classifying acres with slopes of 40 to 60 percent as not
being suitable for cattle grazing is “not current with best science.” The objector further states
that, “the range science literature is clear regarding the use of vegetation on slopes; domestic
livestock will use vegetation on steep slopes of up to 60% (Holechek et al. 1998; Roath and
Krueger 1982).”
One objector is concerned that project-level analysis will still be required to be tiered to the
overarching analysis in the LMP, thus limiting the ability to change capability acreages.
Overall, objectors are concerned that the SNF did not properly document and/or present the
capability or suitability calculations and model. Objectors suggest that the SNF remedy these
issues by using documented local knowledge to correct the capable/suitable determinations;
specifically, objectors propose that the language be revised so that slopes of up to 60 percent are
included as “capable” of grazing, and certain soil types and unsuitable lands are subtracted from
areas labeled “suitable” for grazing.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The 1982 Planning Rule includes requirements to perform analysis of rangeland capability and
suitability (CFR 219.20).
FEIS Appendix B (pp. 1100-1101) defines capability and suitability:
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Capability – The potential of an area of land to produce resources, supply goods and
services, and allow resource uses under an assumed set of management practices and at a
given level of management intensity. Capability depends upon current resource and site
conditions such as climate, slope, landform, soils, and geology, as well as the application
of management practices, such as silviculture or protection from fire, insects, and disease.
Suitability – The appropriateness of applying certain resource management practices to a
particular area of lands, as determined by an analysis of the economic and environmental
consequences and the alternative uses foregone. A unit of land may be suitable for a
variety of individual or combined management practices.
The FEIS Appendix B (pp. 1100-1101) describes in detail the steps the SNF used for
determination of rangeland capability and suitability for the LMP. These steps differ slightly
from what is outlined in the Region 2 Desk Guide for Analysis of Rangeland Capability and
Suitability for Livestock Grazing. An instruction below recommends that procedures in Appendix
B of the FEIS to determine capability and suitability be closely aligned with the process in the
Region 2 Desk Guide.
In addition, the FEIS mixed up the terms “suitability” and “capability.” In the Process for
Determination of Rangeland Suitability (FEIS, Appendix B, p. 1101) it states, “Acres with slopes
40 to 60 percent slope were subtracted as not being suitable for cattle grazing.” The sentence
should read, “Acres with slopes 40 to 60 percent were subtracted as not being capable for cattle
grazing.” In addition, this step is part of the capability determination and not suitability
determination as documented in the Region2 Desk Guide.
Changes were made between DEIS and FEIS and adjustments were made to include 40 – 60
percent slope range as capable acres. Slopes greater than 60 percent were subtracted and maps
were modified to reflect changes and slopes of 40-60 percent were subtracted as not being
“suitable” for cattle.
The SNF did the analysis to determine lands capable of producing forage and suitable for grazing
livestock as part of the LMP revision. Although an area may be deemed capable and suitable for
use by livestock in the revised LMP, a project-level analysis may look at capable and suitable
lands at a finer scale than what is required at the LMP level.
In general, the Range Management Directives (FSM 2200 and FSH 2209.13) are being met, but
probably not like the objector is thinking. The Range Management Directives are clear in that
they are subservient to the LMP and to be applied for attaining LMP goals, objectives and future
conditions. The allotment management plans, with associated permits, are considered “project”
planning which is applied to smaller units of land in order to meet MA goals, objectives, and
desired future conditions. Through standards and guidelines, the LMP sets the management
framework and tone of how management is to take place in relationship to other uses, such as
recreation and visual quality. Range Directives clearly state that project-level planning and
administration are to have their own NEPA analysis and follow the LMP (FSH 2209.13 Sec. 91
and 91.1).
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OBJECTION ISSUE: LIVESTOCK GRAZING IN WILDERNESS AND RESEARCH
NATURAL AREAS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned that “the direction for livestock grazing in designated Wilderness is
even weaker than elsewhere in the Forest” and that it is a violation of the Wilderness Act that the
“FEIS allows construction of new range ‘improvements’ within Wilderness.” Objectors assert
that, “the Forest Service states that ‘existing livestock grazing may continue at existing levels’
but fails to provide any requirements regarding reduction in livestock grazing where impacts to
Wilderness values are occurring.” To remedy this, objectors propose that the Forest Service
clearly describe requirements and direction regarding reducing livestock grazing where impacts
to Wilderness or Research Natural Areas (RNAs) occur, and clarify how the SNF will manage
grazing for resource protection and needs.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

FSM 2323.22 (Exhibit 01) replicates the Congressional Grazing Guidelines in agency policy.
These guidelines state: “…livestock grazing, and activities and the necessary facilities to support
a livestock grazing program, will be permitted to continue in National Forest wilderness areas,
when such grazing was established prior to classification of an area as wilderness.” The
Congressional Grazing Guidelines go on to say: “…there shall be no curtailment of grazing
permits or privileges in an area simply because it is designated as wilderness...” and
…wilderness designation should not prevent the maintenance of existing fences or other
livestock management improvements, nor the construction and maintenance of new
fences or improvements which are consistent with allotment management plans and/or
which are necessary for the protection of the range.
Additionally, the Congressional Grazing Guidelines also state the following:
The construction of new improvements or replacement of deteriorated facilities in
wilderness is permissible if in accordance with those guidelines and management plans
governing the area involved. However, the construction of new improvements should be
primarily for the purpose of resource protection and the more effective management of
these resources rather than to accommodate increased numbers of livestock.
In addition, congressional and Forest Service policy state that there shall be no curtailment of
grazing permits or privileges in an area simply because it is designated wilderness. Forest
Service regulations say the various Forest Plans will determine grazing use in terms of numbers,
season, and duration, (36 CFR 293.7, 36 CFR 222.2, and 36 CFR 222.4) rather than wilderness
values alone.
The Wilderness Act, Section 4(d)(4)(2) states “…the grazing of livestock, where established
prior to the effective date of this Act, shall be permitted to continue subject to such reasonable
regulations as are deemed necessary by the Secretary of Agriculture.”
The Organic Act of 1897 is the authority for establishing RNAs. The RNAs Program National
Strategy, (US, 1993), recommends that RNAs be made where no grazing conflicts exist.
Additionally, Region 2 policy, outlined in Criteria for Research Natural Area Selection,
confirms that RNAs should be established where there is little to no suitable grazing land. A
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FEIS/ROD is the tool to nominate RNAs. Candidate areas are reviewed and established by the
Regional RNA Committee usually within one to six months after nomination.
RNAs are selected to provide a spectrum of relatively undisturbed areas representing important
natural ecosystems and environments, for example, forest, shrubland, grassland, alpine, aquatic,
and geologic environments. They are also selected to represent areas with special or unique,
scientifically important characteristics.
The FEIS describes that Alternatives C, D, and G establish eight potential RNAs, which would
lead to currently unrepresented plant associations and communities on the SNF being represented
within a designated RNA, meeting Forest Service RNA goals. No new RNAs are proposed under
Alternatives A and F, resulting in some plant associations and communities on the SNF not being
represented within a designated RNA. In Alternatives E and B, the potential Bald Ridge and Pat
O’Hara RNAs are not included. Both contain areas important to biodiversity.
The LMP (p. 147) makes a preliminary recommendation to the Forest Service Rocky Mountain
Region RNAs Committee to review eight RNAs for designation. Proposed RNAs are managed in
unmodified conditions for future research, study, observations, monitoring, and educational
activities.
Range Improvements and grazing direction in Wilderness
The objector is correct in that construction and maintenance of range improvements are allowed
in the Draft LMP. However, the objector is in error when stating the Wilderness Act prohibits
“new” range improvements. According to reference material in the FEIS which includes FSM
2323.6, which again references the Congressional Grazing Guidelines, “new” improvements are
allowed when needed to improve resources.
Allotments within wilderness have a semi-primitive setting as described in the Draft LMP. The
objector wrongly presumes that wilderness values alone guide grazing management. Regulation
and policy specifically state that where grazing predates wilderness establishment, the Forest
Service is to use general grazing regulations to control grazing use. Congressional policy further
states that there shall be no curtailment of grazing permits or privileges in an area simply because
it is designated as wilderness and that the construction of new improvements should be primarily
for the purpose of resource protection and the more effective management of resources. These
rules direct the Forest Service to modify seasons, numbers, kind, and class of livestock based on
resource condition or upon permittee request.
Research Natural Areas
The objector is correct in the statement that RNAs cannot have impacts from livestock
grazing. However the areas in question are not currently RNAs, and RNAs have not been
established by the Draft LMP. The FEIS/ROD makes the preliminary recommendation to the
Forest Service Rocky Mountain Region RNA Committee for RNA establishment. The Draft
LMP only confirms the recommendations. It will be the role of the Regional RNA Committee to
review the qualifications of each proposed RNA and determine its outcome. The objector states
that the proposed RNAs are areas that presently receive little to no livestock grazing, which
according to policy is one of the criteria in RNA selection.
An analysis of how RNA designation would impact grazing was outlined in developing the
FEIS. One allotment will receive potential reductions in season of use, while others will not be
significantly affected. In some of the potential RNAs, incidental grazing is identified. It will be
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up to the Rocky Mountain Region RNA Committee to determine if the incidental use in the
proposed areas will eliminate them from RNA establishment.
OBJECTION ISSUE: STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the LMP fails to provide any Standards that would support objectives
or give direction to Guidelines found in the LMP. They further contend that, “the objectives,
standards or guidelines for livestock grazing are not specific, do not provide direction or
requirements, lack rationale, and are primarily goals or guidelines not standards.” In addition,
objectors assert that the LMP does not consider plant community shifts associated with grazing
and does not rely upon quantifiable measurements of utilization, nor does it describe the
environmental effects of the proposed utilization rates.
Objectors propose that the Forest Service review applicable science to determine objective,
quantifiable measurements to protect resources, and disclose the environmental effects of those
standards.
In addition, the WDA objects to “SNF's implying livestock grazing is a factor keeping areas
from reaching desired conditions.” The WDA asks the SNF to address when and why livestock
management should be modified and recommends the SNF modify their language to “more
accurately communicate when current livestock grazing management is deemed the causal factor
and needs [to be] modified.”
An objector is concerned with the SNF term "moving toward," and contends it means very little.
For instance, the objector states,
a particular area may be in a very poor condition and the fact that it may have been
measured as improving somewhat since the nadir from the 1920s through the 1970s is of
little value, but under this Plan it is in ‘satisfactory’ condition. This is of course
inappropriate from a management perspective.
The WDA proposes SNF removes their existing language and insert "Livestock management
should be modified when conditions are not moving toward desired conditions as determined
through trend condition and monitoring and livestock management is clearly shown to be the
causal factor."
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The Commercial Livestock Grazing; Guidelines’ Management approach (LMP, p. 74) states,
“The management approach for the commercial livestock grazing program focuses on providing
livestock forage to local dependent ranch operations, supporting the maintenance of open space,
and moving toward or meeting desired conditions for vegetation and habitat.” As defined in the
LMP, guidelines are a course of action and should be followed, and exceptions may exist, but
must be justified and documented in a project level NEPA document.
The Water and Soil Standards (LMP, p. 29) include: “Implement appropriate watershed
conservation practices to protect soil, aquatic, and riparian systems as contained in Forest
Service Handbook 2509.25 Watershed Conservation Practices Handbook.”
The Vegetation Guidelines for Commercial Livestock Grazing (LMP, p. 37) include:
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4. Livestock management should be modified when conditions are not moving toward
desired conditions as determined through trend and condition monitoring.
5. Livestock should be removed from the unit when monitoring of key riparian areas
reflects one or more of these criteria: Utilization of herbaceous species reaches 40 to 50
percent by weight, which is generally equivalent to an average stubble height of three to
four inches on Carex species on spring use units and four to six inches on summer/fall
use units. Utilization of woody plants reaches 15 to 20 percent of the current annual
growth. Streambank stability is below the moderate level.
6. Impacts from livestock grazing should not occur to fen habitats. Fens are most
susceptible during times of below average precipitation or low water levels.
Vegetation goals and objectives in the LMP are designed to retain, maintain, or improve
ecological processes to meet management objectives. This includes management of riparian
vegetation and rangelands (Draft LMP, p22).
Guidelines for commercial livestock grazing on the SNF follow the annual allowable use.
Guidelines to determine utilization of herbaceous species, stubble height of Carex species at key
sites are assessed when livestock leave the unit (Draft LMP, p38-40, Doc #01841; LMP pp.3637, 61,129, Doc#02284).
Monitoring with approved techniques and protocol for herbage relates directly to the goals and
objectives identified in the LMP. Priorities are High, Medium and Low and include various
levels of precision/reliability (Draft LMP p. 204-209, Doc#01841). Monitoring herbage for
utilization, condition and trend are measured by various methods, including those in Wyoming
Rangeland Training Guide, Rangeland Analysis Management Training Guide (USFS 1996), and
Sampling Vegetation Attributes Interagency Technical Reference (Cooperative Extension Service
et al. 1996) (FEIS, Chapter 3, pp. 119-120, Doc#02297).
Stubble Height:
Residual stubble height measurements, monitoring and timing based on Carex species are well
defined in the Wyoming Rangeland Training Guide (pp. 43-46), and Rangeland Analysis
Management Training Guide (4-17 to 4-20). However, utilization based on residual stubble
height is loosely defined for a 50 percent use at a four-inch stubble height and citations are
lacking or nonexistent. The recommendation is to develop height-weight curves for key Carex
species as stubble height measurements to estimate percent utilization (Rangeland Analysis
Management Training Guide (4-31 to 4-32)).
Utilization Guidelines:
Rangeland utilization of herbage, condition and trend monitoring information follow the LMP.
The majority of the rangelands and riparian areas are meeting desired conditions or improving.
When monitoring and subsequent evaluation indicates that the Forest-wide standards and
guidelines are not adequate, the revised LMP will be amended. Table 6 provides guidelines of
maximum allowable utilization of forage by weight. The goal is to meet these guidelines within
each grazing system by livestock management. It is not a guideline to compare statistically
between and among grazing systems for utilization (i.e. 50 percent vs 40 percent etc.) as stated in
the objection.
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Trends and Succession:
Monitoring protocol for trends and plant succession are well defined in the LMP guidelines. The
concern of Kentucky bluegrass invading wetland-riparian areas has been related to historical
high livestock stocking rates. Class A precision/reliability for monitoring addresses the current
objection of Kentucky bluegrass invading riparian areas.
Fens are managed to be maintained within the riparian and fen habitat with no livestock grazing
allowed. In areas without fens, livestock are removed when the stream bank annual alteration of
20 percent is reached.
As defined in the LMP, guidelines are a course of action and should be followed, and exceptions
may exist, but must be justified and documented in a project level NEPA document. The SNF
has a completed soil survey of the forest with a large amount of supporting vegetation data and
would provide a reasonable estimate of background vegetation cover by soil type that would help
in meeting the vegetation range guideline (LMP, p. 37).
The LMP adequately addresses stubble heights, utilization guidelines, and invasion of Kentucky
bluegrass within wetland-riparian areas, stream health and fens. This includes guidelines and
monitoring protocol with analyses. The use of additional quantitative methods (Class A) for
monitoring is recommended for stubble heights and for trends of Kentucky bluegrass in riparian
areas forest)). Increased emphasis on stubble height measurements, with recommended
development of height-weight curves to determine utilization and to determine plant trends with
frequency of occurrence (succession) in riparian areas, is recommended, based on guidance
found in the Rangeland Analysis Management Training Guide (4-31 to 4-32). The WDA
proposes SNF removes their existing language and insert "Livestock management should be
modified when conditions are not moving toward desired conditions as determined through trend
condition and monitoring and livestock management is clearly shown to be the causal factor."
Monitoring precision/reliability at a Class A level will address this objection issue.
Most of the watersheds (131 out of 147) on the SNF are in a properly functioning condition.
Sixteen watersheds have some impacts and are functioning at risk. No watersheds on the SNF are
classified as having impaired function. The LMP outlines that properly functioning watersheds
will be maintained and watersheds functioning at risk will be improved with application of
standards and guidelines that are included in all of the alternatives. There are little to no negative
effects to soil and water resources from any of the alternatives.
There were a few guidelines, however, such as Vegetative Guidelines 4 and 5, as written that
seemed to add confusion and could be perceived as bias towards grazing.
OBJECTION ISSUE: MULTIPLE USE
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned that, “the SNF LMP and FEIS imply all livestock grazing is a risk to
natural resources and wildlife and could lead to livestock grazing being reduced or even
eliminated from the SNF.” The SCAC contend that “the Forest and the landscape benefits from
keeping working ranches operational [and that] the grazing allotments are an important
component to keeping these larger landscapes protected from fragmentation due to subdivision.”
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RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF has complied with policy and regulation in providing for a balance of resource uses in
the LMP. The LMP provides guidance for a range of uses including timber products, recreation,
and livestock grazing among others. The SNF presented a reasonable range of alternatives in an
attempt to find an acceptable balance between the various uses and mandated protections.
The objector states that the DEIS, FEIS, and Revised LMP may have a bias against commercial
livestock grazing that may (eventually) eliminate the use from the SNF. However, after
reviewing the FEIS and Revised LMP, it is clear that the SNF does recognize the value and
contribution of the grazing industry to the Forest, local community, and nation.
The desired future condition of the FEIS and LMP is to provide a reliable and consistent level of
forage for livestock production, which is about the same as current levels. The Desired Condition
for People and Communities in the FEIS (p. 454) reads,
Provide a reliable and consistent level of native rangeland forage for permitted
commercial livestock production. This resource helps local ranches maintain an
economical operation that, in turn, maintains open space adjacent to the Forest, which is
integral to meeting desired resource conditions and maintaining the economic and social
sustainability of local communities.
The FEIS acknowledges that the relationship between commercial livestock grazing and other
forest resources is complex (FEIS, Cumulative Effects, p. 465).
Commercial livestock grazing on the Shoshone today is influenced by the litany of
effects described in the section above that include the allocation of forage resources
between livestock and wildlife; limitations introduced by wilderness and research natural
area or special interest area designation; predation and disease transmission; management
adjustments to protect heritage resources; fisheries; threatened, endangered, and sensitive
plants and animals; and water quality; considerations necessary due to wildfire and
prescribed fire management, and recreation activities that result in gates being left open,
livestock harassed, or impacts to resources being inaccurately attributed to livestock. All
of these factors add to the complexity and expense for the ranching operations that are
permitted to graze livestock on the Forest (Rimbey and Torell 2011).
But despite all these factors, continued demand and the need for livestock grazing are likely to
remain fairly consistent with current levels. Livestock management is generally considered more
difficult on NFS lands than on private lands for the reasons described above. In addition, the
business of livestock management is subject to factors most often not under the control of
livestock operators, such as tourism, land values, and potential subdivision of base ranches, labor
prices and availability, foreign markets and lamb/calf prices, USDA budgets and farm programs,
fuel prices, predator control, social values, and federal policy.
Actual grazing use levels are not an objective, but rather a product of livestock grazing while
applying management to meet standards, guidelines, and MA direction. Permittee involvement
and commitment are critical to sustaining current Animal Unit Months (AUMs) under term
permit. At today’s stocking levels, across all alternatives, it is possible for all permittees to
succeed in managing livestock within these parameters. It is possible that some permittees may
be able to manage in a manner that would allow for an increase in AUMs on their allotment.
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In its effort to balance commercial grazing with other resource uses, the SNF recognizes the
obstacles and cost involved in meeting their standards. They openly solicit permittee help and
commitment in management to meet the desired future condition. The SNF is not anticipating an
excessive burden on the permittees as they foresee continued demand for Forest permits. The
SNF is asking for committed livestock management in an effort to balance uses and lessen
conflicts, while protecting threatened and endangered species, improving soil and water
resources, and providing a diversity of plant and animal communities. The SNF presented a
litany of reasonable alternatives in an attempt to find an acceptable balance between the various
uses and mandated protections.
OBJECTION ISSUE: BEST SCIENCE – ANIMAL UNIT MONTHS
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends that the SNF is using an outdated definition for AUMs. The objector states,
The Forest Service defines an Animal Unit Month (AUM) as 780 pounds of forage by
utilizing a cow weighing 1000 pounds. Livestock weights have increased dramatically
over the last 30 years and a typical cow grazing on public lands weighs nearly 30% more
than this. In addition, with the earlier calving, calves grazing the forest generally
consume one third or more of the forage consumed by an adult.
The objector proposes the SNF “redefine AUMs using current livestock weights and in
consideration of earlier calving.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

AUM defined in the LMP does not include increased forage consumption as related to cattle
weights or calves (Glossary, p. 207, Doc#02284). AUMs are used for reporting purposes (Table
98, Fig.26, Document #2281). In recent years, a conversion factor of 1.32 (Region 2, Training
Guide) and academic research do show strong relationships between cattle/calf weights and
forage consumption (See literature review by Quimby/09-62). These definitions and applications
are not applied in the current LMP.
Adjusting AUMs based on increased forage consumption as related to increased cattle weights
with calf is not an LMP-level decision.
Mitigation for adjusting stocking rates may have been implemented by monitoring the vegetation
standing crop and plant species composition to meet the desired management alternative.
OBJECTION ISSUE: NEED FOR CHANGE
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector asserts that there was no evidence of a riparian or wildlife habitat problem from
livestock grazing; hence there was no need for “new direction” regarding livestock grazing. The
WDA contends that because the LMP states, "new direction is needed to improve critical wildlife
habitat and to prevent negative impacts on riparian areas [and] new management direction that
expands the use of forage reserves and other approaches are needed" that the LMP is not
conforming to FSH 2209.13 which states "Where a particular existing condition and desired
condition are the same, there is no need for change."
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Another objector contends that
the discretionary guideline #1 fails to require the collection of baseline data on which the
70% could be measured. There is no direction regarding the primary impact to soils and
water quality throughout the forest which is livestock grazing. The Plan states that ‘soil
capabilities, potentials and limitations are appropriately considered in designing
management activities’ yet this has not occurred in the grazing capability and suitability
analysis. This is arbitrary decision making.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The WDA previously commented on the Draft Analysis of the Management Situation (AMS;
July 29, 2011) and again on the Draft LMP and DEIS (November 26, 2012) regarding the Need
for Change statement under Commercial Livestock Grazing and reiterates here. Forest
monitoring data provided in the FEIS does not indicate current livestock grazing is negatively
impacting wildlife habitat or riparian areas.
The WDA cited FSH 2209.13 92.13 which states, “Where a particular existing condition and
desired condition are the same, there is no need for change.” The objector, not familiar with the
Forest Service planning or Handbook systems, misapplied the citing. The 2209.13 Chapter 90
Handbook was written to direct project-specific decision making for allotments; it was not
written for general broad-based, directional planning found in Forest plans. The Forest planning
process uses the Land Management Planning Handbook, FSH 1909.12; consequently the Range
Decision Making Handbook does not apply. Even though the Range Handbook quote from the
objector makes sense, it does not apply to the Forest planning process.
Regarding the WDA’s concern about the “need for new direction,” the SNF determined the need
correctly. According to the project record, grazing in riparian and wildlife areas were brought up
nine different times in public meetings indicating some isolated area may have valid problems.
The SNF produced an evaluation report and a content analysis report, which further identified
these concerns. Consequently, the forest was correct and had the authority to declare a new
direction in livestock grazing.
As defined in the LMP, guidelines are a course of action and should be followed; an exception
may exist, but must be justified and documented in a project level NEPA document. The SNF
has a completed soil survey of the forest with a large amount supporting vegetation data and
would provide a reasonable estimate of background vegetation cover by soil type that would help
in meeting this guideline (#1). Areas disturbed by management activities should have 70 percent
of background vegetation cover reestablishment within three years after project completion
(Under Guidelines for water and soil).
OBJECTION ISSUE: MONITORING
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that, “monitoring should be based only on goals and objectives, not budgets.”
The WDA proposes the SNF change the current description of “Establish monitoring priorities”
from "Criteria from the goals and objectives are used to establish priorities for monitoring within
the expected program of work and budget constraints" with "Criteria from the goals and
objectives are used to establish priorities for monitoring within the expected program of work.”
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The WDA continues, “to not monitor an area due to budgets would not only undermine the SNF
and permittees, but the forest plan as a whole.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF LMP, FEIS, and Draft ROD comply with the requirements of FSM 1926 which are the
agency’s policy requirements for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision using the
planning regulations in effect before November 9, 2000. FSM 1920.3 under policy indicates that,
“All Service-wide direction necessary for plan development, plan amendment, or plan revision is
contained in this chapter, or supplements or handbooks thereto.”
Therefore, with respect to objector issues regarding the establishment of priorities for monitoring
within the expected program of work and budget constraints, the SNF Final Plan and EIS comply
with agency policy.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: RANGELAND MANAGEMENT

1. Closely align procedures in Appendix B FEIS (Volume III) to determine capability and
suitability with process in R-2 Desk Guide and what is also described in Chapter 2
(Document 02284) found in LMP-2014 Revision SNF, Suitable Uses pages 117-118.
Process for Determination of Rangeland Capability:
a. Step 3 - Slopes greater than 60 percent were subtracted. These areas are identified
as not suitable (suggest changing the wording from suitable to capable) for cattle
and sheep grazing. In the DEIS analysis, the 40 to 60 percent slope range, which
is generally suitable (suggest changing the wording from suitable to capable) for
sheep grazing was identified as not being capable.
2. Modify maps 22-24 in Appendix E, following procedures in R-2 Desk Guide and maps
should show suitable determinations for cattle and sheep allotments separately.
3. Clarify that site specific analysis can be used to make adjustments at the project level,
and that modeling of capability and suitability analysis at the LMP level can be adjusted
at the project level (allotment) provided good rationale is given (i.e. “hill climbers” vs
“bottom dwellers” type of cattle as reported in the literature).
4. The FEIS mixed up the terms suitability and capability in the following sentence: “Acres
with slopes 40 to 60 percent slope were subtracted as not being suitable for cattle
grazing”. The sentence should read: “Acres with slopes 40 to 60 percent were subtracted
as not being capable for cattle grazing.” In addition this step is part of the capability
determination and not suitability determination as documented in the R-2 Desk Guide.
5. Clarify the LMP to qualify how Vegetation Management Guideline #4 is applied when
livestock are not the reason for vegetation trends not moving towards desired conditions
6. Revise Vegetation Guideline #5, using methods other than stubble height to measure and
quantify riparian health. See: http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/rge/inventory/index.shtml to help
determine methodology to measure riparian health.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District
Loren Grosskopf, Park County Commissioner
OBJECTION ISSUE: ANALYSIS OF THE MANAGEMENT SITUATION AND PRESENT
NET VALUE
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the economic analysis in the LMP and FEIS did not meet the intent of
the AMS in that the AMS was developed after the alternatives and therefore did not help inform
the alternatives. The objectors also assert that the maximum PNV analysis is flawed in that it
does not contain useful desirable conditions or financial benchmarks, making comparison of the
alternatives difficult. Finally, the objectors state that the LMP and FEIS lack relatable analysis
and consistency of data.
Remedies proposed by the objectors include: 1) assigning values to maximum PNV benchmarks
for resources where possible and appropriate, such as timber and grazing; and 2) expanding PNV
tables to detail the PNV of the different components that compose the total.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The DEIS was published in July 2012. The AMS was developed in 2011, and is on file at the
SNF’s Supervisor’s Office (LMP, p. 205). Six revision topics (recreation, special areas, grazing,
vegetation, wildlife habitat, and mineral managements) were identified based on the AMS and
public input. Alternatives in both the DEIS and FEIS varied in how they addressed the six
revision topics, other issues, and the preliminary proposed actions for each topic (LMP, p. 14;
SNF-AMS, p. 106).
The FEIS (p. 609) includes a PNV analysis, which considered all outputs, including timber,
grazing and recreation, to which monetary values are assigned. The monetary values include
both market and nonmarket value (FEIS, p. 1129). The reduction in PNV in any alternative as
compared to the most economically efficient solution is the economic trade-off, or opportunity
cost, of implementing that alternative. Differences among alternatives for PNV are slight because
the outputs associated with the alternatives do not vary greatly between alternatives. Society
would benefit from the implementation of any of the alternatives considered as the PNV is
positive for all alternatives – indicating the alternatives are economically efficient (FEIS, p. 609).
The objector accurately cited the intent of AMS as providing a basis for formulating a broad
range of reasonable alternatives. Parenthetically, the set of alternatives as analyzed in the DEIS
and FEIS are broad in range. Seven alternatives were considered in detail and they provide a
range of responses to the LMP revision topics and a basis of comparison of effects for
considering environmental impacts (Draft ROD, pp. 5-6). In addition, a number of alternatives
were also considered during the planning process but eliminated from detailed study, such as an
alternative with predetermined timber harvest outputs, one that excluded human presence and
disturbance in big game range; recommend all eligible rivers for designation; no oil and gas
surface occupancy forest-wide, among others (FEIS, pp. 49-53). These represent the broad range
of options considered in the planning process.
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The primary purpose of the AMS as stated in the 1982 rule is “to provide a basis for formulating
a broad range of reasonable alternatives.” 36 CFR 219.12(e) The Maximum PNV benchmark
analysis as referenced by the objector (36 CFR 219.12(e)(1)(iii) - 1982) is part of a broader
requirement – paragraph (e) – concerning the AMS. The directions for AMS in Paragraph (e)
contain five parts. The fifth and last part states that, “based on consideration of data and findings
developed in paragraphs (e)(1)-(4), a determination of the need to establish or change
management direction.” (36 CFR 219.12(e)(5)) Therefore, specific elements in the AMS should
be addressed, and considered, in the context of identifying “need to change,” especially with the
primary purpose of the AMS in mind – to provide a basis for formulating a broad range of
reasonable alternatives. As mentioned above, the set of alternatives as analyzed in the DEIS and
FEIS are broad in range, and varied in how they addressed the six revision topics, which were
identified based on the AMS and public input. In addition, the 1982 Rule states that, “…As a
minimum, the analysis of the management situation shall include the following:…. (1)
Benchmark analyses…. (iii) Monetary benchmarks which estimate the maximum present net
value of those resources having an established market value or an assigned value” (36 CFR
219.12(e) – 1982).
In response to public comment, the benchmark analysis in the AMS was revisited between the
DEIS and FEIS. Results from the new analysis are consistent with information in the DEIS that
was used in crafting a range of alternatives (2014 FEIS, pp. 1132-1133). The FEIS Appendix B
p. 48 (1137) further explains that a “maximum labor income for grazing and timber” benchmark
has been provided, as a “surrogate for comparing alternatives and their contributions to the
markets for livestock and timber.” Appendix B (p. 1137) also states that information is
insufficient for deriving a similar benchmark for recreation.
The review found that there is inconsistency between responses to public concerns #230/#843 (p
85(Record Indexed p. 767)/263(945) of Appendix A in the FEIS and Appendix B of the FEIS.
Public concerns #230/#843 of Appendix A in the FEIS, state the need for monetary/maximum
PNV benchmarks consistent with 219.12(e). The responses are “A present net value benchmark
was completed between draft and final” and “the final analysis for the revised Forest Plan
includes a maximum PNV analysis that was inadvertently not included in the draft.” Appendix B
of the FEIS (pp. 1136-1137) which states “No monetary benchmarks were completed for the
AMS.” The review concludes that Appendix B of the FEIS is correct, and the responses to public
concerns #230/#843 (pp. 85(767)/263(945) of Appendix A in the FEIS are incorrect.
The objectors question or contend the lack of maximum PNV benchmarks, and the resulting
implications that development (range) of alternatives and comparison of alternatives (and
selection of preferred alternative), through tradeoff analysis and consideration of opportunity
costs, is inadequate.
Maximum PNV benchmarks (for those goods and services for which PNV can be calculated) can
be used to characterize the opportunity cost of allocating resources to alternative goods or
services, consistent with 36 CFR 219.12(g)(3)(iv) and as stated by the objector. Further, PNV
benchmarks as well as other information in the AMS are used to make “a determination of the
need to establish or change management direction” (219.12(e)(5). However, a significant amount
of benchmark analysis was completed for development of the 1986 LMP that included reference
to a maximum PNV benchmark in justifying the 1986 plan; the 1986 SNF LMP ROD (p. 26)
states “…the value of social and economic stability, the higher quality of goods and services
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produced…and maintaining ecosystem vitality are great enough under the Plan to justify this
reduction in PNV [estimated to be 2.3% less than the maximum PNV].”
Revisions to the 1986 LMP focus on specific “need to change” revision topics, as informed by
new information that supplements prior knowledge or benchmarks used to establish the 1986
Plan. The Draft ROD states that: “[Alternative G] best responds to the identified need for change
in six major plan revision topics” (p. 5) and “provides the best balance of public benefits based
on its responsiveness to the issues raised regarding the six revision topics” (p. 11). Given the
focus on a refined set of revision topics, as well as challenges and uncertainty associated with
calculating maximum PNV, the Forest Service’s Rocky Mountain Region does not require
monetary benchmark to be completed for forest plan revisions. This direction was reached by the
Region after having reviewed the requirement in the NFMA planning regulations (36 CFR
219.12(e) – 1982 Planning Rule). The rationale for not requiring financial benchmark analysis
for forest plan revisions in the Region are documented in a letter to the Chief of the U.S. Forest
Service dated 2/24/1994, as cited in the Region 2 Desktop Guidance for planning
(http://fsweb.r2.fs.fed.us/strategic_planning/forest_planning/desk_guide/1982/) Chapter 8, pp.
8.6 – 8.10. This rationale is also presented in the Revised SNF LMP FEIS (pp.1136-1137).
OBJECTION ISSUE: PRESENT NET VALUE AND BENCHMARKS
ISSUE SUMMARY

The SNF is required by NFMA to provide a substantive comparison and justification for
choosing an alternative that does not maximize PNV (CFR 219.12 (j)). The SCAC is concerned
that with recent insect activity and the near-term forest wildfire risk, some of the MAs will not be
able to function under their designation as assigned in the LMP. For example, SCAC contends,
Timber MAs are designated to provide managed lands for the production and harvesting of wood
products; with recent insect activity and the large risk of stand replacing forest fire, the SCAC
questions if the limited number of acres that have been designated as MA 5.1 - Managed Forests
and Rangelands, will be enough to provide forest products. Similarly, the SCAC asks, with
habitat potentially changing rapidly under lands designated as MA 5.4 - Managed Big Game
Crucial Winter Range, will the intended purpose for the lands be fulfilled?
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The objectors question or contend that (1) a substantive comparison (to other alternatives) and
justification for choosing the (selected) alternative that does not maximize PNV has not been
provided, and (2) acreage allocated to MAs 5.1 (Forest and Rangeland) and 5.4 (Big Game
Winter Range) is not sufficient to provide forest products relevant to those MAs.
The1982 Planning Regulations (36 CFR 219) Section 219.1 notes that: “plans shall provide for
multiple use and sustained yield of goods and services…in a way that maximizes long term net
public benefits…” Section 219.3 goes on to define net public benefits as the
…long term value to the nation of all outputs and positive effects (benefits) less all
associated inputs and negative effects (costs) whether they can be quantitatively valued
or not. Net public benefits are measured by both quantitative and qualitative criteria,
rather than a single measure or index.
Maximum PNV benchmarks are not revised for the 2014 plan revision analyses (see response to
objection issue #006). The intent under the 1982 rule is to estimate maximum PNV for those
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resources for which PNV can be calculated to help characterize the opportunity costs for
providing alternative resources or services (see 219.12(g)). The Region 2 desktop guidance (and
1994 letter to the Chief) provides the rationale for why Region 2 Forests do not estimate
maximum PNV benchmarks for individual resource areas, or in aggregate. The FEIS Appendix
B, p. 48 further explains that a “maximum labor income for grazing and timber” benchmark has
been provided, as a surrogate to represent contributions to the timber and grazing industry
sectors. Comparisons to this benchmark, as well as with the PNV for Alternative F (representing
the highest timber and grazing outputs across alternatives), can function as a surrogate for
opportunity costs based on timber and grazing.
Justification for selection of Alternative G is based on aggregate consideration of information
regarding alternatives described in the FEIS. As described in the Draft ROD (p. 9), the selection
of Alternative G
is based on a careful and reasoned comparison of the environmental consequences of and
responses to issues and concerns identified for each alternative … Alternative G best
supports our commitment to retain and restore the ecological resilience … in order to
achieve sustainable ecosystems that provide a broad range of services to society. (p. 9).
These justifications are consistent with 36 CFR 219.1/3/12(h).
Appendix B describes updates to information and data used to inform development of
alternatives related to revision topics such as timber and range, as well as risks linked to insects,
disease, and fire that may affect the sustainability of ecosystems supporting those services (pp.
10 to 17), as well as habitat related to big game. Updated data is applied to Forest Vegetation
Simulator and Spectrum to project timber yields, timber volume sold (see FEIS Table 105, p.
474), and long-term sustained yield, accounting for insects, disease, and fire. Results from these
modeling efforts help inform decisions about MA (e.g., MA1 and MA4) allocations that are
capable of sustaining flows of goods and services.
PNVs and additional benchmarks in Appendix B are used to compare the selected alternative to
other alternatives. Appendix B (p. 1128) and the FEIS (p. 590) describe PNV calculations for
alternatives, accounting for timber (from Spectrum), range, and recreation/fish/wildlife output
and values (over a 50 year horizon, discounted at 4 percent). PNV results are compared across
alternatives in the FEIS (Table 179, p. 617). Differences in PNV among alternatives are
negligible.
Based on public comment, new benchmarks were developed and used to provide another means
for comparing alternatives for revision topics related to timber, range, and recreation in
Appendix B (pp. 1132-1136). Results in Appendix B indicate that Alternative G (selected plan)
is about 1/3 of the maximum timber benchmark, near the maximum grazing benchmark, and
slightly more than half of the maximum motorized summer and winter recreation benchmarks.
Alternative G is slightly greater than half of the “maximum timber and grazing labor income”
benchmark (similar to the maximum timber benchmark).
Based on evidence in Appendix B, it appears there should be more substantial differences across
PNVs in Table 179. As written, the reasoning is unclear in the ROD. Furthermore, it is the
comparison of the selected plan to other new benchmarks presented in Appendix B is unclear
including how provisions of other non-monetized goods and services not included in the PNV
calculations help offset the reduced PNV under the selected alternative.
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OBJECTION ISSUE: LACK OF SPECIFIC ANALYSIS AND GUIDANCE
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the FEIS lacks specific economic analysis with vague desired
conditions or, as in the case of Range, the economic analysis is lacking altogether. One objector
contends that
timber product manufacturing infrastructure and its relation to forest health is discussed
in terms of how the decline in the availability of timber product manufacturing
infrastructure may impact the ability of the Forest Service to maintain forest health [yet]
in the Peoples and Communities-Goods and Services section the desirable conditions are
vague and do not include any mention of determining the level of timber required to
maintain the industry infrastructure.
Without specific economic analyses, objectors assert that it is unclear how social and economic
sustainability goals will be met.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Analysis specific to the economics of lumber and wood products industry is located within the
Forest Products section (FEIS, pp. 433-443). Detailed information regarding the timber
industries is also found in the Plan Set of Documents: An Economic Profile of the Shoshone
National Forest (Taylor et al. 2012). Taylor et al. analyzed the economic impact of timber
harvest, as well as presented information on the number of wood product facilities, and labor
earnings from lumber and wood products at the individual county-levels.
The discussion cited by the objector (FEIS p. 147) regarding timber product infrastructure and its
relation to forest health is part of the cumulative effects analysis for vegetation resources, within
the Biological and Physical Elements section of the FEIS (FEIS, pp. 115-147). In that cumulative
effects analysis, present and foreseeable future activities that could affect forest vegetation are
summarized in seven topic areas: national fire plan, Whitebark pine conservation, climate
change, carbon, human population, emission regulation, and timber product infrastructure. To
reiterate, the discussion on timber product infrastructure (as cited by the objector) is one of seven
elements that could affect forest vegetation in the present and foreseeable future.
The “desirable conditions” as cited by the objector – in the “Peoples and Communities-Goods
and Services” section of the FEIS – were used as reference to commence the timber effects
discussion and analysis, and not intended as a stand-alone description of the Revised Plan’s
aspirations. Also note that Desired Conditions are not final decisions or final commitments;
rather, they are aspirational social, economic, and ecological attributes (Draft ROD, p.2). The
Revised LMP’s approach for contributing to, or helping to guide the achievement of the Desired
Conditions for forest products are described as Goals, Objectives, Standards and Guidelines as
well as Management Approach (LMP, pp. 72-79).
The objector observed that there are many references to sustainability. All alternatives represent,
to varying degrees, the philosophies of multiple-use and ecological and economic sustainability
(FEIS, p. 24). The FEIS and supporting documents contained relevant analyses (e.g. Economic
Impact Analyses) describing the effects to regional economies from SNF management activities.
Economic Impact Analysis is defined as changes in economic activity associated with an
industry, event, or policy in an existing regional economy. Management of National Forests
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contributes to the local economies by the products that are produced on the National Forests and
processed in the local economy; by uses that occur on the national forests; and by the service
provided by employees of the National Forests (FEIS, p. 602). Economic effects to local counties
deriving from SNF management (timber production, recreation, grazing and federal expenditures
and employment) were estimated with input-output models using the IMPLAN modeling system,
and were measured in two ways: employment and labor income (FEIS, pp. 605; 614-615). Data
and assumptions used in the analysis are documented in Appendix III (FEIS, pp. 1126-1128).
With respect to objector’s remedies, an explanation that the “Peoples and Communities-Goods
and Services” section of the FEIS is not a place to append additional plan component, i.e. desired
condition, is correct. There are more detailed goals, objectives, standards and guidelines within
the revised LMP itself. Also, the discussion on timber product manufacturing infrastructure as
cited by the objector was part of the cumulative effects analysis within the vegetation resources
section, and not a stand-alone discussion on the timber industry.
OBJECTION ISSUE: FOCUS ON LOCAL COMMUNITIES
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the economic analysis needed to be more focused on local
communities and that the People and Communities-Goods and Services section should focus on
the impact of alternatives to the individual local communities. It is unclear to them how the
proposed application of NSO would affect the MCD community. As for remedies, objectors
propose that the SNF explain in more detail the limits of the analysis completed and provide
additional qualitative analysis of the smaller communities in the region and the role they play in
maintaining forest health and the role the forest plays in their working and personal lives.
Objectors also propose that the SNF include a desired condition of minimizing the differences
between summer and winter recreation in order to help sustain lodging and other recreation
sector infrastructures.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

In Response to Comments, the FEIS recognizes that
Community-level analysis is not completed for forest plan-level analysis due to the data
available for outputs. It would also require a great deal of speculation to predict which
communities would likely receive resource outputs over another community. For a
variety of reasons, Forest Service analysis is not prepared for selecting “winners or
losers” but to show the relative difference among alternatives. When implementing the
revised LMP, project-level NEPA analysis will continue to include social and economic
analysis to address these issues if they are raised, and are more likely to be addressed at a
local scale. (FEIS, Volume II p. 261)
On page 584 of the FEIS, the SNF states,
Some interest groups have requested to have economic analysis by specific areas of the
Shoshone or communities or for specific activities or uses. For the most part, the
economic analysis considers the Forest as a whole and the counties surrounding it to be
the impact area. Smaller areas are not broken out, as it is difficult to assign outputs or
outcomes from one part of the Shoshone to a specific community or location. As for
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activities or uses, the basic forest industries are considered separately (wood products,
grazing, recreation, etc.).
And from page 593 of the FEIS, the SNF clarifies,
the values and interests included in this analysis are based on responses to comments the
public has provided to previous planning documents, and to survey results. The identified
values and interests are not based entirely on a random sample; the survey conducted was
a random sample, but people who chose to respond to a Forest Service comment period
are self-selected. By focusing on those who commented, the analysis focuses on those
people who hold strong values regarding forest resource management on the Shoshone.
This analysis centers on six broad categories of forest values/interests, based on the
survey and comments received. The categories, defined in table 172, are used to display
the differences between alternatives, and do not define specific individuals or groups, and
do not represent a complete analysis of all possible interests people have for the
Shoshone.
While reviewing the SNF planning record for these objection issues, several assumptions were
used:
o People make choices or reflect their preferences based on what is important to
them (Kleindorfer et al. 1993).
o An individual may hold one or more of the values or interests for the forest
resources described in this section. Consequently, the impacts of the alternatives
on specific individuals may be cumulative, mixed, or singular, depending on how
many different values the individual holds. For example, a person may hold
values similar to those of the preservation category when considering wildlife
habitat, but may hold values similar to the non-motorized recreation category
when considering access to recreational opportunities.
o Management actions within the SNF that are inconsistent with people’s forest
values are perceived by them as threatening and undermining to their values.
OBJECTION ISSUE: ANALYZING THE COST OF WILDFIRE
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that the SNF failed to adequately estimate costs associated with wildfires.
They also assert that, “the amount of anticipated wildfire has been modeled for each alternative
associated suppression and indirect costs have not been analyzed.” Objectors contend that direct
suppression costs as well as indirect costs should be considered as anticipated costs.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The objector wants the SNF to include substantial direct and indirect costs that would be realized
by taxpayers and especially by local people relying on forest resources. Review of the
documentation and record show that the SNF has analyzed the appropriate level of costs at the
planning level for informing the decision-making for accomplishing forest wildfire objectives.
The FEIS (Vol. 1, p. 368) includes an analysis of the how the Cost of Managing Wildfires were
analyzed, in that section of the SNF FEIS:
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The largest wildfire cost category is the direct cost to the public and government to
maintain a "ready army" of firefighters, equipment, and stations. This includes the cost of
forest fire management, and capital outlays for equipment.
Indirect losses from fire include business interruptions, costs of temporary lodging, tax
losses, loss of market share, legal expenses, and many other categories. This is one of the
most difficult categories to estimate with any degree of accuracy, in part because of the
numerous and disparate categories that comprise this cost group and in part because
disruptions in one category may be offset by transfers to others. Depending on what is
included and how the costs are derived, this category can range from 5 percent to 15
percent. Many of these subtleties require in-depth study that has heretofore not been
undertaken.
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

1. Change the wording in the first line of the paragraph immediately preceding table 179 to
“Table 179 shows cumulative present net value by alternative. Values used to calculate
present net value are in the FEIS, Appendix B, page 1129”. Table 179 in the FEIS (p.
617) shows the “estimated benefits, costs, as a cumulative PNV by alternative.”
2. Clarify the comparison of PNV in the selected alternative to PNV of the other
alternatives, using PNV numbers presented in the FEIS, Table 179, p. 617.
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ISSUES WITHOUT INSTRUCTION

The following objection issues were analyzed and checked against the revised LMP, project
record, FEIS, and the Draft ROD. No instruction from the Reviewing Officer is given, as it has
been determined that the proposed actions taken by the SNF comply with law, regulation or
Forest Service policy and are within the responsible official’s decision authorities.
FOREST MANAGEMENT
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Robert Hoskins
Governor Matthew H. Mead
Charles R. Neal
Johnathan B. Ratner, Western Watershed Project
Thomas A. Troxel, Intermountain Forest Association
OBJECTION ISSUE: INSECTS AND DISEASE
ISSUE SUMMARY

The objectors contend that the SNF LMP Revision did not consider and incorporate best
available science that would have better directed their management approach in the prevention or
control of beetle infestations, and that the current approach of timber harvest used in the LMP is
inappropriate. One objector states that “the idea that cutting trees somehow prevents or controls
these infestations is false.” Objectors recommend considering Six et al (2014), Black et al.
(2013), and Romme et al (undated) be considered as part of best available science.
In addition, given the large amount of recent disturbance activity due to insects and disease, there
is concern that impacts of insects need to be better incorporated into the FEIS and LMP, and that
data used in the LMP and FEIS may be out-of-date. For example, one objector states,
the Forest has incorrectly stated in the Plan that there is a need for more young age
classes and that there is an overabundance of older age classes, while at the same time the
Plan recognizes that ‘impacts from insects and wildfire has dramatically changed the
vegetation conditions since 2000.’
Another objector asserts, “the Plan needs to recognize and display that the forest has had the
largest seral shift (to early seral) since the European invasion.”
Objectors contend that adjustments to the MA designation and desired conditions are needed.
Specifically, objectors have proposed “re-assess[ing] management area designations, esp 5.1 and
5.4.”
Objectors propose that any data gaps be acknowledged. One objector states,
CEQ [Council on Environmental Quality] Regulations speaks directly to the inclusion or
exclusion of ‘incomplete or unavailable information’ in [40 CFR] Section 1502.22:
‘When an agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse effects on the
human environment in an environmental impact statement and there is incomplete or
unavailable information, the agency shall always make clear that such information is
lacking.’
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Another objector recommended clarifying the vegetation Methodology section of the FEIS. The
objector contends that by dating the data sources prior to the recent insect changes in the
vegetation Methodology section of the FEIS on page 116 and by not cross-referencing Appendix
B, “it gives the appearance the data are outdated.” The objector recommends including a cross
reference to Appendix B in the vegetation methodology section of the FEIS “to help clarify the
efforts made to incorporate recent disturbances in the analysis process for the reader.” The
objector further recommends “be[ing] more concise by focusing on what was done to address
issues and concerns with the best available information” in “the section of Appendix B that
describes the process to incorporate insect and disease information (p.11-12).”
The issues related to lynx habitat and pre-commercial thinning are highlighted in the section
titled, “Lynx Habitat and Forest Management.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

40 CFR 1502.22: “When an agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse
effects on the human environment in an environmental impact statement and there is incomplete
or unavailable information, the agency shall always make clear that such information is lacking.”
Section 102(2)(A) of NEPA mandates that
all agencies of the Federal Government shall utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary
approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the
environmental design arts in planning and in decision-making which may have an impact
on man’s environment. (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(A)).
NFMA 16 U.S.C. 1604 (g)(3) requires the Forest Service to
[specify] guidelines for land management plans developed to achieve the goals of the
Program which […] insure that clear-cutting, seed tree cutting, shelter wood cutting, and
other cuts designed to regenerate an even-aged stand of timber will be used as a cutting
method on NFS lands only where […] the interdisciplinary review as determined by the
Secretary has been completed and the potential environmental, biological, esthetic,
engineering, and economic impacts on each advertised sale area have been assessed, as
well as the consistency of the sale with the multiple use of the general area.
The FSM 1921.11(4) also states, “Plan components should not repeat existing direction from
directives, laws, or regulations. Make a Cross-reference to such direction in the plan if needed to
address issues or deficiencies in the plan identified by the public.”
The literature cited in the forest health section of the FEIS is generally older than those provided
by the objector and supports a variety of pest management techniques. Of the documents
provided by the objector, two include the topic of cutting trees to prevent or control bark beetles.
One of them, Six et al. was just published in January 2014. However, it is a report drawing on
previously published studies that would have been available during the planning period,
including some cited in the FEIS. In it, this report raises questions about the effectiveness of both
indirect and direct control strategies, specifically for mountain pine beetle, although it recognizes
a shortage of available studies from which to draw conclusions.
The report by Six et al. (2014) evaluates numerous studies regarding indirect control strategies
that use various thinning treatments to manage risk of mountain pine beetle attack or reduce
damage caused by bark beetles. This is the general approach favored in the LMP to manage
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insects and diseases, as described on page 235: “When feasible, preventive vegetation
management practices are used in lieu of suppression and restoration to meet objectives for
restricting insect and disease outbreaks.” An objector also included a report by Romme et al.
(undated) that supports LMP direction by affirming that reducing stand competition and
removing stressed or unhealthy trees can reduce the risk of a bark beetle outbreak starting in a
forest stand. Similarly, Six et al. (2014) summarizes that thinning can reduce mountain pine
beetle-caused mortality of trees, but acknowledges the outcome of thinning is more variable than
is often recognized or reported. While the more recent and extensive collection of studies in this
report does not invalidate the science used in the LMP, it emphasizes a need to consider site
specific variables and objectives during project-level planning.
The FEIS (p. 387) describes the effect of forest management that changes the mix of age classes,
density, and species makeup of forest stands as effective in reducing impacts from insects and
diseases. The report by Six et al. (2014) supports this conclusion by stating that processes that
homogenize forest structure and composition can contribute to the extent and severity of an
outbreak, while processes that result in heterogeneity tend to reduce the severity and extent of an
outbreak.
On the other hand, the reports by Romme et al. (undated), Black et al. (2013) and Six et al.
(2014) that were provided by the objector all agree that direct control, used to manage bark
beetle populations, is generally viewed as ineffective at protecting stands during large scale
outbreaks. The report by Six et al. (2014) found a consensus of three recent studies in British
Columbia that concluded suppression of a beetle outbreak would require massive sustained
efforts over a large area, for extended periods of time, and with extremely high detection rates to
succeed. One of the studies looked at four different direct control methods during the recent
outbreak in British Columbia and concluded that mitigation treatments are effective when
populations are low to moderate, but still required a high level of accuracy in detection. Six et al.
(2014) did, however, recognize some evidence of slowing the spread of mountain pine beetles in
Colorado in the 1990s.
Consistent with the conclusions regarding direct control of bark beetle populations, the FEIS and
LMP do not advocate landscape-level direct control efforts for bark beetle epidemics. The plan
does include guidance (p. 68) to intensively manage insect and disease outbreaks in developed
recreation areas, Forest Service administrative sites and facilities, around priority heritage assets,
and other developed areas where such outbreaks conflict with desired conditions. This is a
general guideline for insects and diseases and, again, site specific variables and objectives must
be considered during project-level planning.
Although the report by Six et al. (2014) provided by the objector raises awareness of the
uncertainty of management actions in response to concerns about bark beetles, it does not nullify
the science used in the FEIS or the guidance provided in the LMP, and it does not identify any
inaccurate or inappropriate management guidance in the LMP. It does, however, emphasize the
importance of proper analysis of project-level conditions and objectives as well as the
importance of continued monitoring.
The SNF acknowledges the significance of the changes caused by insects and wildfires and the
need to consider and address those changes throughout the FEIS and the LMP. In fact, the LMP
states “The greatest need for change [Vegetation Management] is to ensure the revised forest
plan contains adequate direction for managing forest vegetation, given the large-scale changes
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resulting from recent insect epidemics and large fires.” The citations in the pages above are
relevant examples describing the need to consider the impacts as well as describing some of the
effects. The project record demonstrates the SNF made appropriate efforts to base its analysis on
data that reflects the current condition, including the changes caused by insect epidemics.
In order to be consistent with NFMA requirements to provide for sustained yield, the SNF used
Forest Vegetation Simulator-derived growth and yield tables, based on Forest Inventory and
Analysis (FIA) data. Where necessary, these tables were modified to account for insect and
disease infestations. Also, acres in vegetation classes were adjusted in R2Veg to account for
recent fires and insect mortality, and these acres were used in the Spectrum analysis model to
develop the Allowable Sale Quantity and assess sustained yield. This process is described in
Appendix B of the FEIS and cited above. The FEIS (p. 116) says “The FIA data used for forest
planning were collected from 1998 to 1999. The FIA data were used to quantify species and size
class at the forest scales, and to develop growth and yield tables for the vegetation modeling.”
Although this statement gives one the impression that the analysis is based on out of date
information, the FEIS and other project record documents (referenced above) describe a process
to develop and use an additional set of growth and yield tables applied to forest stands impacted
by bark beetles through 2011. This process resulted in a NFMA sustainability analysis that
appropriately reflects the impacts of the bark beetle epidemics.
In consideration of NFMA requirements to provide for the diversity of plant and animal
communities, the SNF sufficiently analyzed the effects of changes from insects and wildfires on
forest age class distribution. Prior to recent large-scale disturbances by insects and fire, the FEIS
describes a trend toward older age classes resulting from fire suppression and limited timber
harvesting. However, following these recent disturbances, the FEIS and other documents in the
project record recognize a much larger shift toward younger age classes. R2Veg data, including
life form, species, size, and density, were used to create and analyze age structure (habitat
structural stage). The process applied to update R2Veg to reflect changes from insects and
wildfires is described in Appendix B and the resulting age class distribution is included in the
FEIS model reports in the project record (02688). Some of those shifts are documented as cover
type changes in Appendix B, Table 1 (p. 11). Although timber harvest may increase younger age
classes, the SNF concludes there will be very little change to age class distribution resulting from
timber harvest because of the limited areas anticipated for harvest during the life of the LMP. In
order to ensure consistency with requirements to provide for diversity and sustainability, the
LMP describes a desired age class distribution for each cover type and provides a timber harvest
guideline outlining a watershed-level threshold for older age class stands.
The Forest Service realizes that the research community is not unanimous in its approach to
addressing insect and disease responses but most agree that active management holds the best
likelihood of reducing the risk.
OBJECTION ISSUE: TIM-GUIDE-01
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector contends that, “TIM-GUIDE-01 is inappropriate and should be deleted.” The
objector contends that by including the TIM-GUIDE-01, timber harvest activities are being
singled out for review by an interdisciplinary team even though, as the objector describes, “all
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projects to implement the Revised LMP must conform to Forest Plan direction plus comply with
NEPA and other legal requirements.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

TIM-GUIDE-01 for Forest Products in the LMP states, “Timber harvest activities should be
reviewed by an interdisciplinary team to ensure the activities are consistent with desired
conditions and objectives, including impacts to environmental, biological, aesthetic, and
economic resources.”
When the objector made a similar comment (Public Concern #645 from the DEIS), the Forest
Service response was, “[the TIM-GUIDE-01] guideline is based upon NFMA requirements and
is standardized across Region 2.”
While NFMA identifies specific interdisciplinary impacts that must be reviewed for even-aged
regeneration harvests, NEPA requires the use of interdisciplinary analysis for all planning and
decision making which may have an impact on the human environment. The TIM-GUIDE-01
falls somewhere in between by assigning the NFMA interdisciplinary review criteria to all
timber harvest, rather than even-aged regeneration harvest. LMP components should not repeat
existing law, regulation, or policy according to FSM 1921.11(4), but may include a crossreference to the law, regulation, or policy if needed.
OBJECTION ISSUE: IMPACTS OF “BIOMASS TO FUEL CONVERSION” PROJECTS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors assert there was a failure to assess environmental impacts of salvage logging of beetlekilled trees for "biomass to fuel conversion" projects. Objectors propose, “at a minimum, the
Forest must produce a Supplemental EIS on the risks associated with widespread salvage logging
for biomass to fuel conversion, particularly in IRAs.” More specifically, objectors would like a
Supplemental EIS to focus on “the viability of using biochar to ‘restore’ logged forests” and “the
impacts of massive clearcutting/salvage logging/removal of forest biomass on soils, naturally
regenerating forests (lodgepole, douglas fir, and whitebark pine), and fragile and steep upstream
watersheds that occur in IRAs.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The LMP states that during the next 15 years, salvage of timber products will be a management
emphasis on lands available for timber production. The FEIS (p.388) considers the likelihood of
salvage harvesting and states
The degree to which these harvests are undertaken would largely depend upon the risks
associated with the potential infestation spread into healthy stands, public safety, the
presence of high value resources, and the resource emphasis of the infected or adjoining
area.
Consistent with policy, the LMP does not propose site specific projects; it serves to provide
guidance for site-specific projects. As a result, the LMP does not include in-depth analysis of the
environmental effects of salvage harvesting, although it does recognize that salvage harvesting
affects habitat for black backed woodpeckers (FEIS p. 204). The effects of clear-cutting, salvage
logging, and removal of forest biomass on natural regeneration, soils, watersheds, and IRAs, as
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well as any mitigation, such as using biochar, must be analyzed during the NEPA process at the
project level. The objector’s issue and remedy are outside the scope of this LMP.
The revised LMP describes the strategic intent of managing the SNF into the next ten to 15 years
and the LMP provides constraints. The LMP does not make project or activity decisions. The
revised LMP represents decisions that are strategic in nature, but do not make a commitment to
the selection of any specific project, and the LMP will not dictate day-to-day administrative
activities needed to carry on the Forest Service’s internal operations. The revised LMP gives
broad, strategic guidance designed to supplement, not replace, overarching laws and regulations.
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PLANNING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT COORDINATION
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Steffen Cornell, Meeteetse Conservation District
Park County Commissioner Loren Grosskopf
OBJECTION ISSUE: CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors point out that there are a number of county and conservation district land use plans that
“address goals, objectives, and policies for lands within the counties.” They are concerned that
there may be inconsistencies between the SNF’s LMP and the county and conservation district
land use plans, and they cite NFMA, planning regulations, NEPA, and CEQ regulations for
working with cooperating agencies to reconcile inconsistencies. Objectors propose remedies to
review NFMA, planning regulations, NEPA, and CEQ regulations, and to “recognize and be
consistent with [the SCAC’s] individual county and conservation district plans.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

Under NFMA and the planning regulations, the Forest Service is required to coordinate land
management planning for the NFS with land management planning conducted by state and local
governments. The Forest Service is not required to adopt recommendations made by state and
local governmental entities. Neither the statutes governing Forest Service land management
planning nor their implementing regulations provide for more than an advisory role for state and
local governments.
Specifically, 36 CFR 219.7(c) describes that the responsible line officer shall review the
planning and land use policies of other federal agencies, State and local governments, and Indian
tribes. The results of this review shall be displayed in the environmental impact statement for the
plan (40 CFR 1502.16(c), 1506.2).
And under NFMA (16 USC§1604(a)), the Forest Service is required to “develop, maintain, and,
as appropriate, revise land and resource management plans for units of the National Forest
System, coordinated with the land and resource management planning processes of State and
local governments and other Federal agencies.”
The SNF appropriately reviewed the land use plans and policies of three counties, seven
conservation districts, and the Wind River Reservation. The analysis of adjacent and local land
management plans is in both the project record (#2306) adjacency analysis and the FEIS, as
required by 36 CFR 219.7(c), on pages 620 and 621.
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PRIORITY HERITAGE ASSETS
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Lawrence Todd, Park County Historical Preservation Commission
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors are concerned that the LMP focuses on only a small number of Priority Heritage Asset
(PHA) sites and that it does not effectively address a workable management approach or
monitoring guidelines for the “hundreds of NRHP eligible sites on the Forest [that] may not
receive the protection they need under the Priority Heritage Assets focused management
direction presented in the Draft Plan.” Objectors contend there is “a lack of basic information on
the number of PHA sites currently listed or any goals for how many sites should be on the list for
the life of the plan.”
Potential remedies proposed by objectors include: Development of specific annual monitoring
goals and sampling design in the LMP to address other eligible properties on the SNF,
development of an additional heritage resource objective that establishes an annual baseline
sampling criteria and objective for assessment and mitigation of a set percentage of the SNF’s
non-PHA, eligible sites and finally, evaluate seven percent of the unevaluated sites each year,
so all will be evaluated during the life of the LMP, in addition to the monitoring of PHAs
already committed.
Another objector is concerned that the Forest Service did not consider the impacts motorized use
in Francs Peak and Wood River would have on historic and prehistoric cultural resources. The
objector further states, “The Forest Service erred in not analyzing the impacts to the irreplaceable
resources that could result from its decision to authorize motorized use in these backcountry
areas.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The LMP describes how PHAs are designated and how to get access to the list of PHAs:
the designation of a priority heritage asset is a local management decision; the list of
priority heritage assets on any given unit is dynamic. A list of priority heritage assets will
be kept and updated annually. Priority heritage assets include some areas with significant
heritage value, but are either small or do not rise to the level of having a specific
management area designated to them. The Shoshone will share the list of priority heritage
assets with the appropriate Native American Tribes and Federal, state, and county
officials upon request. The Shoshone will also readily consider suggestions to the list for
the Forest. (LMP p. 95)
Objectives for Heritage Resources (p. 92) and Monitoring Drivers (pp. 198-199) include:
•

•

Conduct condition assessments on priority resources on a 5-year cycle. Assess 20 percent
of priority heritage assets annually until all priority assets have condition assessments on
file dated no greater than 5 years in age.
Avoid, minimize, or mitigate negative effects from natural or human-caused impacts to at
least one priority heritage asset annually.
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•
•
•

At least 200 acres with high archaeological potential will be inventoried annually under
section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Historic property plans are completed for at least three National Register eligible or listed
properties or property types.
At least 5 percent of land burned by wildfires greater than 50 acres will be inventoried
within 1 year of being burned.

All historic properties, cultural materials and features within the SNF –not only PHAs—are
protected and managed under the federal laws, regulations and agency policies listed in the Other
Guidance section of the revised LMP on pages 99 through 100. These laws and regulations, not
the LMP, direct how the SNF protects and preserves archaeological materials and sites.
There is no requirement in either the 2012 or the 1982 Rule specifying which historic properties
should be monitored. There is also no such requirement in the FSM 1920.
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PRISTINE WILDERNESS SETTING
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Callie Domek
ISSUE SUMMARY

An objector is concerned that there may be decreases to acreages of pristine wilderness
management settings, that there may not be acreages of Pristine wilderness setting listed in the
proposed LMP, and generally that the Forest Service is not able to manage these areas to uphold
their pristine characteristics so much so that its wilderness setting would be downgraded to
“primitive” rather than “pristine.” Specifically, the objector questions why there are no acreage
totals for pristine wilderness setting in Table 4 on page 8 of the FEIS Chapter 1 or in Table 22 in
Appendix B of the FEIS. The objector suggests a remedy of “making it easy to see and compare
acreages of each setting, including Pristine.”
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

First, it is important to note that there are two different spectrums that have classifications of
primitive and semi-primitive, one of which includes pristine and the other does not. The first is
the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) that classifies areas by using specific physical,
managerial, and social criteria. The ROS settings include: Primitive, Semi-primitive wilderness,
Semi-primitive non-motorized, Roaded natural, and Rural (FEIS, Chapter 1, p. 8). Table 4 on
page 8 of the FEIS Chapter 1 or in Table 22 in Appendix B of the FEIS both refer to the ROS
classifications. Pristine is not listed on these tables because pristine in not an official national
ROS classification. A Primitive ROS objective is assigned to MAs 1.1, 1.1A, 1.2, 1.2A, and 1.2B
(SNF FEIS, Appendix B, p. 1125). Pristine is not an official national ROS classification but the
regional forester may supplement the official ROS classifications. Because it is a useful
management tool the SNF uses “pristine” classification within wilderness management areas.
The second spectrum is used solely within wilderness MAs, and consists of three Wilderness
Settings that provide differing levels of solitude and isolation. These include: Pristine, Primitive,
and Semi-Primitive (LMP, p. 124). Table 150 (FEIS, Chapter 3, p. 528) lists the existing
(current) acreage breakdown for wilderness ROS settings and shows 265,300 acres assigned to
the pristine setting. Table 152 (FEIS, Chapter 3, p. 529) lists wilderness ROS settings by
alternative and shows 265,300 assigned to pristine setting for Alternative G. The preferred
alternative (Alternative G) does not decrease pristine management over what is currently in place
on the SNF, and there is no evidence of a reduction in the pristine setting in the Fitzpatrick
Wilderness.
The FEIS Appendix B clarifies the relationship between these two classification systems:
Wilderness settings are related to recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) settings insofar
as ROS is a starting point. The existing forest plan identified wilderness settings as
different management areas (management areas 8A, 8B, and 8C). A forest team of
recreation specialists from the Shoshone National Forest Supervisor’s Office and the
ranger districts modified the current forest plan settings for plan revision, based on
current management direction and conditions on the ground. That process generally
followed the following criteria. In the new revised plan, wilderness settings are not split
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into separate management areas. They are treated like ROS and are an inventory that is
used in making management decisions. (FEIS, Appendix B, p. 1124)
If a standard or guideline is exceeded in wilderness, any activity to remedy the exceeded
standard or guideline will be a site-specific activity and will be analyzed in a site-specific
environmental analysis.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
PRIMARY OBJECTOR(S)

Lisa McGee, Wyoming Outdoors Council
Johnathan Ratner, Western Watershed Project
ISSUE SUMMARY

Objectors contend that the SNF
completely ignored that projected changes in climate will affect the availability, extent,
and location of wildlife habitat, and may affect the species dependent on various
vegetation types” and “failed to address climate change in every aspect of the plan
including livestock grazing, Sensitive Species management, hydrology, vegetation, etc.
RECORD REVIEW SUMMARY

The SNF climate change analysis was compiled to synthesize the best available scientific
information on climate change and summarizes available information on climate changes. The
analysis on changing climate incorporates several key scientific studies on the global and
localized effects that went through science consistency reviews.
The FEIS (Volume II, Table 2, p. 67) recognizes that a changing climate will have a cumulative
effect on forest conditions. The FEIS (pp. 68-70) provides context for risks to the resources as a
result of climate change. This section excerpts specific information from the document Climate
Change on the Shoshone National Forest, Wyoming: A Synthesis of Past Climate, Climate
Projections, and Ecosystem Implications (Rice et al. 2012). This section also broadly discusses
the vulnerabilities that the forest’s resources are likely to face under the project change in
climate.
There are numerous discussions on climate change in the response to comments on the DEIS,
including subjects areas 732, 804, 817, 907, 965, 1607, 1757, 2107.
Throughout the document the FEIS discusses anticipated impacts to resources including: Water
Rights (p. 75); Water Quantity (p. 77); Riparian/Wetlands (p. 116); Air Resources, including
greenhouse gases (p. 106); Effects from Activity-generated Emissions (p. 112); Oil and Gasrelated Emissions (p. 114); Forest composition, structure, landscape pattern, and processes (pp.
117 - 119); Rangelands and various vegetation types (pp. 121 – 134); Riparian Communities (p.
134); Wildlife and Birds (pp. 177, 193, 196, 200, 203, 220, 221, 227, 231, 281, 305);
Amphibians (p. 265); Bats (p. 270); Aquatic, Riparian and Fisheries Resources (pp. 315, 326);
Rare Plants (pp. 335 – 336); Sensitive Species (p. 345); Fire and Fuels (pp. 357, 369, 370);
Insects and Pathogens (p. 382); Climate Change on the Shoshone National Forest, Wyoming
(Rice et al. 2012); Invasive Species (pp. 386, 388, 389, 395, 399); Commercial Livestock
Grazing (p. 412); Timber Stand Improvement (p. 435); Special Forest Products (p. 440); Road
Systems (p. 479); Recreation (p. 513); Designated Wilderness and Recommended Wilderness
(pp. 515, 527); RNAs (p. 542); Socio-economic effects (p. 609); etc.
The FEIS also puts climate change effects into context with a discussion on potential cumulative
effects to resources (p. 145).
Upon reviewing the process and information used to develop and review the SNF climate change
analysis, the SNF used a reasoned and thorough approach in looking at the available science and
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making changes based on comments to the DEIS. The focus of the SNF climate change analysis
is on multiple use management with ecological, social, and economic sustainability. Climate
change is a factor to be considered in the delivery of the SNF’s overall mission. The discussion
of climate change correctly put in context the level of assessment and analysis for climate
change. While uncertainties will remain regarding the timing and extent magnitude of climate
change impacts, the SNF integrated the best available science and used that information to
develop an environmental effects analysis at the appropriate scale and level of detail.
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE DOCUMENT

AMS: Analysis of the Management Situation
ATV: All-Terrain Vehicle
AUM: Animal Unit Month
BE: Biological Evaluation
BLM: Bureau of Land Management
BMP: Best Management Practice
CEQ: Council on Environmental Quality
CDNST: Continental Divide National Scenic Trail
CFR: Code of Federal Regulations
DEIS: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
ESA: Endangered Species Act
FACA: Federal Advisory Committee Act
FEIS: Final Environmental Impact Statement
FIA: Forest Inventory and Analysis
FSH: Forest Service Handbook
FSM: Forest Service Manual
HU: Human Use
IMBA: International Mountain Bicycling Association
IRA: Inventoried Roadless Area
LMP: Land Management Plan
MA: Management Area
MCD: Meeteetse Conservation District
MIS: Management Indicator Species
MOU: Memorandum of Understanding
MVUM: Motor Vehicle Use Map
NAPgA: North American Packgoat Association
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
NFMA: National Forest Management Act
NFS: National Forest System
NRLMD: Northern Rockies Lynx Management Direction
NVUM: National Visitor Use Monitoring
PCT-R: Precommercial Thinning with Reserves
PHA: Priority Heritage Asset
PNV: Present Net Value
RADT: Risk Assessment Disease Transmission
RFDS: Reasonable Foreseeable Development Scenarios
RNA: Research Natural Areas
ROD: Record of Decision
ROS: Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
SCAC: Shoshone Cooperating Agency Coalition
SNF: Shoshone National Forest
SMU: Special Management Unit
TEPC: Threatened, Endangered, Proposed, and Candidate
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USDA: United States Department of Agriculture
USDI: United States Department of the Interior
USFS: United States Forest Service
USFWS: United States Fish and Wildlife Service
WAFWA: Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
WDA: Wyoming Department of Agriculture
WGFD: Wyoming Game and Fish Department
WSA: Wilderness Study Area
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SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
A-1. Amend the table for Dead Indian Creek in the FEIS Appendix D, Attachment B (p. 27) to reflect that
a Prehistory outstandingly remarkable value was not found on Dead Indian Creek, and adjust the
explanatory notes accordingly.

A. Wild and Scenic
Rivers

A-2. Clarify why the suitability study was delayed in the project record. Ensure consistency between the
FEIS and the ROD. See also FEIS, Chapter 2 (p. 51) and delete "to make" duplicate typo in the last
sentence of the section on "Recommend All Eligible Rivers for Designation."
A-3. Identify in the project record what region of comparison was applied to each outstandingly
remarkable value, describe the analysis process/criteria used to evaluate outstandingly remarkable values
at that region of comparison, and better support the findings for each river segment.
A-4. Correct FEIS Appendix D, page 10 to clarify that it is precisely because a river-related value is
significant at a regional or national scale that makes it "outstandingly remarkable.” In addition, clarify this
on page 8 of the new version of Appendix D. Make sure the FEIS and Final LMP include the correct
appendix
B-1. Include the missing page for Togwottee Pass 02903, Deep Lake 02911, North Boundary 02913, Reef
02914, High Lakes NF915, and High Lakes addition NF915a to Appendix C of the FEIS.
B-2. Complete and document the analysis required under FSH 1909.12, 72.4 and 74, including a display
that identifies and discloses the MA prescriptions for each of the potential wilderness areas by alternative.

B. Wilderness

B-3. Clarify and expand on the logic, rationale, and supporting analysis for decisions related to wilderness
recommendations in the Final ROD.
B-4. Clarify and expand on the extent of the public opinion sources that were considered when making the
draft decision to not recommend any wilderness designation and explain why areas similar to current
designated wilderness areas were not recommended.
B-5. Acknowledge that there has been a significant delay in complying with the 1972 and 1984 statutory
requirements to complete maps and legal descriptions of Dunoir SMU and High Lakes WSA and make a
commitment to complete the work as soon as the SNF is funded to do so and is practicable. Remove the
five year time frame.
1

SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
C-1. Prohibit mountain biking in all areas of Dunoir SMU.

C. Dunoir Special
Management Unit

C-2. Modify recreation standard in LMP (p. 140) to reflect change in direction.
C-3. Clarify how public comment was incorporated in the final decision regarding Dunoir.
D-1. Clarify the rationale for exempting areas of big game crucial winter range from snowmobile closures.

D. Motorized Travel

D-2. Clarify how the analysis, public comments, and public sentiments were used in development of
Alternative G.
D-3. Work with WGFD to correct errors with classification of winter range in the Lander Front by
remapping and removing motorized use in this area.
D-4. Apply Alternative B to Francs Peak. MAs 3.3A and 3.3B in Francs Peak should be changed to MA
1.3.
D-5. Apply Alternative B to Wood River, changing 3.3B to 1.3.
E-1. Revise the LMP and project record to include the Nature and Purposes for the CDNST.

E. Continental Divide
National Scenic Trail
(CDNST)

F. Bighorn Sheep
Management and
Pack Goats

E-2. Clarify Map 41 and what it shows. Also provide an explanation that any future proposed re-routes of
the CDNST would be reviewed during site specific analysis.
E-3. Clarify that the LMP revision is not changing nor did it contemplate changing the location of the
CDNST; it merely provided for management of the trail consistent with the comprehensive management
plan and provided a MA that would surround the trail a half mile on either side.
F-1. Clarify how direct contact from disease-carrying domestic sheep and goats is believed to contribute to
the death of individual wild sheep, herds of wild sheep and entire populations and review the WAFWA
Wild Sheep Working Group updated recommendations on disease transmission from domestic sheep and
goats to wild sheep. Include review findings in the project record and clarify the reasons for special
designation of the SNF bighorn sheep population.
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SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
F-2. Strengthen the project record by additional review of currently available scientific information on
disease transmission from domestic sheep and goats to wild sheep such as Herndon, Caroline N., Sudarvili
Shanthalingam, Donald P. Knowles, Douglas R. Call, and Subramaniam Srikumaran. 2011. Comparison of
passively transferred antibodies in bighorn and domestic lambs reveals one factor in differential
susceptibility of these species to Mannheimia haemolytica-induced pneumonia. Clinical and Vaccine
Immunology 18, no. 7 (July): 1133-1138. Include review findings in the project record.
F-3. Enhance the BE with additional supporting documentation, specifically relative to cumulative effects
and probability of disease transmission (pages 50-55 of the BE).

G. Wetlands and
Watershed
Management

F-4. Evaluate mitigation measures submitted by objectors, but use the following parameters: pack goats are
not under constant control and may be asymptomatic and are still a viable threat to wild sheep
populations.
F-5. Clarify that the scope and scale of the social and economic effects to pack goat users was included in
the forest programmatic analysis of recreational use. Clarify that the analysis of disease transmission is not
based on the work of the RADT or Payette Principles Committees, but rather the SNF’s own reworking
and analysis of the data.
G-1. The definition of wetlands found on p. 654 should match the one on p. 795 of the FEIS, which was
taken directly from EO 11990 for the Protection of Wetlands.
G-2. In addition to EO11990, clarify any references to compliance with the Clean Water Act.
H-1. Clarify there was no remapping for lynx Critical Habitat.

H. Lynx Habitat and
Precommercial
Thinning

H-2. Clarify how lynx observations on the SNF contribute to the requirements that define the forest as
"occupied" by Canada lynx.
H-3. Clarify how MA 5.1 is being carried out in lynx matrix habitat and the six percent limitation.
H-4. Clarify and provide additional details on how the SNF came to 2,130 acres of pre-commercial
thinning and enhance the planning record with further explanations regarding affected species such as
lodgepole pine, thinning in wildland urban interface to reduce the basal area of the stand to reduce risk of
wildfire.
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SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

I. Wildlife Viability

J. Wildlife and
Wildlife Habitat
Management

K. Minerals and Oil
and Gas

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
H-5. Clarify how down and dead trees are critical for hare populations, a major food source for lynx.
H-6. Correct the footnote tied to TES-GUIDE-12 that references the direction on the 2,130 acres of precommercial thinning. This footnote should instead be tied to TES-GUIDE-10.
H-7. Clarify additional opportunities for precommercial thinning outside lynx habitat.
I-1. Illustrate how conservation measures for sensitive species are addressed within LMP direction and
create a new table that includes all species.
I-2. In the FEIS (p. 186) under Conservation Measures for Wolverines (number 2) change wording to read:
“Site specific analysis will consider the impact of all winter recreation activities within suitable denning
habitat for wolverines outside of wilderness boundaries (i.e. Beartooth Plateau).”
J-1. Provide for consistency with 40 CFR 1502.24. Demonstrate how the conservation measures referenced
in the BE are addressed in the management direction for the LMP.
J-2. Document how the FEIS addresses capability and suitability of NFS lands for providing habitat for
management indicator species in accordance to 36 CFR 219.20.
K-1. Document why some surface-disturbing activities in crucial winter range are managed with timing
limitations and oil and gas surface development is managed with a combination of timing limitations and
unsuitable designations.
K-2. Document why WGFD identified crucial winter range as most critical. Clarify the effects of oil and
gas activities on big game winter range.
K-3. Explain how the combination of Forest-wide and MA 5.4 LMP direction guides the suitability and
management standards for mineral development on the SNF, including MA 5.4.4.
K-4. Document the agreements that were reached on inclusion/non-inclusion of the specific lands west of
Meeteetse as unsuitable for oil and gas development, and ensure that documentation is prepared for the
project record reflecting the outcome of these discussions. Include these areas on a map.
K-5. Ensure that language referencing oil and gas surface development uses the Forest planning
appropriate terms of “suitable” and “unsuitable” and do not use terms such as “available” and “no surface
occupancy” which are reserved for use with leasing decisions.
K-6. References on all surface oil and gas development maps and throughout the FEIS must be corrected
to revise the words “available” and “no surface occupancy”, to “suitable” or “unsuitable for surface
development,” respectively; be consistent with the description in the FEIS on page 19 to reduce confusion,
and do not use terms specific to an oil and gas leasing availability analysis.
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SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

L. Rangeland
Management

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
K-7. Clearly document on maps which lands of the overall crucial big game winter range are being
considered unsuitable for oil and gas for reasons of being “critical crucial big game winter range.”
K-8. Cross-check Alternative G with the BLM Bighorn Basin Resource Management Plan Revision, and
review for consistency, then document any inconsistencies or determine a need to correct areas that are
more restrictive on the SNF compared to the BLM boundary.
K-9. Demonstrate how Alternative G oil and gas surface development suitability overlaps with MA
allocation in Alternative G. This serves as a comparison with the other action alternatives as to where areas
of concern lie in relation to one another.
L-1. Closely align procedures in Appendix B FEIS (Volume III) to determine capability and suitability
with process in R-2 Desk Guide and what is also described in Chapter 2 (Document 02284) found in LMP2014 Revision SNF, Suitable Uses pages 117-118. Process for Determination of Rangeland Capability:
a. Step 3 - Slopes greater than 60 percent were subtracted. These areas are identified as not
suitable (suggest changing the wording from suitable to capable) for cattle and sheep
grazing. In the DEIS analysis, the 40 to 60 percent slope range, which is generally suitable
(suggest changing the wording from suitable to capable) for sheep grazing was identified as
not being capable.
L-2. Modify maps 22-24 in Appendix E, following procedures in R-2 Desk Guide and maps should show
suitable determinations for cattle and sheep allotments separately.
L-3. Clarify that site specific analysis can be used to make adjustments at the project level, and that
modeling of capability and suitability analysis at the LMP level can be adjusted at the project level
(allotment) provided good rationale is given (i.e. “hill climbers” vs “bottom dwellers” type of cattle as
reported in the literature).
L-4. The FEIS mixed up the terms suitability and capability in the following sentence: “Acres with slopes
40 to 60 percent slope were subtracted as not being suitable for cattle grazing”. The sentence should read:
“Acres with slopes 40 to 60 percent were subtracted as not being capable for cattle grazing.” In addition
this step is part of the capability determination and not suitability determination as documented in the R-2
Desk Guide.
L-5. Clarify the LMP to qualify how Vegetation Management Guideline #4 is applied when livestock are
not the reason for vegetation trends not moving towards desired conditions.
L-6. Revise Vegetation Guideline #5, using methods other than stubble height to measure and quantify
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SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST OBJECTION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTACHMENT 3

Issue Area

M. Social and
Economic Analysis

DECEMBER 2014

Instructions
riparian health. See: http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/rge/inventory/index.shtml to help determine methodology to
measure riparian health.
M-1. Change the wording in the first line of the paragraph immediately preceding table 179 to “Table 179
shows cumulative present net value by alternative. Values used to calculate present net value are in the
FEIS, Appendix B, page 1129”. Table 179 in the FEIS (p. 617) shows the “estimated benefits, costs, as a
cumulative PNV by alternative.”
M-2. Clarify the comparison of PNV in the selected alternative to PNV of the other alternatives, using
PNV numbers presented in the FEIS, Table 179, p. 617.
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